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SYNOPSIS

This thesis sets out to examine the natural details 

that occur In Marveil's poetry, and to discuss the literary 

questions * both historical and critical - which such an 

examination brings to light* It is divided into four parts. 

The first part is introductory: chapter one suggests that an 

Important change took place in the choice and function of 

natural details in poetry during the seventeenth and eight-
i i

eenth centuries; chapter two provides a historical survey of 

Marvell scholarship and criticism, and traces the emergence 

of various attitudes to the poet's use of natural details, 

showing how these reflect changing attitudes to poetry and 

nature. Part II Isolates the details from their context*: 

chapter three discusses the sources from which they were 

drawn, bringing together and adding to the Information that 

has been discovered concerning Marvell's familiarity with 

the natural histories, and his indebtedness to other poets; 

chapter four deals with the sensuous and intellectual 

qualities of individual details. Part III considers the 

relevance to the poetry of contemporary views about nature:
*,

in chapter five as a philosophical or theological concept; 

in chapter six as the physical environment. The final part 

attempts to describe the natural details in context: the 

three chapters, seven to nine, deal with various aspects of



ly

the relationship between details from nature and the meaning 

they convey, and Include accounts of formal imagery, emblems, 

conceits, description, and "nature poetry*1 .

The bibliographies at the end list the books referred to 

in the course of the thesis.



NOTE* All the quotations from Marvell'e poetry in the text 

are taken from The Poeme and Letters of Andrew Marvell* ed, , 

H.M.Margoliouth, 2nd. ed., 2 vole. (Oxford, 1952).
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Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION

In 1882, Oakar Dolch published a short treatise on Th 

Love of Nature in Early XngliBh Poetry (Dresden). His 

introductory remarks include the following statement:

There lies an endless treasure of meaning hid in 
Nature, but just as much or as little, as the soul 
of every one can see in her. (p.3)

He should hare added that there can be more than one kind 

of "meaning", and that the meaning any given poet can see 

in nature will depend on a good deal more than the quality 

of his individual soul. The meaning found in nature will be 

conditioned largely by what the poet is looking for, and this 

in turn will be conditioned by the preoccupations - theological, 

philosophical, scientific, aesthetic - of his age's culture. 

Even the experience of seeing will differ, not only from
«

individual to individual, but also from era to erou Compare 

three ways of looking at a flower, in poems taken from widely 

separated periods of English poetry. First, Chaucer's praise 

of the daisy in the Prologue to "The Legend of Good Women":

1
See the discussion of the idiosyncrasies of visual percep 
tion in Keats, Wordsworth and others: Robert Graves, "How 
Poets See'1 , The Crowning Privilege (Penguin Books, 1959), 
PP.314-327.



    . of al the floures in the mede,
Thanne love I most thiee floures white and rede,
Swiche as men callen da.ysyes in our toun.
To hem have I so gret affeccioun,
A0 I seyde erst, whanno comer, is the May,
That in my bed ther daweth me no day
That I nam up and walkyng in the mede
To aeen this flour ayein the sonne sprede,
Whan it upryeeth erly by the morwe.
That bliaful sighte softneth al my sorwe,
So glad am I 9 whan that I have presence
Of it, to doon it alie reverence,
An she that is of alle floures flour,
Fulfilled of al vertu and honour,
And evere ilyke faire, and fressh of hewe;
And I love it, and ever ylifee new©,
And eve re ohal, til that myn herte dye.
Al swere I nat, of this I wol nat lye;
There loved no wight hotter in his lyvo.
And whan that hit ye eve, I renne blyve,
As sone as evere the sonne gynneth we$te,
To seen this flour, how it wol go to reste,
For fere of nyght, eo hateth she dsrknesse.
Hire chere IB pleynly sprad in the brightneese
Of the sonne, for ther yt wol unclose.
Alias, that I ne had Englypsh, ryme or prose,
Suffisant this flour to preyee aryghtj
But helpeth, ye that han konnyng and myght,
Ye lovers that kan make of sentement;
In this cas oghte ye be diligent
To forthren me somewhat in my labour,
Whethir ye ben with the leef or with the flour*

(Text F, 11.41-72, The Works of Geoffrey^Chaucer.
ed. F.N.Robinson, 2nd. ed. (London, 1957)» PP.
4.83-484.)

Chaucer's devotion to the daisy is charming, almost child 

like in its naivety, and his delight in contemplating the 

flower comes through in the freshness of the verse. But in 

fact, this passage is not so origin&l as itr air of spontaneity 

might suggest. F.IT.Robinson provides Borne of the background 

in his introduction to the poem:

... there is evidence, in both French and English



poetry* of the existence of a cult of the marguerite 
... his celebration of this queen of flowers contains 
many lines and phraees paralleled in Desctoampp, Machaut, 
and Froissart, and some perhaps from Borcaccio. (p.480)

The reference in the last line of the quoted reshape also 

indicate? that Chaucer was appealing to an established fashion. 

Robinson notes;

The relative merits of the flower and the leaf were a 
subject of roetic debate in Chaucer's tine, as they 
were in the next century, when the poem entitled the 
Flower and the Leaf was composed, (p.480)

Chaucer does not, in bis poetry, see the daisy at all 

precisely. It is wayein the sonne sprede"; it is "whit© and 

rede*1 5 at night "it wol go to reste 1*; in the sunshine "; t 

wol unclose"; but apart from these slight descriptive touches, 

we are given only abstract or generalized references to the 

flower's freshness or the poet's own delight. Chaucer Bees 

what his age saw in nature. J.A.W.Bennett sums up the situations

It was the all-inclusive pattern, the sense of glorious 
richness in diversity produced by the juxtaposing of 
each genus and species 9 that fascinated Chaucer (and 
many a medieval philosopher) more than the 'inscape', 
the anatomy, of the separate animal, tree, or flower. 
Thus, for all Chaucer's delight in the daif?y, we could 
hardly tell from his references alone what sort of 
flower it was; it is? the contrasting white and red that 
he loves; 3ust as he is content to say tl:at the flowers 
Emily gathers are 'party white and red', or that a 
meadow is 'with floures e»v;ote enbrouded al'.

(The Parlemeryt of Foules (Oxford, 1957)> P.148)

The flower's "meaning" is co uitioned by tLe preoccupations 

of the fourteenth century: it suggests the flower and leaf 

controversy; it finds ex ression in the ternr of Courtly Love;



and there IP even a hint of the devotion ;:aid to the Virgin 

Mary in the wording of the lines:

AB the that is of alle floures flour,
Fulfilled of al vertu and honour,
j nd evere ily^e falre, and fressh of hewe,

Second, Robert Herrick'p "To Daffadills":

1. Faire Daffadills, we weep to see
You haste away so so one: 

As yet the early-rising Sun 
Has not attained hip No one,

Stay, stay, 
Untill the hasting day

Has run
But to the Even-song; 

And, having pray f d together, we
Will goe with rou along.

2. We have short time to stay, as you,
 ;Ve have as short a spring; 

AB quick a growth to meet Decay, 
As you, or anything,

«e die, 
Ad your hours doe, and drie

Away,
Like to the Summer's raine; 

Or as the poarles of Morning's dew 
Ne'r to be found againe, 

(The Poetical ^orks of fiobert Herrick, ed» 
P.W.Moorman (Oxford, 1915)* P.

Herrick, writing in the seventeenth century, rhows the 

influence of Jonson and the classics in his elegant treatment 

of the theme of earthly transience, and of the emblem tradition 

in his use of details from nature. He loolcs straight past the 

objects - described only as "fa ire" - to the human significance 

that can be drawn from them,

Third, rone liner fron John Clare f n "The Prinrore Ban!*":



The dew IB on the thorn,
And the primrose underneath 

Just a gen the mo^py root 
Is smiling to the morn,

With its little bri Juliig eye
And its yellow rime ro pale 

And its? crime and curdled loaf - 
Who can pap? its beauties by

Without a loo'' of love
When we tread the little ^ath 

That B'rirts the woodland ride? 
Who can pass, nor loo1 : above

To Him who blesree earth
Ytfith these messengers of s ring 

And decorates the fields 
For our happiness and mirth?

(Selected Poems of John Clare* ©d. Geoffrey Grigs on, 
The Muses ̂ Library (London, 1950), p. 16?)

Clare, like Herric^, also turns from the object to what 

it tells him, from the primrose to its Creator. But he has a 

much keener eye for the thing itrelf . r/e gather from hip poem 

a clear idea of the physical features* of the flower - its eye, 

its pale yellow rims, its loaf; and of Its situation - "a gen 

the mossy root" of the dewy thorn, \? ich stands by "the little 

path/That skirts the woodland ride". He sees the flower first, 

in detail, before he is led to ponder it? meaning*

Ignoring the complexities of the different cultural settings 

in which these three pieces of vors© were written, one can still 

pick out a major point of difference between the first two and 

the third. In Chaucer f 2? and Herric^'s poeme, the natural 

detail? are gercral; in Clare's, the;; are specific. Chaucer 

talks about "ti.ise flourer", "this flour", "the inede" - no



particular daisy, in one place, on i- erecified occasion, 

referred to. Herrlc'.c uses terms like "the Burner's roine", 

and "the icarles of ttorning'r dew", generically. Clare's 

primrose is a particular one in a particular pxuce at a art 

icular time. The difference between tfco corns of the earlier 

poets, and the poem toy Clare, is a dlfl eruncc in tbe wa^ of 

looking at things, and, although exceptions obviously occur, 

it is a difference that is typical of the ages in \vhich they 

lived. .K.Wimsatt discusses this historical development in 

a chapter on "The Concrete Universal":

Mill speaks of the word and its denotation and connot 
ation* The denotation is the IT, the individual thing 
or the aggregate of things to which the term may refer; 
the connotation is the WHAT, the quality or classification 
inferred froTi the IT, or implicitly predicated toy the 
application of the term or the giving of the name. One 
main difference between all modern poeitivistic, 
norninaliptio, and semantic systems and the scholastic 
and classical systems is that the older or.es stress the 
similarity of the individuals denoted toy the common 
term and herjce the real universality of meaning, while 
the modern systems stress the differences in the indiv 
iduals, the constant flux even of each individual in 
time and space and its kinetic structure, and hence 
in^er only an approximate or nominal universality of 
meaning and a convenience rather than a truth in the 
upe of general terms. A further di ference lies in the 
view of how the individual is related to the various 
connotations of terns which ;.-ia^ be arplied to it* That 
is, to the question: What is it? the old^. r writers seem 
to h61d there is tout one (essentially right) answer, 
while the moderns accept ae any answers as t'frere are 
classes to ^hich tie individual may toe aligned (an 
indefinite numtoer).

(The Yertoal Icon (Third Noonday ,rese . a? ertoound 
Ediiion, 1962), p.70)

The change from a basically general r,ay of iookir^ at 

things to a toasically specific percc tiveness took
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some time between Herrick and Clare. It probably began with
  

the Renaissance and the New Learning, with its ir.Fintcrice on

observation and experiment, and by the eighteenth century it 

was being fought out in the literary arena. Dr. Johnson, a 

classicist by inclination and practice, believed tbat poetry 

should concern itself with the general aspects of nature, He 

lets Imlac put hie case, in The History of Uasgelas, c ; ;a >ter X:

The business of t'ne poet, said Imlac, i? to examine, 
not the individual, but the species; to remark general 
properties and large appearances: he does not number 
the streaks of the tulip, or describe the different 
shades in the verdure of the forest. He is to exhibit 
in his portraits of nature such prominent and striking 
features, ae recal the original to every mind; ard must 
neglect the minuter discriminations, which one may have 
remarked, and another have neglected, for those charact- 
eristics which are alike obvious to vigilance and care 
lessness.

(Johnson;Prose and Poetry  selected by Mona Wilson, 
The Reynard Library (London, 1957)» p.410)

Thomas Gray voiced a dissenting opinion that v/ar to be 

taken up by the generation of Ho critic poets;

Circumstance ever was, and ever will be, the lif© 
and the essence both of nature and of poetry*

(quoted by A,Glutton-Brock, "Dercription in Poetry", 
Essays and Studies. II (1911), 95-96)

William Blake endorsed fmch a view rather more forcefully:

To Generalise if to b© an Idiot. To Particularize 
is the Alone Distinction of Kerit,

("Annotations to Sir Joshua Reynolds f s Discourses",
The Complete Writings of ^illiam Bla^e, ed. Geoffrey 
x eynes (London,1 196b), P.451)

Y/hen did this new way of looking at nature begin to mai:e 

itrelf felt in xj?.glish poetry? It ruurt have ;?c'c-n fo e tii c



before Johnson and Gray for the conflict between the two 

approaches to have become a conscious Problem to them. The 

V^ey period seems to have been the second half of the seven 

teenth century.

Josephine Miles has conducted a statistical purvey of the 

frequency of certain words in Englinh poetry from tt.yatt to the 

Romantics, ("Prom Good to Bright", 2liii» LX » I?o -3 (1945) f 766- 

77k)9 and discovered that there is a changeover from the 

predominance of terms live "good11 and "false", to the :redom- 

inance of terms like "bright 1' and "dark". In V/yatt's oetry:

Not only the predominance of good over bright but 
also the contexts of both types show how peripheral 
war the notion of sensory modification to «yatt and 
how central, in both sorts of contexts, was? the poetic 
function of verifying and evaluating human relationships.

(Miles, p.7^7)

Spenser uses a larger ro artion of physically descriptive 

words than li'yatt* but with hirc too, the moral terms are by far 

the more important.

The early reventeonth-century poets - Donne, Herbert, 

Herrick etc. - are -nore specific in their a \vareness of objects, 

but still the sensuous qualities of things are not valued for 

themselves:

All [i.e. their "bright" objects] in their brightness 
are representative of other virtues. Ilever do they 
poetize brightness as a special poetic quality for 
perception. (Miles, p.769)

In ftiilton the turring-' oint IB reached, and brightness 

becomes significant in Its own right:
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His was, then, a atrong new kind of poetic material, 
in many respects which show through the contexts of 
a few central words. For Milton's poetry was epical 
from the beginning, in ita outward stresses; more 
outward even than the talk of Chaucer's pilgrims or 
of Shakespeare 9 0 act ores outward, that is, in its 
seenie properties and visual process ions and descrip 
tive architectures . . . In Milton, then, descriptive 
detail, sensuous scenic detail became a chief material 
of poetry, (Miles, pp» 769^770)

Pope continues the trend, "from the poetry of human 

relation to the poetry of physical array" (Mles, p»770); 

a little later, when Collins was writing his odes, the 

sensuously descriptive terms had taken over from the morally 

evaluative, and Gray, Keats, Shelley, and Foe followed in his 

wake. The sensuous words not only came to >r©dorainate in their 

legitimate function as descri tive counters; they also took 

over some of the functions of the moral words:

With the increased quantity of bright and its aesthetic 
kind came increased interest in pcene and quality, 
increased pictorialiaing of heaven, earth, and the mind, 
increased carrying by figure of outward material inward 
instead of the reverse process of the Elizabethans, 
increased sensory specification and even sensory state 
ment of ethical judgment. (Miles, p.

Two developments were* thus taking place in the second 

half of the seventeenth century - the period when Milton's 

influence was beginning to make itself felt: a kind of poetry 

was developing in which the emphases were shifted from hurr-an 

relationships, and universal moral questions, to the physical 

environment, and often to the delights of solitude; and poets 

were looking at nature with new eyes, taking note of the 

individual sensuous features of t hinge, instead of making do
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with general characteristics and traditional cliches of 

observation.

The purpose of this study is to see how Andrew Marveil 

flte into this context; to see where the natural details in 

his poetry derived from; to see what he thought afed felt 

about nature, as a philosophical/theological force, and as 

a physical reality; to see how he used the natural details 

in the poems* In short, to discover what kind of meaning he 

extracted from the "endless treasure of meaning hid in 

Nature", and how a man of his period and sensibility looked 

at the natural world*
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Chapter II

A SURVEY OP CRITICAL ATTITUDES TO MARVELL'8 USE OP

NATURAL DETAILS

Interest in thoae poems of liarvell fs which make moat uae 

of details from nature has passed through three stages. Por 

more than a hundred years after his death, such poems as "The 

Garden" and "Upon ^ppleton House" were almost completely
X

ignored} during the nineteenth century, and the early part 

of the twentieth century, they established him as a forerunner 

of the Romantic "nature poets 1*; and in the last forty years, 

they have been dissected and scrutinised by modern critics 

and scholars who seek to determine their philosophical constit 

uents and their poetic genealogy* The eighteenth century con 

centrated on Mar veil's connections with Cronarell and Milton, 

Charles II and Danby, Sanaiel Parker and Prince Rupert; the 

nineteenth felt him most strongly as a relative of Wordsworth 

and Shelley and Keats; the twentieth traces his intimacy with 

Donne, Ben1owes, and Fane, Plato and Plotinus, St.Augustine, 

Hugh of St.Victor, and Hermes Trlsmegistus,

Of the eighteenth century there is little to record. Between 

the publication of Marvell's poems in 1681, and some remarks
i

by an editor of Pope in 1806, there is only one discovered 

comment relevant to this study: this is in a letter from the 

Rev* Robert Banks, Vicar of Hull, sent to Ralph Thoresby on
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April 1Vth. 17081

Mr* Andrew Marvell, the poet and botanist, and some 
time burgees in Parliament for this town.

(Attention was first brought to this letter by Jobn
E. Bailey, Notes and Queries, 5th. series, VII (1877),
p.j,67).

This is the only occasion on which Marvell's interest in the 

world of nature is considered worth mentioning before the 

nineteenth century. And even here the "poet" and the "botanist" 

are not necessarily seen as vitally connected. Pierre Legouis 

is soepticals

Sans doute Banks rapporte-t~il ici une tradition 
locale independante dee temoignagee fournis par la 
po4sie de £J*rvell» done intdresaante. On e'est mepris 
(Grosart, I. 471, et surtout lee critiques qui I 9 ont 
suivi) sur la valeur de cette contiguite toute spatialei 
"poet and botanist* ne deignent pas for cement un 
precurBour d'Erasme Darwin; lea deux aspects de I'homzne 
peuvent avoir e"te* P re ague aussi distincts 1'un de 
1'autre que de pa qualite de depute qui leur succede 
dans la lettw*

(Ariflye' Ma * P P 
1928), p

All the other references to Marvell in this period, in 

William Mason's "Ode: fo Independency", in Robert 8hiela*s 

The Lives of tha Poets of 0rf at Britain and Ireland (vol. 

IVf 1753)> in the Biographia Britannica (London, 1760), in 

Wordsworth *s sonnet , "Great men have been among us", dwell 

on his qualities as a patriot, a politician of Integrity, and 

a satirist* The lyrical poems were not unknown, since the 

century saw three editions: Thomas Cooke's in 1726 and 1772,   

and Captain Edward Thompson's in 1776* Thompson's edition



doee have one reference to a natural detail. Talking of some* 

lines in "The Loyal Scott", he remarks:

The simile of the powdered bees, by the way of 
obtaining a useful and general reconciliation, is 
happily introduced, and musically versed* 

(Vol.Ill, p.469)

But the emphasis is entirely on the literary aptness, not at 

all on the detail as such.

In spite of the lack of comment, the pastoral poems must 

have been fairly popular, as they were singled out for Tonson's 

Miscellany of 172?t it includes "The Hymph Complaining for the 

Death of her Faun", "Young Love", "Baphnis and Chloe", "Damon 

the Mower"» "Araetas and Thestylis", "Mueick's Empire", "The 

Garden" (only stanzas IV and VI), "On Paradise Lost", and 

"Climb at Court for me that will". Johnson, however, ignored 

Marvell almost completely, failing to include him in his 

Lives of the English Poeta* although there is evidence that 

he knew of Marvell f s lyric verse. Pierre Legouis points out 

in a footnote to page 231 of his English edition of Andrew 

Marvell (Oxford, 1965) that Mrs. E.E.Duncan-Jones has drawn 

his attention to several quotations from Marvell f s poetry in 

Johnson's Dictionary* one of which is from the pastoral 

"Ametae and Thestylis" (under NOR). But in spite of the 

availability of the poems in Tonson and the three editions,
s

the century of Pope, Thomson, Collins, and Gray passed by 

Marvell f s garden poeme and the descriptions of "Upon Apple- 

ton House" without remark.
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Zt was left to the Rev. William Liale Bowlea to inaugurate 

the Romantio appreciation of Marvell. In 1806 he published a 

ten-volume edition of the Works of Alexander Pope. Tracing 

the English antecedent a of "VZindaor^Forest" back to Denham'e 

"Cooper's Hill** and taller *  "The Park", he addai

Marvell hae also written a poem on local scenery f Upon 
the Hill and Grove at Billboyow' and another 'Upon 
Apple ton -House 1 * . « Marvell abounds with conceits 
and false thoughts but some of the descriptive touches 
are picturesque and beautiful. His description of a 
gently rising eminence ia more picturesque, although 
not so elegantly or justly expressed, as the same 
subject in Denhanu I transcribe the follow ing* as the 
poem is but little read. [He quotes etanzap III-IV and 
part of stanza V of the first poem.] Sometiraea Marvell 
obaervea little circumstances of rural nature with the 
eye and feeling of a true poet* [He quotes the first 
four lines of atanza LXVII of the second poem: the lines 
about the throat le 9 a eye*] The last circumstance is new. 
highly poetical, and could only have been described by 
a real lover of nature, and a witness of her beauties 
in her most solitary retirements. It is the observation 
of auch circumstances, which can alone form an accurate 
deacriptive rural poet. 

(Vol* I, p*122)

Pierre Legouie, in the original French edition of hie woftk 

Andre Marvell. haa this to say about Bowlea f s choice of the 

example of the "hatching T lira s tie* a shining Kye"i

L f example eat bien choisi, trop bien choiai pour etre 
caracteristique.

t n,(53))

The thrush's eye was still being cited as typical of Marvell v a 

powers of observation over a century later, in the Tercentenary 

Tribute a.

IB 1807 John Aikin produced hia General Biography i or* 

Lvee. Perhapa following the lead of Bowles, perhapa affected
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by the new emphases of the Romantic age, he considers the 

non-political side of Marvell's genius worth mentioning!

His early poems express a fondness for the charms of 
rural nature, and much delicacy of sentiment; they 
are Ingenious and full of fancy, after the manner of 
Cowley and contemporaries. (Vol.Vl, p.609)

Among the great Romantic poets themselves, only Wordsworth 

seems to hare known of Marvell as a lyric poet* He only refers 

to him once, in the sonnet mentioned above (p«13)» but the 

Influence of stanza LXVI of "Upon Applet on House" has been 

traced in his preference of stock-dove*a song to nightingale'P. 

More significant is the inclusion of one of Marvell*8 poems 

in a personal anthology which Wordsworth compiled in 1819* as 

a Christmas gift for Lady Mary Lowther* Later this MS book 

passed into the hands of J.Rogers Bees* who had it printed in 

facsimile* Poems and Extracts Choeen by Willla^i. Wordsworth for 

an album presented to Lady Mary Lowther a Chriyt^Bss, 181$ (London*
i

1905)* In his preface, he remarkss
V

The contents are of interest as indicating Wordsworth's 
preferences among poems having direct dealing with 
natural objects and the charms of solitude, (p.vi)

tt

On pages 66-68 of this anthology are found all but the last 

four lines of Marvell's "On'a Drop of Deww . The description 

of the dew-drop, whether it is seen as itself or as a metaphor 

for the soul* contains some of Marvell's most delicately 

accurate details, which is clearly why it appealed to /orde- 

worth*
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A younger Romantic poet, John Clare , knew of Marvell -

he even tried to pan a off one of hie own compos it lone as a
t-U 

piece by dead A poet * but only as *a great advocate for

liberty " (quoted from a letter to Henry Francis Carey of 7th. 

January* 1829, which Pierre Legouis mentions in his English 

edition of Andrew Marvell* p,235, n.1),

Haalitt, too* had some acquaintance with Marvell *s work* 

but in his lectures on Dryden and Pope, and on Cowley, in 

Lectures on the English Poet^i (1818) and lectures on the 

English Comic ivr,lters (1819) respectively, he considers him* 

only as a satirist and metaphysical* In the anthology Select 

British ffoets or riew elegant extracts from Chaucer to the 

present tlan, (London, 1824), however, he Includes "Bermudas*! 

MTo his Coy Mistress*, "The Nymph Complaining for the death of 

her Faun% "The drop of dew", "The Garden", "The Gallery", 

"Upon the hill and grove at Bill-boroww , and "An Hoiration

But it was Charles Lamb, in the two series of "Essays of 

Slia" (1823 and 1833)* who became the first major writer to 

express a taste for Marvell*s specifically rural poems. The 

longer reference occurs in "The Old Benchers of the Inner
i,.j

Temple", in the first series of essayst

It was a pretty device of the gardener, recorded by 
Marvell, who, in the days of artificial gardening, 
made a dial out of herbs and flowers* I must quote 
his verses a little higher up, for they are full, as 
all his serious poetry was, of a witty delicacy. They
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will not come in awkwardly, I hope, in a talk of 
fountain* and sun-dials. He is speaking of sweet 
garden scenes* [Here he quotes stanzas V,VI,VII,and 
IX, significantly omitting stanza VIII. the most 
paradoxical and least descriptive, of "The Garden11 .] 

(Thf Essays of JSlia^ ed. Alfred Aingor (Londonf

In "Blakesmoor in H-ehire", in the second series, he quotes 

Marvell in passings

I could have exclaimed with the garden-loving poet: 
[Here he prints stanza L XVI of wUpon Apple ton House", 
the passage in which the poet beseeches the woodbines 
to bind him*] (p. 386)

A two-part account of Itomrell appeared in the Retrospeetivy 

Be view, in Vol»X, Part II (1824), PP*3a8-343» «md in Voi*XI, 

Part I (I8a5)t PP. 174-1 95* The first essay dealt with his lift, 

but omitted all mention of the Kunappleton period, and selected 

"Tlie Hympfc Complaining for %to» B*ath of her Faun" as hie best 

poem. The second essay discussed parts of "Upon Apple ton 

House % "Eyes and Tears 11 , "Eortus", "The Garden", "The Dialogue 

between the Body and the Soul", and "The Character of Holland". 

The anonymous author speaks approvingly of the poems which 

contain "successful descriptions of nature and pastoral scenesf!, 

He illustrates his remarks by long quotations from "Upon - 

Apple ton House", choosing the passage about the wood and the 

nightingale, and stansa LXXI to the end - that is, the most
T /

descriptive and romantically "nature" poetry in the poem«

1832 saw the appearance of the fi^rst volume devoted entirely 

to Marvell f s biography: John Dove*s The Z>ife of Andrew Marvell.
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Dove, like Marvell a Yorkehireman, follows the developing 

taste for the lyrical side of the poet's work no closely 

that his sentiments echo with remarkable fidelity those of 

John Aikin 25 years earlier:

His early poems ex resa a fondness for the charms of 
rural and pastoral scenes, with much delicacy of 
sentiment; and are full of fancy, after the manner 
of Cowley and his contemporaries, (p.85}

His short selection of poems at the end of the Life includes 

"Bermudas", *The Coronet", "On a Drop of Deww , "The Mower's
\

Song", "The Mower to Glo«*worms", but not "The Garden", W0pon 

Appleton House", or the other pastorals. His favourite, like 

the anonymous Retrospective Reviewer's, is "The Hymph Complain 

ing for the Death of her Faun"«

The same year a life of Marvell formed part of Hartley 

Coleridge*e Biographia Borealis^ oy the lives of distinguished 

Northerns (keeds, 1832), pp.3-64. Coleridge treats him as a 

politician and patriot, in the old vein, but admits admiration 

for the poetry, with reservations*

We confine our praise to the poems which he wrote 
for himself* As for those h© mad© to order, for 
Fairfax or Cromwell, they sre as dull as every true 
son of the muse would wish these things to be, (p»63)

The Romantic bias is evident in the dietaete for poems "made 

to order", but there is no knowing whether the sweeping ref 

erence to Fairfax and Cromwell implies a damnation of "Upon 

Appleton House", and perhaps even "The Garden", as well as 

the more obviously political poems.
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George L.Craik, in his Sketches of the ffistory of 

Literature and Learning in England (London, 1845)» is 

concerned mainly with the satires. Bat he glances at 

"Bermudas 1* - "familiar to every lover of poetry" (Vol. IV, 

Book VI, p.119) - and thinks it worthwhile to quote the 

"less known" (p.121) "Little T.C."

The volume of Essays of Henry Ropers (1850), contains 

an article reprinted from the Edinburgh Eevieir of January 

1844, in which he declares the poems over-rated, although 

he too singles out "Bermudas", together with the two dialogues 

and *The Coronet", for "ranch elegance and sweetness".

Mary Rursell Mitford, in her Eecollections of a literary 

life (London, 1852), complains that Marvell'e poems are not 

easily available, and quotes with enthusiasm "Bermudas", 

"The Garden", "The Hymph Complaining for the Death of her 

Faun", and arts of tfee "Iteration Ode". She is struck by 

a detail in the last stanza of "The Garden", and asks:

What does the new dial mean? Is there really nothing 
new under the sun? £nd had they in the middle of the 
seventeenth century discovered the horologe of Flora? 

(2nd. ed. (London, 1852), Vol.11, p.32?)
*?

The first American edition of The : oetical .works ef Andrew 

Marvellt edited anonymously, was printed in Boston in 1857, and 

reprinted in London in 1870. It ignores the lyrical poems in 

its introduction, but this is not surprising as the material 

is lifted from Henry Rogers's essay.
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Miee Mitford f s complaint was answered by the appearance 

of Palgrave 1 * Golden Treasury in 1861. This anthology, which 

aimed at providing a selection of the best English lyric 

poetry, found room for three poems by SSarrelli "The Garden* f 

HA» Horation Ode11 and "Bermudas11 . The 1883 edition added an 

extract from "The Nymph Complain|mg for the Death of her Faun"; 

and the 1891 edition brought in "Little T*C." The choice not 

only established Marvell's reputation, but also shows clearly 

how Victorian taste was drawn to the "nature" poems , at the 

expense of the once pro-eminent satires. The "metaphysical" 

pieces, though "To his Coy Mistress" numbered Tennyson among 

its admirers, had to wait for the twentieth century for their 

special qualities to be appreciated generally.

Palgrave, in a note, follows Lamb in praise of "The 

Garden". He makes one of the earliest direct comparisons 

of liavvell with a Romantic poets

... these truly wonderful verses, which, like 
"Aycidas*, may be regarded as a test of any reader's 
insight into the tiost ,p«etical aspects of Poetry. The 
general differences between them are vastt but in 
imaginative intensity Marvell and Shelley are closely 
related.

(1862 edition, p.309)

IB 1869, The Cornhill Magazine (Vol»2Qt 21-40} printed 

an anonymous article on Marvell. After discussing the poems

1
Pierre Legouls, in the Bibliography of Andrft Marvell (p.478, 
entry(l55;)» reveals that the author was John Ormeby(1829-95).
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by Add is on which had got into Captain Thompson's edition of 

1776, and giving an account of Marvell'a life, the author
*.

makes an Intereatlng revision in the chronological placing
»

of Marvell as a poets

As a poet he is generally classed among the poets of 
Charles the Second's reign; but In reality he belongs 
to an earlier age, and has nothing whatever In common 
with Waller, Sedley, Dorset, or Eochester. He is, in 
fact, no more one of the ,<o at oration poets than Milton* 
His true place is with the men of the preceding period, 
- with Ilerrick, Habingdon, Suckling, Lovelace, and 
Wither, to each of whom occasional resemblances may 
be traced in hie poetry. But the poet that influenced 
him most, probably, was Donne, (p.35)

There are several points of interest in this: Marvell 

the poet Is fudged by his lyrical, earlier, poems, not by 

the Restoration satires} Donne is seen as a major influence;

and resemblances to other poets are noticed* The tracing of
*

these resemblances has been one of the chief activities of 

modern Marvell scholars and critics*

Even more Interesting are the remarks a little later, OB
s

Marvell and nature* They deserve to be quoted at length:

He had, what was very rare among his contemporaries, 
a genuine love «s)d reverence for nature* Most of the 
poets of his day seem to treat nature in a somewhat 
patronizing spirit, as a good sort of institution, 
deserving of support, especially from poets, as being 
useful for supplying illustrations, comparisons, and 
descriptions available for poetic purposes. They, we 
suspect, regarded it very much ap the cook does the 
shrubbery, from which he gets the holly and laurel 
leaves to garnish his dishes, larvell is one of the few 
men of that time who appear to have delighted in nature 
for its own sake, and not merely for its capabilities 
in the way of famishing ideas. He enjoyed it thoroughly 
and thankfully, and in the poems written during his 
residence with Lord Fairfax at Nun-appleton, he shows a 
keen sense of pleasure in natural beauty and scenery,
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and, what was even rarer in those days, close 
observation and study of nature. (PP.38-39)

The remarks on the aeventeenth-centurr treatment of nature 

in poetry are useful, and the identification of Marvell as 

"one of the few men of that time who appear to have delighted 

in nature for its own sake", looks? forward to the recent exam 

inations of the theme of rural retirement In such poets as 

Cowley f Pane, Benlowes, Cotton, and the French libertins. 

Ormsby also takes up the view of Bowles, that Marvell was a 

keen and accurate observer of nature.

Goldwin Smith wrote a notice on Marvell for the second 

volume of the English Poets series edited by Thomas Humphry 

Ward in 1880. He follows Ormsby in noting similarities to 

other noets of the seventeenth centurys

He touches at different points Herbert, Cowley, Waller. 
Dryden, and the group of Lovelace and Suckling, (p.380)

More interestingly, he suggests a possible connection with 

the poems of Marvell'e employers

"The Eill and Grove at Billborow" and "Appleton House" 
are memorials of the sojourn in the shades of Nun 
Appleton, and they bear no small resemblance to the 
compositions of Lord Fairfax, (p.381)

"The Garden** is singled out for comment, although he only 

half-heartedly endorses Palgrave's comparison with Shelley:

In it Marvell has been said to approach Shelley: 
assuredly he shows a depth of poetic feeling wonderful 
in a political gladiator. The thoughts that tfwell in Ma 
green shade" have never been more charmingly expressed.

(P.382)

The pastorals are condemned as being "in the false classical
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Dmmon", and is particularly pleased with the couplet describ 

ing the fountain's tinkling.

Edmund Gosse takes the "Romantic" view of Marvell to 

extreme* in his book, Prom Shafcespeare tor Pope (Cambridge, 

l885).Ke stresses,%fee Wordsworthian element in the poems. In 

"Upon Applet on House" and "The Garden11 :

We find a personal sympathy with nature, and particularly 
with vegetation, which was quite a novel thing, and which 
found no second exponent until Wordsworth came forward 
with his still wider and more philosophical commerce 
with the inanimate world* For flowers, trees, and grasses* 
Marvell expresses a sort of personal passion* They stand 
^between him and humanity, they are to him "forms more 
real than living man". He calls ur-on the woodlands of 
Eunappleton to-save him from the noisy worldU (p*219)

Marvell has become the Romantic noet, seeking refuge from 

civil and political strife in the wsecurlty of natural solitude",
/

like Wordsworth.

Marvell the observer is again prominent in Gosse's account,

and the details that support this conception include not only.   /
the inevitable thrush's eye, but also the wood-moths and the 

heron:

He declares a profound passion for a possible -Juliana, 
but it is really the wood-moths gleaming on the bark, 
the vigilant heron in it» nest at the top of the ash- 
tree, the garish eye of the new-hatched throstle staring 
through the hazels, that hold his poetical affections*

(p. 221)

Ooase is among the first critics to single out the Mower 

poems for their "charming and unique poetry", (p.220) But he 

is so carried away by his enthusiasm at finding a poet to his
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century, that he makes exaggerated claims for him:

He id the last '6$ the English ttonAntic poets for 
several generations, and no one of them all, early 
or late, has regarded nature with a quicker or more 
loving attention than he. He is an alien indeed among 
the m*n of periwigs and ruffles. (p,22l)

fhe Victorian Marvell ie securely enthroned. Bat Gosee is 

so determined to make of him an ortodox Romantic that he is 

blind to what Marvell was actually doing with his natural 

details  He cannot see how they can be matter for serious 

intellectual conceits. The military imagery that subsumes 

the details from nature in "Upon Appleton House" appears 

merely as an aberration!

This is pretty and harmless, but perhaps just because 
it errs so gently against the canons of style, we ask 
ourselves how so seriously-minded a man as Marvell 
could run on in such a childish way. (p.219)

One partial view of Marvell has been replaced by another.

A dissenting voice is raised by &ark ?attieon» though 

only by way of an aside, in his essmy on "Pope and his Editors 11 

(in Collected Basayf (1889), Vol.II)* Going back to the 

beginnings of the Romantic view of Marvell, he remarks:

Familiarity with the 'hatching throstle's shining ' 
aye', only proves that Bowles and Marvell had both 
been schoolboys, and addicted to birde-nosting, (p.374)

Aitken's Muses* Library edition of the Poems and Satires 

of Andrew Marvell in 1892 occasioned a review by E.K.Chambers 

in tto* iTth, September number of The Academy the same year (Vol<



, 230-231). Much the same lino is followed ae that elabor 

ated by Cosset

His real' paseion * a most uncommon one in the seven 
teenth century - is for nature, exactly as we moderns 
mean nature, the great spiritual Influence which 
deepen* and widens life for us. (p.230)

Chambers cites particularly the final couplet of stanza V\
of *The Garden", and stanza VI of "Demon the Mower". Following 

Qoese again, he admires the neglected Lower poemsi

These m0wer$idylls» never found in the anthologies f 
are among the most characteristic of Marvell's shorter 
poems, (p.230)

He goes one better than those who had linked Marvell 

with the first-generation Romantic poets, end sees him as 

anticipating George Meredith:
i *

For the one* as for the other, complete absorption 
in nature, the unreserved abandonment of nelf to the 
skyey influences, is the really true and sanative 
wisdom* (p.230)

Like Goose again, Chambers objects to the imagery of 

warfare in the descriptive parts of "Upon Appleton House % 

though he allows that conceits are not bad in themselves - 

only if they are bad conceits i,e. conceits that are "merely 

fantastical*1 (p«230)« As an example of a thoroughly bad 

conceit, he points to *Qn a Drop of Dew"j and as an example 

of a conceit well used, he instances - the first time it bad 

been noticed in print - the itaage of the wet roses in "Daphnis 

and Chloe". (See ̂ p. 231)

The following year, C.H.Firth, in the account of Marvell
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the connection between "Bermuda*" and the poet's* residence 

with John Oxenbrldge, who had been a minister in the Bermudas.

Having dismissed the early love poems as fanciful, he 

adds*

Afterwards he learnt, as he himself expresses it, to 
'read in Nature's myrtlw book*, and his poems on country 
life show a keen love of natural beauty*

(DNB (Oxford* 1937*8 reprint), Vol.XJI, p.1215)

An essay entitled "The Lyrical Poems of /ndrew Marvell", 

by H.C.Baeehing in fhe national Eeview of July 1901 (7ol* 

XXXVII, 747~59)t follows the lines laid down by Ormsby and 

QoBBe, but makes some original additions. Among these is 

his praise of liarvell's "terseness 11 ae a descriptive poet 

in "Upon Appleton House"t

As a part of the name skill it is remarkable, in how 
few strokes he can paint a picture* In this same poem, 
describing a copse, he says:

"Dark all without it knits; within
It opens passable and thin",

which gives exactly the difference of impression from 
without and upon entering, A second notable quality 
in Marvell*8 verse is Its sensuousness, its wide and 
deep enjoyment of the world of sense. 'The Garden*, 
which everybody knows, may stand as the best example 
of this quality ~

"Stumbling on Melons, as I pass*
Inenar'd with Flow'rs, I fall on Grass". 

Marvell Is the laureate of grass, and of greenery*
(pp.752-3)

Beeohlng devotes some space to the wpoeros upon nature % 

giving much the flame picture as Oosse, with the interesting 

additional note that Marvell f e nature 10 not the wild Homantic
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nature of later poet 8 t

Here we have Morvell at his best, because here he leta 
hie rape ion inspire him* Except in Shakespeare, who 
includes "all thoughts, all passions, all desires", 
we have but little pas ion for nature between Chaucer 
and Marvellj but in ? lor veil the love for natural beauty 
is not Bhort of pas r- ion. Of course hia love is not for 
wild naiwt* * a feeling which only dates from Gray and 
ordBWorth - but for the ordinary country scenes: 

* . ., , fragrant Garden®, obaddy Wooda, 
Beep Mtadows, and transparent Flo ode";

and for theae he bri^s the eye of a genuine lover 
and, what is more, of a patient observer. Tne lines 
upon *Appleton House' ure fmll of observation. He apeak* 
of .the "shining eye" of the "hatching throstle**, and 
has a fine imaginative description of the woodpecker.

(PP. 756-7)

Garden * and *Berimidas M are cited, and the similarity 

of their uses of descriptive details is perceived:
&

The poem ["Bermudas"] is built upon the ®ama plan as 
"The Garden"; first, the sensuous delights are described 
as no one but Marvell could describe them: [he quotes 
from "Bermudas'*]* And then he passes on, though in this 
case it must be allowed with much leas effect, to the 
spiritual advantages of the place, (p. 758)

s

Beaching has noticed ttiat the ^sensuous? delight** are not 

an end in themselves, but a means to something "spiritual", 

an aspect of Marvell's treatment of nature that later critics 

have elaborated at great length. He also discovers possible
1 " *

sources for some of Marvell'e details in Crashaw f » "The 

Weeper1* and Milton's "nativity Ode'* and "II Penaeioao"* The 

"various light* of "The Garden", wia certainly an echo* of 

Milton's:

Waves at hia wingr in aery stream. 

1903 saw the publication of W.J. Court hope's History of



English Poetry, which, though briefly, attempts to give a 

more balanced picture of Marvell's qualities than the estab 

lished image . In the .rural poems, with:

* *   much charm and variety, he combines the 
"metaphysical" spirit of Donne, with Vaughan *e love 
of Nature and Herric^'s feeling for objects of art,

(Vol.III/p.308)

In a useful comparison with Vaughan, Court hope develops 

Beeching's idea that Marvell *F nature is essentially cultiv 

ated, and recognizer a function of the natural details as 

expressive of abstractions* His discussion springs from stanza 

VI of "The Garden":

These remotely abstract conceits he associates with 
beautiful imagery drawn from country life, going on* 
for example, after the above stanza in the following 
lines, which are Quite in Vaughan f s manners [here he 
quotes? stanza VII J. There is, however, more of minute 
painting in his descriptions of Nature than is common 
in Vaughan, whose imagination delighted in the wild 
uncultivated scenery of streams and hills; whereas 
Marvell loved the artificial ornaments of the garden, 
though he dramatically makes his mowers complain against 
them thus: [here he quotes the last ten lines of "The 
Mower 'against Gardens 11 ]* (p. 309)

I e sees the Mower poem? as a development of Classical 

Pastoral, quoting the first two rtanssas of "Damon the Mower" j

Pastoralism was never carried to a higher 
perfection of refinement than by Marvell: witness the 
opening line>p of "Bamon the Mower", in. which the heat 
and haze of a summer day seem to dance, (p. 310)

A much more realistic conception of < arvell's nature poems 

is emerging than in the fantasies of Gosse*

Augustine Birrell produced his account of Andrew Marvell*
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in 1905 (SngliaH Men of Letters aeries, London). In it, the 

Victorian Starve 11 ie firmly entrenched. We are told of his 

birth at "/instead - a fit place for the origins of a "garden- 

poet* (the throstle couplet is quoted); of his schooldays at 

Hull, where the grammar school had a great garden* full of 

fruit and flowers, BO that, "our "garden-poet", that was to be, 

was not deprived of inspiration"; of the gardens at Munapplaten* 

where, after this auspicious beginning in life, Marvell then 

had the luek to spend some times "In this garden the muse of

Andrew Marvell blossomed like a cherry-tree*9 (p. 31)*
.. ,   i

Blrrell is aware of Marvell *a emergence from an older
4+

tradition of lyrical verse, bat his emphases are on the hints 

of later developmental

As -the author of poetry of exquisite quality, whe*re for 
the laat time? may be heard the priceless note of the 
Elizabethan lyricist, whilst at the same moment utter 
ance is being given to thoughts and feelings which 
reach forward to Wordsworth and Shelley, Marvell can 
never be forgotten in his native England. (p*1)

ie follow* Ormsby and leeching in his awareneae of
*

arities between Marvell and other poets, citing Donne, Cowley, 

Waller, Denham, Butler, Cleveland, Walker, Cotton, Rochester, 

and Dorset, but not offering to be explicit. But he denies a 

possible inferences

In the whole corn-ass of our poetry there ie* nothing 
quite like Marvell *s love of gardena and woods, of 
meads and rivers and birds. It is a love not learnt 
from books, not borrowed from brother-poets. It is 
not indulged in to prove anything. It is all sheer 
enjoyment, (p. 227)
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Later researches have revealed that a groat deal of ttarvell'e 

knowledge of nature was "learnt from book*", and not a few 

of hla detail* were "borrowed from brother-beets'** /md recent 

Interpretations suggest something more contrived and deliberate 

than "sheer enjoyment** In hla amassing of natural details*

One other remark by Blrrell has been endorsed by subsequent 

critics, but probably not in the sense he Intendeds *Ho poet 

10 happier than E&anrell In creating the impression that he 

made his verses out of doors" (p. 228). The emphasis would now 

be laid on the artistry with which an "impression" of out-of- 

door freshness Is created out of largely bookish materials*

A.T.Qniller-Couch introduced the Select English Classics 

volume on Andrew Marvell (Oxford, 1908). He excuses the con 

ceited use made of natural details in a tone of patronising 

indulgence t

If, playing about these simple things, his fancy twisted 
them at tlrnes into quaint conceits, it was but as the 
gardeners of the seventeenth century planted their 
flower-bods Into elaborate knota and devices. The thought 
beneath the extravagances is usually sincere.

J,B. Irishman (in a note on p. 294 of Tfce ^rt of Marve 11 * s 

Poetry (London, 1966)) quotes from an article on "The Poems 

of Thomas Fairfax", Transactions of tfte Cojnaiectlcut /ica^eyay 

of Arts and Sciences. XIV, (July, 1909), 237-90* by Edward 

Bliss Reed, which first linked Marvell's poetry with that of 

the French poet Saint-Amntt

That these poems were inspired not only by the beauty
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of Wunappleton, but by its owner's love and appreciation 
of poetry* there can be little doubt  We may go even 
further, and see in Marvell's nature-poems some hints 
from SaintWvraant. Marvell's verse is richer and deeper; 
where Saint-Amant is vague in his descriptions or 
conventional in his thought, Marvell is concrete and 
original} for it is the Englishman, and not the French 
man, who uses If mot £r£cie, and yet SaintWkmant's 
theme - to lose oneself in Kature - ia the theme of 
The Garden and of the finest lines in Applet on House  

It was not until the 191*0*, with the work of M.C.Bradbrook, 

that the question of Marvell's relationship with the French 

poets of the Libertin^ school was properly investigated*

In the spring of 1912, Imile Legouis gave a course of 

three lectures in the Sorbonne, dealing with the life and 

works of Andrew Marvell (a resume by Hene Pwtvost was printed 

in the Revue des cours et conferences (Paris, 1912)). Legouis 

sees the poet mainly as a pre-Romantic, the forerunner of the 

sensuous Keats and the philosophic Wordsworth, He notes the 

Wordsworthian preference of stock-dove to nightingale; remarks 

on the precision and keenness of descriptive details, quoting 

from "Upon Appleton House" the throstle passage, the heron,
t '

and the woodpecker (stanzas LXVn«-&XX) j and regards the "green 

thought in a green shade" as closer even to symbolism than 

to Romanticism* But he does not ignore the period flavour of
. V

the poems. On the woodbine passage in "Upon Appleton Housew 

(stanza LXXVII) he commentss

C'est deja l f amour ro'-antique exalt4 de la nature, 
mais avec ce grain de bizarrerle qul ne quitte jamais 
tout & fait les gens de la Renaissance. VP.32)
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An Important new step In Marvell scholarship was taken 

when H.M.Margoliouth published some of hie discoveries about 

Harvell's indebtedness to other poets for phrases and images, 

in two notea called "Marvell <£ Cowley* and "Marvell and Other 

Contemporaries" In the June and July copies of The Saturday 

Review in 1919 (Vol^corxi, 550-1, and Vol.cxmil, 55-6). He

shows similarities between Marvell f s poems and works by 

Milton, Cowley, Lovelace, Craahaw, Vaughan, Carewi and points 

out that the sensuous details in ttBerimidas tt were probably 

suggested by Waller's "Battle of the Bummer Islands*'. Margol- 

iouth substantiates the vague generalisations of Goldwin 

Smith and Birrell about connections between Marvell *B poetwy 

and that of his immediate predecessors and his contemporaries, 

and, in discussing "To his Coy Mistress", anticipates the 

judgment of J.B.Lelshman. He speaks of, wthe suggestions 

which Fiarvell drew from Cowley's ttMistress H and built up

into great poetry"*

In More Kssays on Boolcs (1921), A^Clutton-Brock compares 

Marvell to Shelley, St. Augustine, and Vaughan, and gives an 

account of "The Garden" which recognises the poem's success -as 

the result of a skilful handling of sensuous details from 

nature s "The very theme of this poem is that parsing »f sense 

into spirit which its art actually accomplishes", (p. 139)

The anniversary of the poet f a birth saw the publication 

of the Tercentenary Tributes (Oxford, 192t), which gathered
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raagasines over the previous year or two* f.S.Eliot's OPEay, 

"Andrew Marvell" (PP.63*78), concentrates on the metaphysical 

elements in the poetry, on the wit and "tough reasonableness" 

that a new generation of poets valued in their own endeavours. 

The other contributors, lacking the insight of actual pract 

itioners, fell back on the cliches of more than half a century* 

Cyril Falls, in "Andrew Marvell" (pp.79-98), picks out the

"thrastle f s shining eye" aa particularly modem; remarks that
i

Marvell'a nature ia cultivated; congratulates the poet on hia 

"pure" love of the countryside 9 which he "looked upon" with 

a "naked eye* not through any spectacles, classic or romantic 11 

(p.88); hails him aa the first real nature poett

Here and there in the latter part (of "Upon appleton 
House"] are instances of that keen observation of 
nature and of that passionate nature-worship in which 
Marveil is not only unique in his day but which he is 
the earliest English poet to evince* (p.91)

J.C.Squire, in "An Incorruptitoaa Man in a Corrupt Age* 

(pp.113*121), considers lines like the thrush couplet aa 

"rare in our Caroline poetry", but Mcoi»mon in Marvell" (p.116). 

Unfortunately he gives no more examples.

Edward Wright, in "The Poet of the Garden and the Sword*4 

(pp. 122-131), sounds the theme of "Marvell was first*1 again:

Marvell seems to toe the first modern poet in Europe 
to express the mood in which he could, while * cast ing 
the body's vest aside', animate a tree, or sing in its 
bough* like a bird* (P.126)
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He subscribes to the view that the poet was a close observer 

of the natural scenet "In exquisite detail of nature study 

Marvell is excelled scarcely by Shakespeare" (p»127). He 

considers that close description was not released for poetic 

use until Gilbert miite had written (p.12?)> and cites larvell's 

thrush, woodpecker, and kingfisher as early exceptions.

H.J.Massingham, in "Andrew Marvell 1 ' (pp.106-112), says 

much the same as the other contributors on the subject of 

Marvell 1 s use of nature, with one useful.addition:

Marvell is often very near the eighteenth century, 
and his pastorals (not to mention his polished later 
satires) walk on the edge of that chasm of personif 
ication which swallowed poetry up for nearly a hundred 
years. (p«111}

/

A French History of &n£lish kitsrature. by Bmile Juegouis 

and Louis Casamian, appeared in Paris in 1924, and subsequently 

in a two-volume English translation (London, 1926). The first 

volume by Legouia, translated by Helen Douglas Irvine, incor 

porates some of the material of the Sorbonne lectures (PP.356- 

359)§ But it has some new ideas to offer. Among the most 

interesting is the historical placing of the poet:

He is inspired by the country, but not, like earlier 
poets, by the country seen in accordance with the 
pastoral convention* The desire for a more precise, 
for a more local poetry, was already making itself 
felt, and one of the first poems which fulfilled it 
was John Denhanrs *Co0per f s Hill*. But while a lands* 
scape was to Denham no more than a starting-point 
for historical and moral reflections, Marvell indulged 
far more fully in the happy contemplation of natural 
scenery. Before him only . ither had expressed, amid 
much rubbish, the intimate enjoyment he drew from
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fields end woods. Marvell spontaneously returned to 
this theme which was to be so dear to the Lake Poets*

(P.357) 

Legouie sees Marvell basically in Romantic terms, but

admits also "a hint of strangeness and of Elizabethan 

pedantry" (p»398)*

F.L.Lucas, in Authors Living and Dead (1926), reprints 

a Hey Statesman article (PP.76-81) in which he Bees Marvell 

as an intermediate figure between Bonne and Dryelen, and 

relates Marvell and Keats in terms of "negative capability". 

But he feels uneasy about the traditional stress on the 

Romantic aspect of the earlier poet:

Once more, lover of unspoilt nature as he is and herald 
in his degree of the Romantics (so that hie soul with 
a quite modern sympathy of imagination /into the 
boughs does glide 1 , and Bite there birdlike* just as 
Keats felt himself becoming one with the sparrow 
before his window), there remains a curious artific 
iality even in his passion. (P.79)

The next two years saw two of the most important events 

in the history of Marvell studiest in 192? the full fruits 

of H.M.Margoliouth'e researches were made public in his two* 

volume edition of Tfrf .Poems, and.Lettfrit. of .^ndrew..iarve, jLfr. 

(Oxford)  * a work which still holds its place as the standard 

edition; and in 1928 appeared An^lrj, Marvfll? Poefa   ..BUTitsin^ 

patriote (Paris and London) by Pierre Legouis, This book is, 

as its title suggests, an account of the man in all his aspects 

It is the first work to look at larvell's attitude to nature
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objectively, and it provide* a survey which brings to light 

much that previoue critics had misled or ignored. Legouia 

look* at Marvell in hi0 own time, ant finds him exceptional 

in his reaction to nature, The followers of Bonne were mostly 

town or Court poets:

When they compose their verse in the country, as 
Herbert and Vaughsn largely do, their engrossing 
preoccupation with the Creator prevents them from 
dwelling on description of the Creation. Apart from 
the neo-Clarpic school, which it he raid a in this res 
pect, no English literary movement ever breathed 00 
little in the open air. Harwell i» an exceptions leee 
exclusive and more versatile, he doea not, pave in 
an occasional mood, think it necessary to shut his 
eyeo to the outside world in order to develop hi*? 
inner life.

He haa some interesting comments on the "Bomaistte11 image 

of the poet* It i» partly due to a semantic mis-reading of 

epitheta like wwaete" and "wild", which to a po«t-*qwiantic 

have connotations of virgin forests and Alpine ridgee and 

Wordaworthian #eetmorland peaks. In the seventeenth century , 

anything *not made of hewn stone or carved marble H is Nature, 

and therefore wiiq. Legouiss eontinuees

On closer inspection Marvell *s daring then is more 
Apparent than real, - nd even so it alternates with 
recantations s he mekes amends before the altar of

1
All quotations are from the English translation of 1965, 
unless this differs substantially from the 1928 version, 
in which case the original French will be Riven.
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the goddess fiulej thus 'loose Nature', Bnamed by Mary 
Fairfax's precocious wisdom, *lt self does recollect'«

In fact, Legouis demonatrates, Marvell fs nature is very 

limited* Much of it, Is from books, much of what he must 

have seen finds no place in the poetry. To judge from the 

poems, the great variety of scenery he passed through during 

his wide travels in Europe, and even many natural aspects of 

his own country that he must have been familiar with, made 

no impression on his imagination* He confines himself to the 

general English landscape of gently rolling meadows, and 

rounded hills like Bilbrough. The conclusion drawn from this 

discussion is that Marvell was not, in his rural poetry, "a 

Harbinger of the Bornantic« tl (p«M&)«

Although Marvell has moments of mystic communion, In which 

he receives from'"Nature's raystick Book", "a direct revelation
V

from the God of Nature"(p.53), Legouis warns against Romantic 

inferences from such passages;

The appeal of such transports to the post-Romantic 
reader's Blind can easily be understood but we should 
resist the temptation to superimpose a pantheistic 
'Philosophy of which Marvell never thought: we must 
not see him through v/ordsworth, The ravage just ana 
lysed and another one, in 'The Garden'» somewhat more 
explicit and too well known for guotation, if they 
freve that Marvell knew mystic raptures, would not 
justify our making these the chief source of inspir 
ation In his poems devoted to Nature*

Legouis attacks another nineteenth-century fallacy about 

Marvell'  "minute observation of animals and vegetables".
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The throstle couplet, "fully deserves its fame* but one 

would he hard put to it to find others of the same sort "(p. 51*.). 

An inventory of Marvell's flowers, fruit and fauna would not 

be long. Observation is secondary - many of the natural details
4  

are conventional, and those that seem fresh from nature are 

presented not for their own worth, "but for a moral or signif 

icance that can be drawn from them. The incidence of * ingenious 

ratiocination14 is higher than that of tfobservationn (P«55)«

Not only does the poet draw his details from tradition, 

from ancient lore concerning the medicinal powers of plants 

or their use as civic rewards, and from the natural histories, 

as well as from observation; he even avoids direct presentation 

of details altogether:

Lastly* it often happens that the poet abstains from 
anjr attempt to introduce those concrete touches that 
since the Romantic age have been considered the salt 
of poetry . * . Even the neo-Classical periphrasis, 
which aims not at'depicting but at disguising the 
object, is not quite unknown to him. He speaks of 
birds as 'winged Quires % of their love songs as 'their 
tuned Fires*. And it must be acknowledged that the 
charm of his descriptive poetry does not reside 
essentially in its precision, fince those passages 
where he does not particularize are not the least 
delightful, (p.55)

With all these reservations, Legouis grants that Marveil 

has an extraordinary gift for giving life to a scene* Passages
t-

like those describing the heat in "Damon the Mower" and the 

dusk in "Upon Apple ton House1* have this in coircnon:

» . . that sympathy with universal life already noted
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in Marvell's ecstasies in wood or garden. He shares 
now the joys and now the sufferings of creatures - 
animals, plants, and even thoae beings that our limited 
aeienee calls inanimate, (p. 56)

Legouls goes on to give a searching analysis of Marvell'a 

methods of description, laying the emphasis on the "ingenious 

ratiocination':

Whatever the shares of observation and feeling in 
Marvell'a descriptions those two elements yield in 
importance to a third, namely wit* Nature in his 
poetry is a metaphysical Nature sprung from the brain 
rather than the senses. To speak more precisely, as 
soon as the senses have mafle their harvest, now plent 
iful now B canty , the brain begins its task: out of its 
object it abstracts the essential quality, whieh it 
substitutes for the object and on whieh it worfcs, 
making it live and shine anew by dint of unexpected 
metaphors and of comparisons that suddenly bring to 
light unsuspected analogies* (p.

This process of abstract ion can be seen in Marvell's predil 

ection for green. Critics who note this, "should add that 

this feeling regards the colour itself, independently of 

the thing described at the tiir» M (p.M )*

Many more aspects of ttarvell'0 natural details are con 

sidered - their use as symbol* simile* and metaphor; the 

influence of traditional mythology; the pathetic fallacy. But 

in spite of all that his study has revealed, Legouis is left 

with the conviction that the nineteenth-century view of 

Marvell hap an element of truth in itj it rmy be only part 

of the truth, but it is an important part:

He remains and will remain the metaphysical poet of 
the open air, and this aspect of his work alone could
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of hie time5 and then he gave poetic exi>resFion to 
some aspects of Nature so happily or intensely that 
for moat readers, whatever the critic may say of this 
generalization, he will remain the forerunner of 
Wordsworth, Shelley, and Keats, the poet who noted 
*tbe hatching Thraetlee rhinlng Eye*, perceived the 
perfume of flowers as music, nay, on a mopsy bank in 
the shade of old trees, fainted with a sensuous ecstasy 
in which neither God nor woman played a part* And if 
a man is defined by his supreme gift and achievement, 
this image of Marvellt however simplified* may well 
he the most faithful* (p*90)

fhe year after Legouie 1 book came out, Victoria Saekville- 

West issued a small volume entitled Andrew Maryel| (London, 

1929)* She accepts the wmetaphysisj®lw element in the nature 

poems, but minimizes its importance, and denies it any place 

in the real impact of the poetry:

Conceits, when they occurred, were an ornament - or 
phall I say a disfigurement? - rather than an integral 
parti his real mood, In these nature poems* was the 
mood .of seeing, and feeling; the mysticism which arose 
as their accompaniment was no conceit, but an inevitable 
consequence, familiar to ev^yone who has ever entered 
into a moment of communion with nature $ and, as such, 
expressed by him in a manner readily distinguishable 
from the cerebral exertions of his colleagues, (pp.33-* 
34).

This perpetuates the view that rarvell was an essentially 

different poet from the others of his time, whfc occasionally 

succumbed to their fashions*

Two aspects of bis "closeness to nature" are isolated) 

his "actual gift of observation**, and hie "mysticism"(p.34). 

She perceives that Marveil was "highly rensitive to colour" 

(p*35)> &nd examines in particular hip fondness for green. Then
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Marvell had some appreciation of uncultivated nature, 
which was not at all proper to the seventeenth century, 
True, his usual taste was for the mild and orderly 
aspects of garden-craft, and rugged nature was a thing 
unknown to him; nevertheless, he gives some indication 
of an appetite for something a little less sleek, a 
little less demure* [She cites ''The Mower against 
Gardens*1 . ] )pp.42~43)

Miss Sackville-V/est here exhibits a failing common to many 

critics of older poetry. .She assumes that all poeta must be 

like a Keats or a Shelley, living out theft* poetry in their 

lives, and pouring every aspect of their lives into poetry.
t

Because there i? no "rugged nature" in the poems, she concludes 

that it was "a thing unknown to him". She forgets the kind of 

tradition of amateur making of verses to which Marvell belongs* 

and ignores the fact that he was a great traveller, «vho had 

presumably crossed the Alps more than onee, and who had been 

to both Sweden and Bu&sia. He had looked on many kind? of 

scenery. That it does not get into the poetry should indicate 

something about the nature of his poetry, and its relation to 

observation. Except by Legouis, the inferences have generally 

been avoided.
i »

1935 wa» ominous for iarvell ptudies. It saw the first 

detailed "interpretation1' of "The Garden'1 - by William Empson, 

in Some Versions of Pastoral (London), Chapter IV, pp.119- 

145, Verbal puns and syntactic ambiguities are seized upon
k  

with delight, and recondite meanings are found for the "green



thought 14 and the w aodia<jw of flowers. Freud broods over stanza 

V, "It ie the triumph of the attempt to impose a sexual inter- 

eat on nature"(p.132)« The "melons 11 are philologically demon 

strated to be "apples'* in disguise, and the "fall on grass" 

in a re-enactment of the Fall in Genesis. But this is a fall 

"on grass", and grass is a prime symbol in Marvell's poetry:

Grass indeed comes to be taken for granted as the 
symbol of pastoral humility ... It is a humility 
of Nature from which she is still higher than man, 
so that the grasshoppers preacfe to him from their 
pinnacles . .   It seems also to be an obscure merit 
of grass that it produces *hay f t which was the name of 
a country dance, so that humility is gaiety. (p»13Q)

We are far from the critical innocence of Beeching's "laureate 

of grass, and of greenery".

The influence of the revival of the metaphysical poets 

begun by E.J.C.Grierson'e Metaphysical Lyrics & Poems of the 

Seventeenth CentiirX (Oxford, 1921) and 7.S.Eliot*e pronounce 

ments in the essay "The Metaphysical-Toeta" (1921, now in 

Selected fisaaye. 3rd. ©d., 1951» PP»281-291)» and of the 

critical investigations of Empaon, had clearly been at work 

by the time the next book on Marvell appeared in 19M>. The 

joint authors of Andrew f^arvell (Cambridge, quotations from 

1961 reprint), M.C.Bradbrook and H.G.Lloyd Thomas, attempt 

a more balanced and modern account of Marvell than Miss 

SackviHe-West*s work of a decade before, v/e are made aware 

of the "evanescent shades of uneaning" to be found in the 

poems, and of the background of Hew Science and emblem
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of the room's effect as th "sensuous exuberance" and observed 

details. The military imagery of "Upon Appleton House", which 

had disturbed Goeae as being "childish", is now seen as a 

necessary element in a finely organized poetic harmony:

The gardens merge into the meadow, and here, though 
the wit remains, Nature la now felt as a whole; the 
great dominant metaphor * that of a battle-field - 
In which it is worked out shows that this is still 
an emblematic Nature, but Marvell's fresh and exact 
observation transforms It. The detail is curious and 
finely wrought, but the power of Hature felt as a 
whole Is stronger than the detail, and for the first 
time Marvell's writing has become more than the sum 
of its parts* (p.35)

The soldierly ranks of flowers are no longer regarded as 

a regrettable eccentricity, but as a fine piece of symbolism, 

"This is not merely a compliment to the General; it stands 

for the civilized aspect of the landscape or of life** (p.35)»

An attempt Is made to analyse the way In which the poetry 

works. The "garden of the world11 passage in "tJpon Appleton 

House" (stanza XLV) marks:

,     the beginning of a new flexibility, a power to 
co-ordinate through metaphor and simile, which is the 
strength of Marvell's best poetry. It makes the power 
of such poems as "The Garden* and "Bermudas'1 , The 
metaphors no longer organize and limit the material as 
in wThe Unfortunate Lover ", &0** provide momentary 
illumination, as in the rose* of "Daphnis and Chloe" 
and the pearls of "Mourning**! they are generative, 
and from them comes the greater life of the poem, (p,36)

The wit is not an extraneous ornament - certainly not a 

disfigurement - but Is seen as part of the poem's vital growth, 

H the wit is now led by the subject, it is no longer playing
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Miss Bradbrook and Miss Lloyd Thomas open up a new way 

of approaching the nature poems, which many critics have 

since takam they see that the natural descriptions are only 

a surface 'which conceals untold riches for the interpretative

excavator* They d to cover, "the exhilarated sense that an/
illustration for everything, a mirror-re fleet ion of every 

thing, can be found in Hunappleton" (p. 38)*

The Mower poems are examined, with the conclusion that;

It is the scene itself which supplies most of the 
positive feeling in these poems, as here where we are 
obscurely reminded that all Flesh is grass, and as at 
the end of 'Damon the Mower *, where we see 'By his 

Sythe, the Mower mown* - the Clown as Death*

A remark about the fawn provides an interesting example 

of the ohift in critical approach:

The whiteness of the fawn is Insisted on throughout 
the poem: as well as being stressed in 'The Bong of 
Solomon* it is of course symbolic of the Agnus Dei,

(P.49)

The concern is with the meaning of the natural detail, and 

its source - not with its accuracy as a piece of observed 

nature*

l.hereas the Victorians had stressed the realistic 

accuracy of Mar-veil's nature, and his Romantic preoccupation 

with ''Identification", the critics of 1940 stress the 

contemporary (seventeenth-century) attitudes to nature* 

Marvell has affinities with the Spenserian® as well as with
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of the old symbolic view of Nature as the Divine Hieroglyph1* 

(p.54). He is seen as a victim of the changing ideas of the 

time, "During the later seventeenth century natural science 

removed the supports from this older conception of Nature; 

and Marvell ceased to write poetry* (p.55),

The authors completely scotch the theory that Marvell 

was an early Romantic:

The Nature which Marvell fcnew was plainly different 
from that which Wordsworth, for example, knew. The 
stars still rained influences, the earth still gave 
out humours: there was no suoh thing as inanimate 
nature and no possibility of a pathetic fallacy, (p.55)

This hook is sketchy and inadequate in comparison with 

Pierre Legouis* thorough and sensitive treatment of the poet, 

but it is the first hook in Snglish to approach the poet and 

his work in a scholarly and objectively critical way,

-An article on "JSarvell and the Poetry of Ruaal Solitude" 

by M.O.Bradbroofc in The Review of Snglish Studies, XVII (l9M) 

3?«Jt6^ develops hints dropped in the book. Miss Rradbrook 

shows that'in the seventeenth century, *a new attitude towards 

solitude appears in literature" (p,37)« She explains how!

It is advocated as a virtuous state, leading to self* 
examination and a healthy conscience; it is celebrated 
as improving to the intellectual faculties. Moreover 
it is enjoyed, not as a relief from society but as a 
positive pleasure in itself, as a taste to be cultiv 
ated. Solitude went with the new feeling for country 
landscape which could only have been born of temporary 
exile in the town. The growth of cities revealed the 
countryside to the writer, (p.37)
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earlier in France than in England, Even before the start
t ' 9

of the seventeenth century* Montaigne's essay De la Solitude*

"foreshadows natch of what was later to be thought" (p.37).
\

For him, solitude was a stoical virtue, the antithesis of
\

ambition. In French poetry* solitude was taken as a theme by 

the group of poets known as the Llbertlng - Racan (1589- 

1670) § Thtfophile (1591- 1626), and Saint-Araant (1594-1661). 

Edward Bliss Reed in 1909 (see pp.31-32 above) had first 

suggested a connection between Marvell and the last of these 

poets* Miss Bradbrook provides a more detailed comparison 

between "Bermudas", "The Garden" 9 and "Upon Appleton House", 

and Saint-Amnt's "La tTouyaaance", and "La Solitude" ~ the 

latter having been translated into English by both Lord 

Fairfax and the Matchless Orinda* and the former by Thomas

Stanley* She sees stanza LXXVTI of "Opon Appleton House" as
i 

a deliberate parody of a passage in "La Jouyusance", probably

of Stanley's version?

Instead of the plants providing metaphors for the love* 
making they are directly substituted for the mistress, 
and the passage certainly gains in point if it is seen 
as a parody of a tradition* (p.39)

The article goes on to trace the continuation of the 

tradition In England mp to "The Eetirement 11 of Charles 

Cotton, and notes similarities between the work of Marvell 

and that of Mildraay Fane and Cowley.



"Karvell and Nature* is the subject of an article in 

the Durham University Journal of f 944- (Tol.mYIX, 22-2?). 

In it, M. P. E. Rainbow disparages the view that Marvell is a 

"Romantic" in his love of the solitudes of nature, but he 

takes as his evidence the poems themselves, rather than the 

background of ideas and trends. The poet's dominant character 

istic ie his intellect. Insofar as he does love solitude, it 

is, "the curious solitude of the pciantist* (p. 22). His 

enthusiasm (0osse called it "a sort of personal passion*1 ) 

for nature, is felt to be not emotional, but Intellectual, 

"a delighted, accepting of nature as a storehouse of fascin 

ating possibilities1' (p. 23). Hie interest in nature is in 

"her potentialities for gueemese" (p*23); hence his frequent 

play with distortions - the inversion of sizes, the tricks 

of reflection, the confusion between hum^n and vegetable. A 

iraaeh znore complicated Marvell is emerging from the simple 

Romantic manque of the Victorian tradition:

His devotion to Nature is the result of a profound 
sophistication* He brings the complicated mind of 
the metaphysician to avow his delight in siieplicity,

Douglas Bush's section on Ma rve 11 (pp. 158-1 64) in his 

English Literat^e in thq _Sag33t Seventeenth Centuiy (Oxford, 

1945) confirms the newer conception of the poet, in whom 

the enjoyment of nature ie, "at once fresh arid subtle and 

sophisticated19 (P*161); in whom the!



. . . capacity for senauous s elf -identification with 
natural things hae a touch of the old symbolic and 
religious concept of nature as the art of God which 
appear* in so many philosophic writere from Plato to 
Sir Thomas Browne. (p.160)

"The Garden" is becoming a poem of mysterious hidden 

depths; it can no longer be read as, "the mere idyllic ecstasy
  '.';''  ' '.

of a romantic trlmitlvist or escapist" (p. 161).
; »'>*

In 1950 another line of Marvell studies got under way 

with Kilton rionsky's "Guide through 'The Garden*", in the 

8 ewane e Ee vi eyr   I*VIIJ,l6-35t snd Ruth V.allerstein's book, 

Seventeenth Century Poetic* Both these writere claim to

elucidate the poems by setting them in a context of 

ical tradition* Klonsky is mainly concerned with the signif 

icance for "The Garden 11 of an understanding of the "Enneads" 

of Plotlnus. The essence of his argument is contained in the 

following quotation:

The figure of *The Garden 1 is a conceit e^orated 
from a single essential metaphor: * *   A Garden in

*    time if the nep~Platonic Rfalm o£ First ... 
Through a conflation of the Realm of First Forme with 
the Garden of Eden, its Biblical counterpart! this 
Idea-Metaphor is drawn even further by Marvell* The 
complete figure, (and here is the paradox) is taken 
literally, the identification of both t^rms is complete*

(P.16)

Miss Wallerstein gives a thorough survey of current 

philosophy available to Marvell, ranging from Plato to St. 

Augustine and Hugh of St. Victor* She insists, too, on the 

Importance of genre in shaping the character of Marvell*s 

poems.
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The feeling that inarvell and Wordsworth r hare a common 

experience is given the authority of the jargon of psychology*

A man who has been like larvell or Vaughan through 
wearisome sciolism and through a civil conflict which 
has destroyed or seemed to destroy the institutions to 
which his deepest loyalties are attached and who has 
through great effort transcended those barriers of 
disintegration and self-conpciousnesp in a reintogra- 
tion of feeling and thought, often experiences the 
objects of nature with a new and special sensitiveness 
and in a singularly intimate relationship to the 
energy of his own mind. (p.254)

This is one way of approaching Marvell'e use of natural 

details. Another is through tradition. Miss lallersttin 

assures us that:

The character of his images in general and many of 
the particular images themselves identify for us the 
world of discourse implicit in his poems, and that it 
is a world related to that tradition of symbolic 
thought and contemplation in which St. Bonaventura 
is a leading figure and in which in some form or other 
almost all later neo-Platonisra is involved, (p.181)

Frank Kermocle seeks to solve the problem of "The Argument 

of Marvell's 'Garden 1 * (Essays in Criticism. II (1952), 225- 
2VO by following Miss Wallerstein *e lead and relating the 

poem to its place in a genre tradition. "The Garden" emerges 

not so much as a genre poem, but as an anti-genre poems

'The Garden 1 is a poem of the anti-genre of the 
naturalist paradise, larvell therefore rejects the 
naturalist account of love, and with it that Tlaton- 
Ism which was associated with the delights of the 
senses.

(Quoted from the reprint of the article in Seventeenth
Century English Poetry, ed. ?^illiam R.Keast, Galaxy
Books (New York, 1962), p.293)
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The importance of the Albertin poetry of France for the 

understanding of i^arvell ir affirmed.

A critical fondneeB for the ultimatum seems to have 

developed* MlSB Wallerstein says we, "should not fail" to 

remember a passage from St« Augustine when reading "The 

Garden"j Mr. Kermode that, "As poetry the work can only 

oe studied in relation to its genre, though that genre may 

be related to ethical debates" (p.296).

Joseph Summers returns to the theme of "Marvell*B 

Mature" in ELH» XX, No.2, (1953)* 121-135. In his reading 

of the poems, nature is "an image of classical order", and 

this in turn is "a most effective source of hyperbolical 

compliment" (p.123). He sees Marvell as a nature-poet pre 

occupied with "lost perfection". In "The Oarden", he tries 

to "recapture what has been lost" (p.125). The Mower, in 

cutting down the grass that nature has produced, "symbolizes 

man's alienation from nature" (p.126). Mature, as part of 

the divine plan, As good, "but its goodness is neither 

available nor quite comprehensible to man" (p.128).

Summers is concerned with the philosophy behind the 

poems, and with the way In which it is? expressed through 

natural details. He analyses the themes of Time and Eternity 

in "Little T.C.", and comments on the pcetical method of "On 

a Drop of Dew", "We are chiefly compelled by the ingenuity

,"'"'%)
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with which the natural is made to reflect the conceptual" (p.

An extensive quotation from his review of such passages
>  4 »

as "The Garden1*, stanza V, and "Upon Appleton House*1 , stanzas 

LXXIV-V, will serve to show how the critical climate had 

changed Fince the early decades of this century:

It is in this vein that Marvell occasionally gives a 
sensuous particularity to his descriptions of natural 
objects which may remind us of Vaughan's "those faint 
beams in which this hill is drest/Aiter the Sun's 
remove", and which has led pome readers to consider 
him a romantic born too early. And yet the "gelid 
Strawberryes" and "fhe hatching Thrastle's shining 
Eye 11 of *Upon Appleton House* contribute to a complic 
ated vision of nature which is finally unlike the 
nineteenth-century's; the *Hewel f s wonders 1* (the 
activities of the woodpecker) teach the "easie fhilea- 
opher* who "Hath read in nature's joystick Book*1 the 
just relationships between sin and death, (pp.

Also to 1953 belongs Harold lendell Smith's essay in 

Scrutiny; "Gowley, larvell and the Second Teraple 1* (XIX,

20J)   He continues the investigations of M.C.Bradbrook into
, * , . 

the social/Poetical conditions of Marvell's period, and sees

in Cowley a representative of the urge to retire from the
t 

uncertainty of "inner light " and the flux of current events

to the security of the country* Although Marvell's enjoyment 

of nature is much more sensuous than Cowley *s, it performs 

the same function for him - "that of being a stable comforter
^

in a world upset by movement" (p.189).

Mr. Wendeil Smith's horrific reading of "The Garden", 

stanza T, is worth quoting as an example of what can happen
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to EmpBon's method of free, subjective interpretations

  . . the compelling quality of the bizarre * the 
realized nightmarish hyperbole of Nature as a sort 
of giant fleshy orchid, delieiously hostile and 
unbridled by any rational end or discipline, which 
olo£os around man and devours him. (p.190)

The major work on Marvell*e place in a living context 

of ideas and poetic developments has been done by Professor 

Maren-Sofie R/tetvig, in her book The Happy Man (Oxford and 

Oslo, 1934), and in several articles* She denies any Important 

influence from Saint-Amant and the libertin poets, and sees 

Marvell as the culmination of a new Horatian tradition, 

effectively begun by the assimilation of Hermetic ideas in 

the Odes of the Polish Jesuit, Casi mire Sarbiewski, She finds 

evidence that Edward Benlowes and Mildmay Fane had read 

Casimire, if only in tho translation by G.Hils (London, 

1646), and traces strong connections between Marvell and 

these poets. The descriptive technique in "Upon the Hill 

and Grove at Bil-boroww - "an exploitation of the landscape 

for moral purposes" (from MBenlowes, Marvell, and the Divine 

Casimire*9 , Huntington Library Quarterly. XVIII, No,1 (Nov. 

1954)* 13-35) - had been used in 1642 by Denham in MCooper's 

Hill". But some years before that, the method had been

employed by Casimire in the loco-descriptive first epode
v

on the estate of the Ouke of Braociano. Casimire seems:

, , . to have stimulated the creation of a new kind 
of nature lyric in England, in which the descriptive 
element carried part of the meaning, (ibid. p.35)
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»

Common to them all is the myptic or semi-r^/rtic inter 
pretation of Horace's rural philosophy, and the 
presentation of this philosophy in the very terms 
with which the landscape Is described, (p.35)

Professor Rjrfstvig regards as basic to seventeenth-century 

retirement poetry, "the belief that it is actually possible, 

through a retired country life, to achieve a sort of pre- 

lar^sarian state of grace". (The Happy Man. P.16)

Many of the details in Benlowes's «Theophila M (1652) 

and Marvell's retirement poems correspond. Professor fi^rfstvig 

concludes, "Much of the praise which is generally given to 

Marvell as a poet of nature, ought to be passed on to 

Benlowea" (ibid. p.233).

P.W.Bradbrocik, in his chapter, "The Poetry of Andrew 

Marvell", in The Pelican Guide" ti Engliah Literature (1956, 

reprinted with revisions 1960,3^.193-204-), feels strongly 

the sensuous force of the poet's natural details, especially 

in stanza V of wThe Garden", where, tfhe succeeds in conveying 

the tactile sense of the fleshy ripeness of the apples and 

the sound of their falling" (p.200). Bat he is aware that 

the details are being used for more than their appeal to 

the sense. Speaking of the ncomplex symbol" of the garden, 

he comments on fciarvell's place in poetic development:

This use of a symbol with layers of allegorical 
interpretation ends in poetry \?ith Marvell. It was 
a literary tradition and habit of mind that connected
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the Metaphysical poets with the Elizabethan 'dramatists 
and with medieval usage, (p.199)

L.W.Hyraan provided a new piece for the interpretative 

critic to fit into the puzzle of "The Garden"'a meaning in 

an article of 1958. In "Marvell's fGarden ltt (ELH. XXV, 13- 

22), he recognizes in the poem a reference to the myth that 

Adam before the Fall was androgynous, and cites Plato, 

Plotinus, and Genesis*

John Press makes a plea for a more spontaneous response 

to the poems in his British Council pamphlet of the same 

year - Andrew Marvell. Writers and their Work:No.98 (London,

1958)»

The world of Nature held for Marvell a profound moral 
and spiritual import. Unlike Randolph and the French 
libertine poets, who used the garden as a symbol to 
inculcate a naturalist glorification of sensual indul 
gence, Marvell deplete it as the hortus conclueus. the 
enclosed garden of The Song of Songs* where the with 
drawn and solitary intellect may pass beyond the senses 
and contemplate the Divine. We need not pause to 
investigate the precise debt (if any) that Marvell 
owed to Bonaventura, Hugh of St. Victor, Richard of 
St. Victor, Plotinus, Lipslus or the Divine Casimlre. 
Such refinements of scholarship may eerve to strengthen 
our understanding of,'The Garden* and 'Upon Appleton 
House*; but our first task must be to respond, by an 
exercise of imaginative sympathy, to the images and 
Symbols which he employs in these poems of contemplat 
ive ecstasy. (P.24)

But 1959 saw a further advance on the Interpretative 

front* Professor fi^stvig took up and endorsed Hyman's suggest 

ion about an androgynous Adam, in an article called "'The 

Oarden 1 : a Hermetic Poem" (English Studies. XL (1959)> 65-76).



She finds a more convincing basis for it, however, in the 

Hermetic version of the Creation, Stanza V is seen as a 

parallel to the Hermetic idea that physical nature wooed 

and enwrapped spiritual man*

The fiarae year, Jim Corder, in "aisrvoll and Nature w (Notes 

and Queries (1959)» 53-61)» rephrases one of the oldest 

cliches about 'Marvell's nature - that it is essentially 

tame and cultivated, Marvell reveals, he claims, "a special 

geometrical nature. His verse, that is, in many ways reveals 

the srecial universe of a formal garden* (p.59). Courthops- 

had said as much half a century before. The purPOPS of the 

note secras to be to modify Bummers f s views of 1953s

Remembering the awareness of formalized nature contin 
ually revealed in Marvell*£ work, however, it seems 
safe to say that his gardens are not momentary attests 
to recapture lost innocence, but constant metaphors 
for order involving more than innocence, (p.61)

An article in the Boston University Studies in English 

of 1960 (IV, No.3» 152-161), relates Marvell and Wordsworth* 

John D.Hosenberg's "Marvell and the Christian Idiom" argues 

that in his pastoral poe^ns, Marvell is reconciling the 

Classical and Christian values of hie time. He rejected 

the licence of "the Caroline Seraglio** without accepting 

its antithesis, "Puritan "plainness*1 and "purity"**. Eosen- 

berg considers that rviarvell, like Wordsworth later, confided 

"the progress of the spirit*1 to nature, with its "gifts of
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innocence and enrgjr".

Also in 1960, in the second volume of the first part of 

Lee Poeteg Me^tftEhy si ernes Anglais (Paris), came Robert Ell- 

rodt's chapter on Marvell. lllrodt** sensitive study of 

M»rvell*0 poetic method* which concentrate* on the poems as 

poetry* is refreshing after the deluge of discoveries and 

analyses of the preceding decades* He discerns as one of 

the peculiar qualities of the poetry a Quasi-dramatic 

presentation of details which marks Marvell off from other 

poets of his time?

Mais les fruits* 1*ombre, la source, le cadran 
solaire n f ont pas eeulemert la valeur typique ou 
gene" ri que que les objets naturals ont dans les 
pastorales de I'epoque (ou dans L*AlleJ^ro de Milton): 
** 80n* °3Q fruits, cette ombre, cette source, ce 
cadran, que le poete cueilie ou contemple i un moment 
precis. Ce n'eet pas un sentiment universel mais une 
experience unique qui nous ©st communiquee. (p*115)

r t

Another characteristic of Marvell f s descriptive method 

is his preference for close-ups:

Tout comne Bonne, Herbert et Craphaw, Marvell prlsente 
les objets en premier plan, sanp distance, jai perspec^ 
tive* II eet au pied de 1'arbre, au bord meme de la 
fontaine qu f il dterit, et toujours les fruitD sont a 
portee de sa main, les me loner a sos pieds. L 9 absence 
d'horison, de lointain, est le secret d fune incomparable 
nettete dans Invocation. II ex cell© a cir cons cr ire. 
Tantot il deteche 1'objet unique sur un fond uniforms» 
sanp retrait, ni profondeur: He hangs in shades the 
Orange bright,/Like golden'Lamps in a green Night", 
Tantot il ae plaft & enclore un univers dana une 
goutte de rosee. (p.120)

Kllrodt sees as fundamental in ar-veil a dichotomy
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ion of the one or the other » "de lib^rer I'ame du corps
/

et le eorps de 1'arae; de proposer a l*une la pensie pure, & 

1'autre la sensation pure" (p.1V3). This has an effect on his 

use of natural detailsi

La po^sie de Bonne eat une podeie a la fois abstraite 
et concrete ou le "conceit" est le trait d* union entre 
l*abs trait et le eoncret » Bans la poesie de Ma ire 11 
d4ja s 'ope re insensiblement la dissociation de 1'ab str 
ait et du eoncret dont aoufrira la poesie elassigue*

(P»149) 

As a result of this dissociation, Marvel! often takes the

sense impression itself as the subject of his poetry:

Kon eeulement %rvell ecrit des poemea descriptifs, 
male, si souciex qu'il aoit de raontrer de l f esprit, 
il prend souvent la perception memo pour objet 
poe'tique*

Bllrodt compares the method of Herbert, who never forgets
/

that his flower/ in "Vertue**, is an emblem for pom* thing else, 

and tfarvell, who often expresses sensation "sans la trane- 

poser en sentiment ou en idee\*(p.149)* (He cites the Oranges, 

the cowslip-water of "Damon the Mower w , the grapes of "The 

Garden1*, the velvet moss etc.)

No one before Keats, he goes on, had expressed so sensuous 

ly the joys that nature offers to the senses. Sven when he 

writes in the extravagant, artificial manner of the meta- 

physicals, "eel a n fempeche point que la sensation soit 1'objet
«. ,

de son art et la source de plaisir poltique. £t que la 

sensation sou vent s'intellectualise en conceit ne change rien
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* I'affaira" (p.t50)«

Kllrodt haa an inviting, alternative to offer to the 

elaborate interpretations of "Upon Apple ton iiouae" that . 

bave appeared in recant yeara* Ma aeaa the role of the diverse 

allusion* and images in the poem not as part of some obecura 

total allegory, whether political, religious, or mystical, 

bat ae a means of widening the imaginative scope of the 

estate poems

L f evocation dee paysages et das travaux ruatiquaa 
y gagna, au contraire, une valour humaine, une re 
sonance hip tori qua at religieuaas la "conceit 11 
introduit la panala serieuse au cocur mania de la 
futilite pastorala, (p.163)

Next, coma two distinct overall interpretations of "Upon 

Appleton House", by B.C.Alien, in 1960, and by Maren-Sofie 

Rjrfstvig in 1961. Allan, in ehaptar VIZ of his Imaga and 

Meaning: Metaphoric Traditions in Renaissance Poetry^ (Baltic 

more, pp.115-153), raada the poem aa a veiled appeal to Lord 

Fairfax not to leave the field of public affairs. Ha bringa 

to light many examples of tradition* or images similar to 

those found in Marvell'e poem: examples of house-descriptions 

going back to Statiua and Homar; allegorical gardana dating 

back to Roman timea; irragea of civil war aa flood, traced in 

Lucan and Horace. The descriptive section of the poem, seen 

in the full light of these and many more metaphoric traditions, 

ia v "an allegorical maequa of the recent civil disorders°(P«
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119). The rail is Charles I, the quie^ rail IB Scotland,
'*  

""bloody Thestylis* is the classical "sangulnea Bellona". 

The images' of piled hay ap pyramid? and Roman moundB are 

significant - the tombs of the dead after the civil strife* 

After the public event a, Marvell turns to hie own predicament, 

again presenting his ideas through natural details. He is 

instructed by nature in domestic matters * hence the sequence 

of 1) lovelorn nightingale, 2) married doves, 3) the thrush 

begetting a family, 4) the heron sending mature offspring 

into the world* The woodpecker Instructs him politically* 

The rotten oak *f Charles, tainted by the worm (Strafford 

or Laud), is got rid of by natural processes* The Hewel 

is a ftjrmbol of justice, war, and religion*

Professor M»tvlg, in her article entitled WfUpon 

Appleton House 1 and the Universal History of Man11 (English 

Studies. 3d.II, 337*351), finds in the poem "various levels 

e,f meaning*, and at the deepest level, a re -enactment of 

the universal history of man. The similarity between Marvell's
' ' ' 4

poetry and Benlowes's is again examined, with the conclusion:

exploitation of the symbolic meanings inherent 
in the landscape of retirement is particularly import 
ant. Like Marvell, Benlowes finds pointers to the 
universal history of man In the landscape itself*

The natural scene is but one element in a manifold unity, "The 

individual, the church, the body politic, and nature must
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undergo the same process of purgation" (p.3M).

After a presentation of crucial events in the Old Testament 

- Eden, the Pall, the Flood, the crossing of the Bed Boa - 

Marvell re-enacts the central event of history ~ the Passion - 

In stanzas LXX7II-VXIX. After this, the Floods recede, 

leaving no serpent * sin has been vanquished by the Cross* 

The earth is like "green silkfc newly washed" - a new creation* 

The crystal river, symbol of the purified mind of man, 

"reflects things truly" (p»3V9)* As a result of the process 

of universal history, "The image of God is reflected in the 

mind of man without distortion" (p.3f>0)«

The rural voluptuary of Ormsby in 1896 has been replaced 

by the profound political and religious philosopher of 

I960. And "childish" conceits that Goese rejected as aberra 

tions have been traHPformed Into the vital tools of a skilled 

and complex poetic craftsman.

A section in H.S.Swardson's Poetry anft the Fountain of 

Light (London, 1962) deals with Marvell in terms similar to 

those used by Koeenberg and Ellrodt. Where Ellrodt talks of
i

the Soul and the Body, and Eosenberg of Christian and 

Classical, Swardson sees the conflicting forces in Marvell'e 

poetry as the religious tradition and the classical-erotic 

tradition. Marvell f s methoft is to use "the very form and 

outer machinery of the erotic pastoral" (p.99} es a weapon 

against "the erotic tradition*1 (p.99)t1
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It is not a moralizing or otherworldly comment he 
makes, but a.comment from within the natural,; ensual 
world itself* asserting the claim of a proper delight*

(P.99)

Ma rye 11 opts for neither side, however. He finds a compromise 

popitiont

From this 'pastoral* perspective he is able to regard 
both the erotic and the ascetic tradition as depart 
ure F from a natural, 'primitive', and healthy human 
norm. (p.102)

The quest for conflict in MarvelZ's poems is one of the
\

chief features of modern criticism* Barbara Kverett, in an 

article called "MarveU'a 'The Mower's 8ong fff (Critical 

Quarterly. IV, No.3 (1962), 219-224), decides that the 

Mower is Marvell'a invention for expressing, "A clear sense 

of warring, but therefore reconcilable* oppositions between 

Mind and Body, Man and Nature, Experience and Innocence** (p*2tO)« 

He is "wieh more of an Mam than a confused peasant 19 (p.220). 

The landscapes in which he exists are more a means than an 

end* Through the Mower and his meadows Marvell explores 

man's place in the natural world. The fall is man's discovery 

of experience, and that discovery leads to a "state of war" 

within the mind, and with the natural world;

It is the Mower 1 s* mind that teaches him to perceive 
or remember an idyllic innocence in nature, but that 
also teaches him to use and destroy the nature he 
dominates - the domination is the destruction, (p.223)

This is a development from Summers's Mower, who "cute down 

for human ends what Mature has produced"(op»cit« above P.51).
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The assay on Marveil which Joan Bonnett added to her 

book on the Metaphysical poets when she re-issued It as 

Five Metaphysical Poets (Cambridge, 1964) adds nothing new 

to the discussion of Marvell 1 3 u^e of natural details*

Dennis Davison's volume, The foetry of Andrew Marvell 

(London, 1964), In the Studies in English Literature series, 

aims, like John Press's pamphlet, to get back to the actual 

poems. Dismissing the by now exploded Semantic fallacy, he
f

reiterates the view* of Raifcbow that Marvell f s interest in 

nature is that of intellectual ^curiosity" and his method of 

presentation that of "grave fantasy". He is sceptical about 

the recent inflations of the Mower into "a towering, 

mythological figure*1 (p«42), seeing "tetnon the Mower" as wa 

variation upon the hot-cold paradoxes of the conventional 

love-poem" (p.40). And he Insists on the un-Rornantic character 

of the natureQpoems, "What precise details he does notice 

prompt him to deduce a moral or see a witty comment on human 

ity1' (P.57).

Also to 1964 belongs Nature and Ajgt In Renaissance 

Literature (Hew York, 1964) by Edward William Tayler, one 

chapter of which i& devoted to "Marvell's Garden of the Mind". 

Tayler reads the nature poems in the li<rht of the Renaissance 

pastoral debate about Art and Nature. He considers that!

Three main traditions are necessary for an under 
standing of Marvell's poetry: the literary tradition
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and Art thai has always been associated with pastoral; 
and the Christian tradition, which gives a particular 
shape and meaning to the other two. (p.162)

'I- ;

Ke traces a development in Marvell T s handling of the 

pastoral conventions:

... from the highly derivative and naturalistic 
pastorals of the fashionable world, to a criticism, 
especially In "Clorlnda and Damon", of libertin 
ethics, and finally to the use of the pastoral form 
as a vehicle for the expression of his more mature 
concerns.(p*161)

Tayler rejects any attempt to allegorize "The Nymph and 

the Faun", seeing 1* It, "a technique of allusion almost 

random in nature**, which lends it intensity, but which also 

suggeets the need for an overall Interpretation which the 

poem cannot yield. In other words, the function of the
V

scriptural allusions is ambiguous. In "The Mower's Song", 

the pastoral and the scriptural combine:

With the exception of one key word - "fall* - he 
does not even use terms ambiguously suggestive of 
scriptural events* Instead, he has made the plot 
or action of the poem significant In itself; the 
organisation of the action end the relationship of 
the Mower to Nature are in themselves expressive of 
the Fall of Man. (p.158)

Marvell's preoccupation In the Mower poems generally, and 

In "The Garden11 and "Upon Apple ton House % Is seen to be 

the problem of the men-nature relationship, the possibility 

of harmony, alienation, and recovery of lost harmony.

L.W.Hyman*s book-length study of the poet, Andrew Marvell



(Hew York, 196»* takes up the theme of conflict, analysing 

the poems in terms of a struggle between sense and spirit, 

and the impulse to action and the impulse to withdrawal - a 

modlshly phrased Torsion of the ^ or d 8 worth analogy. "The 

Garden" is praised as "embodying the concept® in natural 

images to a greater extent than in any other poem" (p. 63). 

Since* Biblically, all Flesh is Grass, when the poet stumbles 

on the Empsonian Melon/Apple and falls on grass, "he is 

falling into carnal sin" (p. 68). The impulse behind the Mower
V

poems is sexuality. "The Mower to Olo-worms" is a profound 

statement about * desire* frustration, and sin" (p.l6)j the 

"blade of grass" in "The Mower's Song* is a "phallic symbol1** 

Hyman discua&ea Harvell's use of natural details in terms 

of the prevalent "conception of nature", which was won the 

verge of being supereeded during the poet's lifetime" (p.16), 

In this conception there was an integration between objective *'

fact and subjective feeling* This makes valid Hyman f s inter 

pretation of poetry in which:

» * . the natural images have more than a represent 
ative function; in their literal concreteness they 
appeal to our senses and stir up associations in us 
that go beyond any explication* This function of 
poetry does not, however, interfere with an explication 
in terms of definite correspondences to human feelings 
and values. In Renaissance poetry* in particular, there 
is no flharp distinction between the sensuous quality 
of the image and what one scholar has termed its 
wslgnificancy%

In 1965* another fall-length study appeared! Harold K*
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Toliver's itorvell's Ironic ViaIon (New Haven and London)* 

Rather like Hyuan he sees the poetry as a "pattern of with 

drawal and emergence" (p*11). Alao like Hyman, he relates 

Marvell's nature poems to the changing view of the universe 

and the nature of fact which was altering European modes of 

thought and feeling in the seventeenth century:

The subject-object dichotomy of later nature poetry 
began to replace the old system of nintegrative n or 
"consistent" analogues* It is Marvell, part lyricist 
and part satirist* who perhaps more than any other 
poet of the mid-century reveals the difficulty of 
making the transition from one to the other* In the 
lyric he looks two way a, baclcward toward Herbert and 
forward toward Heats and Wordsworth* By and large» 
however, his pre^/ordsworthian and pre-Keataian nature 
poetry is not an attempt to absorb the self into 
nature or even nature into the self} rather, it main 
tains clear distinctions between the human and the 
natural in order to preserve the ground of personality 
in a personal God* (p*6)

The Mower poems in particular deal with the difficulties 

in which this dichotomy leaves the poet*

In addition, the artist's difficulty in transforming 
landscape to symbol may be involved. If the link 
with nature is broken, hopes of achieving order and 
meaning fail, or, in the special jargon of the past 
oral* the "greenness of the Grass'1 is destroyed, (p.90)

Sometimes - most notably in "Bermudas" - Marvell achieves 

a harmony between the two approaches to nature, and shows 

that, "A classical concern with nature-as-such and the 

Christian book of emblems are not entirely incompatible** 

(p.101).

"Upon Appleton House0 is interpreted according to the



central withdrawal-emergence motif, and the various natural 

details are fitted into the story where their significance 

can be ascertained* But although, "the caterpillars, straw-
V

"berries, serpent, crocodile, woodpecker, and so on are pre 

sented as though their importance extended beyond their 

physical presence in the woodland11 , it is often difficult 

"to obtain a clear index to the meaning of many of the 

creatures'* (p. 122). Of the central nature experience in the 

poem - the solitary communion in the wood - Tolliver remarks:

This passionate apostrdphe, like the rest of the 
woodland experience, is projected in a semi-humourous 
mood, as though reading in this increasingly out 
moded book of nature required taking refuge behind 
a shield of irony* The commitment to the "wstick 
Book** seems vital enough, however* (p. 123)

This is a particularly useful comment, because critics have 

had little to say about the humour in the nature poems,
* ;

Either it is regarded as "childish" by the older school, 

or it is ignored in the solemn approach of the interpreters* 

Also valuable in Tolliver *s study as a whole is the attempt 

to see the poet's attitude to nature in the light of the 

changing concept of the universe in the seventeenth century*

Kitty Secular's Natural Magic (Oxford, 1965) examines 

some aspects of these changing attitudes to nature, and 

relates them to Marvell'a art in "Upon Apple ton House 11 1

The landscape of *0pon Appleton House* was intended 
to satisfy the taste of an age for which the doctrine 
of ut picture poesis meant that both poetry and
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painting were emblematic, bodying forth important 
qualities and significances in attractive forms which 
both hid and expressed the truth. The strict descrip 
tion of nature and the power to distort in fidelity 
to the poetic vision had not split apart. The order 
of Marveil s landscape IB hardly prosaic: it is an 
order in confusion which imitates the structure of 
the universe, (p.190)

1966 saw the publication of The Art of Mervell's Poetry 

(London), which was unfortunately left in unfinished form 

by the death of J.B.LeiBhman. This book pets Marveil in his 

literary context, doing in great detail what Kermode'e essay 

and Alien's chapters had attempted* It reveals the "fascinat 

ing combinations of 'traditionality* and 'originality ffl .(p.283) f 

to be found in Marvell's poewis; defines the essential differ 

ence between Donne and Marveil:

Donne, one might say, devised entirely new ways of 
saying entirely new things, Marveil assimilated, 
re-combined and perfected from hip contemporaries 
various new ways of paying old ones (p.70)5

and shows with brilliant scholarship how rooted Marveil is 

in tradition:

His poetry, although in the highest degree original, 
would have been impossible without the numerous 
literary sources from which he derived inspiration, 
stimulation and suggestion. (p*77)

One more sentence from Irishman's book is worth quoting 

here, since it puts in proper perspective the many references 

that have been made, especially by early critics, to the 

paramount value for the poet of a keen perceptive ability: 

Although our pleasure in much of Marveil*s poetry
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arises from the new visual experiences he gives us, 
this pleasure Is probably inseperable from our simul 
taneous pleasure In the new linguistic experiences 
with which it Is combined. (pp»91-9t)

The most recent major contribution to Marveil studies 

has been The Enclosed Garden (Madison, Milwaukee, and London, 

1966) by Stanley Stewart. Stewart examines the entire trad 

ition of the Hortus Conolusus from the Song of Songs itself, 

to its manifestations in the graphic arts, architecture, and 

gardening. Having amassed a great deal of evidence as to the 

significance of such Items as apple-trees, fountains and sun 

dials, he turns, in a concluding chapter, to Marvell's "The 

Garden*1 . His allegorical Interpretation of the poem depends 

on an appeal to the accumulated evidence, and on a series of 

contrasts between those who actively strive for fulfilment, 

and the WI% who, as the Soul, the Bride of Christ, passively 

submits to the advances of the Garden, or the Bridegroom*

Stewart*o book Is a useful piece of scholarship, bringing 

together a great deal of interesting Information. But his 

attempt to impose It all on wTh* Garden11 , and produce a 

definitive reading of the poem, makes one realise that there 

is still a lot to be said for the simple delight In the 

surface details of the poetry which was? the experience of 

many of the earlier critics of Marvell.



PART II

NATURAL DETAILS IN MARVELL f S POETRY



Chapter III

PROVENANCE

Part I har introduced the question of natural details 

in poetry, and rhown how changing attitude© to nature and 

art have been reflected in the *rre occupations of those who 

have written about Marvel! f © worlc over tbe centuries* We 

can now turn to the natural details themselves, and invest 

igate the kind of detail used by Marvel!.

The world of nature is the source of a great d©al of 

the material of poetry: it provides simile, metaphor, allusion,
t

bac round, exemplum, symbol, and 00 on. But it is inadequate 

to state that Mature'* is the common source of results so 

different as?

(a) ^
fhe fruit th@t*o rellow, 
Is found not always mellow.

(Bk.J, liablem III, Mblema. Divine and Moral (1635))

(b) Vaughan'sj
Twist not mar Cypresse with your Bays,
Or Hoses with my Yewgh.

("Idle Verse n , S£lp: Point lllans (1650))

(c) Hookas f ss
^^^ 1.9W- Camelion-like can live by a ire 
Of v/omtms breath, without ^ome better fare.

("Against Platonic!:! Court-Love", Amaiida; a Sacri 
fice to an Unknown Ooddesee (165373

(d) Waller 9 ss
vhen to the beeche® I report my flame, 
They bow their heads, as if they felt the same. 

("At Penahurst" ("mile in the ark I ring")*



)t The Poeme of Kdround Waller   eel* G.Thorn 
, The Muses' LiDrury, The Muses' Library, (London, 1893)* ! » 64)

(e) Milton's?
Or ushered with a shower still, 
When the gust hath blown his fill, 
Ending on the rustling leaves, 
With ralnute-droos from off the eaves. 

. ( "II Penseroso" , 11. 1 27-1 30)

Of these, (a) sounds like a piece of proverbial wisdom; (b) 

draws on long-established associations of certain plants with 

aspects of human experience; (c) comes from accepted natural 

history; (d) is a consciously artificial attribution of human 

sensibility to plant-life; (e) is pure description*

In fact, the details from nature which occur in poetry 

can enter the poet's repertoire in a number of ways* Many - 

the vast majority in early poetry - are part of a cultural 

heritage, the result of generations of contact with a natural 

environment. Surprisingly few seem to owe their place in a 

particular poem to the poet's direct observation of the
*   7

detail "live" in nature* Hookes had probably never seen a 

chameleon; Vaughan need not have known what a cypress or
B

a bay-tree looks lifce*  

The rest of this chapter will be devoted to an examination 

of the natural details in Marvell f s poetry, in order to dis-
*

cover where they come from* Several areas of provenance can

be isolated)

1) Creatures, plants, and phenomena which have a traditional
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significance Inherent In the mere naming of them.

2) Specifically descriptive details attached to creatures 

and plants, which had long been cliches of observation.

3) Details deriving from natural histories, and traditional 

lore, often of a fabulous kind.

Jf.) Details which seem to come from more recent direct contact 

with nature, often traceable to poems written in the century 

preceding Marvell*

1 ) DETAILS WITH TRABITIOHAL SIOIflPICAIfCE

A number of Marvell 's natural details belong to this 

category* His list of dangerous animals in "A Dialogue 

between Thyrsls and Dorinda":

Oh, there 'Sf neither hope nor fear 
Ther's no Wolf, no Fox, nor Bear,

can be paralleled In Christopher Harvey's "School of the
'if •

Heart" (16V7)» no.XXXJi

The world's a wilderness, wherein X find
Wild beasts of every kind,
Foxes, and wolves, and dogs, and boars, and bears.

More animals appear in "Young Love":

Love as much the snowy Lamb
Op the wanton Kid does prize, 

x s the Lusty Bull or Ram,
For his morning Sacrifice.

The kid, bull, and ram are given their traditional significance 

as "wanton" and "lusty", the whiteness of the lamb is also



standard symbolism, aa ia more clear in ita coupling with the 

 rain in "The Nyraph and the Faun":

In fair Elizium to endure.
With milk-white Lambs, and Ermine pure*

The cock, aa in Chaucer's "Nun's PriestJa Tale", ia a 

type of lechery in "Last Instructions to a Paint or", 11.

At nighty than Cant i deer more brisk and hot;
t 

the lion of "boldness, in "A Dialogue between Two Horses ":
» *

Truth*? as Bold as a Lyon, I am not afraid; 

the Kite of greed , in "Upon Applet on House", Btanza LI:

Greedy as Kites has trussed them up; 

the vulture of greed, in "The Gallery ":

Aad (when inform* d) them throw *st away, 
To be the greedy mitur'a prey;

the cormorant of gluttony, in "The Unfortunate Lover**:

And aa one Corm'rart fed him, still 
Another on his heart did bill;

the hog of ill-mannera, in the "Character of Holland":

Themselves the Hogfj a^ all .their Subjects Bores t

the bee of industry, in "The Garden" s 

th 9 industrious Bee;

the owl and raven of gloom and diaaater, in "The First

Anniversary of the Government of G.C. W

And Owls and Havana with their screeching Noyse* 
Did make the Pun'rals aadder with their Joyea.
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(Quarles, in Book Uff Emblem XV, of Emblems   Divine and 

Moral (1635), has a similar passage*

The raven f s dismal croaks, the midnight howls, 
Of empty wolves, rnix'd with the screech of owls.)

A standard significance is assigned to the caterpillar in 

the lines "To Lovelace*1 :

I see the envious Caterpillar Fit
On the faire blOPsome of each growing wit.

Several of the references to plants in -arvell's poetry*
belong in this category. Laurel is a common example, and is 

interesting in that the poet uses it in varying degrees of 

abstraction, though always with its significance as the hero*s
^

or poet v s honour uppermost* In "Tom May's Death", its physical
* V

existence as a tree is maintained:
4

fTwas Ben that in the dusky Laurel shade 
Amongst the Chorus of old Poets laid.

But in "Blade's Victory", the tree has been reduced to a 

synonym for honour:

Their rich Fleet sunk, and OUTB with Lawrel fraught. 

Other plants had similar symbolic meanings which had 

their origin in Greek or Roman customs, and were accepted 

as familiar symbols in life and poetry throughout Europe* 

In "The Garden", Marvell plays with the discrepancy referred 

to above between the actual tree and the derived significances

How vainly men themselves amaze
To win the Palm, the Ofce, or Bayes; . .
. . . hile all Flow'rs and all Trees do close
To weave the Garlands of repose*



These plants oJ,aim their significance from ritual and
1 * « s . ii

custom; others fcav© some inherent quality which, over a long 

period, has gained for them the power of traditional symbolism. 

The lily, because of its whiteness, has become an emblem of 

chastity and innocence, as in Cranmer f s word? in "Henry VIII n , 

Act V, sc.iTt

Yet a virgin,
A most unspotted Lily shall she pass
To the ground*

Marvell draws on this symbolism in "The Hymph and th® Faunw :
*

And ite pure virgin Limbs to fold 
In whitest sheets of Lillies cold,

!

Woodbiries and vines, because of their physical character* 

is tics, came to be regarded as symbolic, as in "Upon Appleton 

House**, etanaa LXXVII:

Bind me y© Woodbines in your 'twines, 
Curie me about ye gadding Tines 

Maren-Sofle H^stvig comments:

The woodbines and the vines are traditional symbols 
of love§ the twining vine often symbolises the n^ystic 
wedding of the FOU! to Christ*

( wfAppleton House* and the Universal History of 
Man", English Studies, 3CLII (1961), 337-351)

The force of the thistles in "Damon the Mower", coming 

ultimately from "Genesis", Chapter III, v.18, is summed up 

in the Rev. Henry H.Ellacomb© f s remarks in his book, The 

Plant^pre a? Garden^raft of Shakespeare (Exeter, 1878)1

It is the recognised symbol of untidiness and care~ 
lessnees, being found not so mueh in barren ground
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as In good ground not properly eared for. (p.229) 

The Marvell linen reads

Row happy might I still have mow fd. 
Had not Love here his Thistles eow'd.

Violets* because of their short life, represent the 

passing of earthly things before their prime. They are
<v

naturally invoked as the fear of infant death enters the 

later stanzas of "Little T.C. w j
%.

But most procure
That Violets may a longer Age endure.

Grass and flowers also exemplify the deeay of living

things* "Clorinda and Damon" puts it succinctlyt

Grass withersi and the Flow'rs too fade.

Reinforcing the inherent quality of grasu, withering or,f.
being cut down, io the Biblical "All flesh is grass". L.W. 

Hyman suggests that this symbolism if? deliberately developed 

in the Mower poems» but his interpretation is unnecessarily 

extravagant:

As will be seen even more clearly in the other mower 
poernc, the grass represents the flesh. The cutting 
down of the grass, therefore, refers to man's fall 
into sin«

(Andrew Marvel! (1964)* p.16)

There are a few inanimate phenomena in Marvell*8 poetry 

which can be put in 'this section. Snow, like the ermin and 

the lamb, is symbolic of epotleapnes* in "To Doctor f̂ itty M i 

» . . purer than dipsolved enow.
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Thunder, because of classical and Biblical mythology, but 

ultimately because of its inherent qualities, iB a mark of
f-

divine wrath and power* Marvell draws on these established 

associations in "An Horatian Ode":

*Tis Ma dries a to resist or blame 
The force of angry Heavens flame.

Perhaps to this section belongs the inherent and Biblically 

derived significance of the garden* ae a symbol of repose and 

innocence. Marvell f e real garden turns his thoughts to the 

first Garden of the Creation, This symbolic shift is very 

common in the seventeenth-century poets, e can find it in 

Hook©s*s "To Amanda Walking in a Garden*1 (in Rwanda ̂ a Sacri** 

flee to sin Unknown Goddesse (l653)t P»42)» and most clearly 

expressed in Joseph Beaumont's "The Oardin" (in The Minor 

Poeias of Joseph Beaumont> P.D.. I6l6~t699« ed. Iloise Robin 

son (London, 1914)t P.450):

The Gardine quit with me: as yesterday 
I walked in it» to day that wal>s in mej

Through all my memorie 
It sweetly wanders , .  
... For now I fm hanted with the thought of that 
Heavn-planted Oardint where felicitie

Flourished on every Tree. 
Lost, lost it is ...

Besides "The Garden** itself, Btanaa XLI of "Upon Appleton 

House" is in the pame tradition, where England is seen as 

a Garden of Innocence corrupted by Civil van

What luckless Apple did we taat* 
To make us Mertal, and the Wast.



«) CLICHES OP NAT0KAL DESCRIPTION

Many natural details occur in poetry with a descriptive
* ' K

foraala attached to them. This is used so often that it more 

or less ceases to have any imaginative force, e they occur
  +

in seventeenth-century and later poetry, these details are 

mere cliche**, and certainly not evidence of the poet's own 

observation, although originally they came direct from nature*
»

tfarvell's bate, for example, in "Last Instructions to a
s

Painter", have leathern wings, a stock descriptive features

And flies like Batts with leathern Wings by Night. * <  
Examples can be found in Spenser's Faerie ^ueene. II, xii, 36t 

The leather-winged Batt, dayes enimy;
»e--

I

and in Ben Jonson's The Sad 3hgphord> II, at

The giddy, f litter-mice with leather wings* 

The bat still "flits by on leathern wing" in Collins's "Ode 

to Evening* nearly a century after iuarvell.

The fleeces of sheep are conventionally cited as examples 

of curliness or softness, as in the "Second Song at the 

Marriage of Lord Pauconberg":

Hot our Into* own Fleeces are 
Curl'd so lovely as her Hair;

and in "Thyrsi* and Dorlnda":
.;V

Then i'le go on» There, sheep are full 
Of sweetest grass, and softest wooll.

Certain birds are renowned for their ability to imitate 

human speech. Two are mentioned in "A Dialogue between Two
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Horses** i" * i'
When Magpyea and Parratts cry fwalke Knave walk', 
It ie clear proof e that birds may talke.

(Compare this with Chaucer's reference to the "janglynge pye"). 

Grass, as in "Little T.c.% is greent

In the green Grass she loves to lie; 

and streams are clear, like crystal, as in "Last Instructions
t i

to a Painter* t 1.525*

Survey'd their Crystal streams, and Banks so green* 

The usual descriptive attributes of fountains and shadows 

are found in "The Unfortunate Lover*s

By Fountains cool, and Shadows green* 

Yaughan's "Corruption" contains a similar line:

In some green f^hade or fountain*

Several stock descriptive items are brought together 

in this oounlet from stanza X of "Upon Appleton House":

In fragrant Gardens, shaddy Woods, 
Beep Meadows, and transparent Floods.

The clouds, in the "First 3o&g at the Marriage of Lord 

Fauconberg", are given the orthodox comparison with sheep:

Ae we our Flocks, so you command 
The fleecy Clouds with silver wand.

The Mtovfigg" ivy turns up* though ae an unusually 

powerful presence, in stanza LXXIV of "Upon Apple ton House 19 :

And Ivy, with familiar trails,
He licks, and clasps, and curies, and bales.
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3) DETAILS FROM HATUSAL HISTORIES

Mediaeval and Renaissance natural Hietory was a hotch 

potch of perceived detail and unverified traditional inform 

ation, compounded of accurate observation, mistake, and fable. 

the authority of the past and of the written word was unavail 

able, and the errors of Pliny f s Watnjfal History and the 

mediaeval Books of Beasts were accepted as fact* With the 

Renaissance and the new scientific approach of men like John

Park in s on and Sir Francis Bacon, the old beliefs were question-
i , 

ed, and put to the test of observation and experiment. A

number of erroneous details* and some of the more accurate 

ones, in the accepted lore of the time find their way into 

Marvell's poetry, together with some of the ancient beliefs 

which the New Learning had already exploded. Some survive as 

"poetic" truths, alongside the experimental. refutations. An 

interesting apology for retaining the old raytfee In imaginative 

literature occurs In Henrl Istienne's ?rh*»

Devices (French ed. 1645, translated by Thomas Blount, 1646):

Here we must also observe, that it is lawfull to 
the propriety of a naturall subject, be it animal, 
plant, fruit, or other thing, according to the generall 
approbation or received opinion of anelent Authors, 
though the Mode me e have lately discovered it to be 
false, because the comparison which i& grounded upon 
a quality, reputed true by the generality, though 
indeed It be false, shall be more universally received, 
and better understood, then if it were grounded upon 
a true property, which neverthelesee were held false, 
and which were altogether unknowns to the greater part 
of the learned. (p.M>)
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Authority for many of the odder details in Marvell's 

poems exists in the standard works on Natural Hirtory that 

were current in the mid-seventeenth century*

The strange remark in line 112 of "The X.o:/all Scot": 

Where Foxes Dung their earths the Badgers yield,

is explained by the following passage from Gesner f s Historie.'
of Four-Footed Beastee. translated by Edward Topsell in 1607:

The wily Foxe never maketh a Benne for himselfe, but 
finding a badgers cave, in her absence, layeth his 
excrement at the hole of the denne, the which when 
the Grey returneth, if she smell (as the savour is 
strong) she forbearetfa to enter && noisome, and so 
leaveth her elaborate house to the Fox* (p*3V)

Spenser alludes to the same piece of lore* in ''The Euines 

of Time", U. 21 6-217i

He now is gone, the whiles the Foxe is crept 
Into the hole, the which the Badger swept.

The meaning of a couplet from *The Character of Holland * 

is illuminated by a note on Beetles in Pliny's natural

Or then those rills which sordid Beetles roul, 
Transfusing into them their Bunghil Soul. (11*15-16)

The no to, in Holland's translation (1601), reads:

Over and besides, there is another sort, which tumbling 
upon their baeke in the dung, do roll it into great 
round balls with their feet; and therein doe make nests 
for to bestow the little grubs (which are their young) 
against the cold of winter. (p»326)

A common belief about the crane turns up in the same 

poems
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For as with Pygmeea who bert kills the Crane t . . , 
... So rule among the drowned he that drain@6. (1.39

&L.lf2)

This alao occurs in Pliny:

The nation of pretie Pigmies enjoy a truce and cessation 
from armes, every yeare (as we hare paid before) when 
the Cranest who use to wage warre with them, be once 
departed and come into our countries. (p.281)

Pliny may have been the source of Marvell's simile in 

lines 266-273 of nThe Loyall 8cot% in which he describes 

the husbandman quelling a disturbance among his bees. Pliny's 

remedy (Chapter XVII, p.320 of Holland*s translation) is 

certainly very similar:

Bat still this great fray is soone parted and dispatched, 
either by casting up some dust among them, or by 
making a little smoke and perfume under them. - nd 
reconciled soon they be againe, with setting before 
them a messe of mi Ike, or honied-water*

Morgoliouth sets line 38 of "Tom May's Death" beside a 

couplet from Sylvester's translation of Du Bartaa: 

As th*Regies Plumes from other birds divide.

And so the princely eagles ravening plumes 
The feathers of all other fowls consumes.

Pliny provides an earlier authority for this unusual beliefs

The quils or feathers of Aegles laid among those
of other foules, will devour and consume them. (p.273)

Lines 79-80 of "The Death of Q.C. tt contain two tradition 

ally accepted fallaciess

Who now shall tell us more of mournful Swans, 
Of Haleyons kind, or bleeding Pelicans.



The beliefs that Swans pang as they approached death and that 

the Pelican fed its young on blood tapped from its own £**  *, 

are both included among the vulgar errors that Sir Thomas 

Browne derided in his Pseudodoxla Epiaerrdca (16^6). The 

pelican was common in emblem books, like,Geoffrey Whitney f s 

A Cboiee of Emblems and Other Devices (1586)* On page 87t he 

has an illustration, with a verse beneath which declares:

The Pellican, for to revive her younge*
Doth peiree her brest, and give them of her blood*

J.E.Harting, in his Birds of Shakespeare (London, 1871), 

finding no source for this belief in classical literature, 

considers that it may derive from the writings of the Fathers 

and some confusion of the pelican with the vulture or the 

flamingo (pp.288-294). Marvell himself has another allusion 

to it in *Fleetaow t

And so the Pelican at his door hung 
Picks out the tender boeome of its young*

The other idea referred to above is current ar a "poetic" 

fact as late as Tennyson's "The Dying Swan*1 *

The Halcyon, mentioned along with the 8wan and felican, 

is a favourite of Marvell's* Holland's translation of Pliny* 

provides the information necessary for understanding two of 

his references!

They lay and sit about raid-winter when daies be short 
est: and the time whilec they are broodie, is called 
the Halcyon d&iest for during that season, the sea la 
calme and navigable, especially in the coast of Sicilie



« . . How about seven dales before mid-winter, that 
ia to say, in the beginning of December, they build; 
and within as many after they have hatched, (p. 287)

The allusion* to this notion are in "The Gallery")

The Halcyons, calming all that's nigh, 
Betwixt the Air and Water fly'i

and in fffhe Charcter of Holland", 11.1 29-1 30i

As the obsequious Air and waters rest,
Till the dear Halcyon hatch out all its nest.

Another reference to the bird under it is other name is
i

found in "Clarlndon ' s House -Warming**:

Like the King-fisher ehuaeth to build in the Broom. 

Margoliouth clarifies this by reference to Browne'e Pseudo* 

doxia Spidemica. Ill,

About the brmmal Solstice . . . the Sea is calm, and 
the winds

J.B. Irishman, in Tlie Art of Marvel Vs Poetry (1966), has 

noted the reminiscence of an ancient belief recorded by Pliny 

wh*»h appears in "The Mower to Glo-worms". Holland's trans 

lation runs i

Ye shall have the young Nightingales stutie and 
meditate how to sing, by themselves s ye* shall have 
them listen attentively to the old birds when they 
sing, and to take out lessons as it were from them, 
whom they would seem to imitate staffe by staffe.

(p.286)

The corresponding stanza in Marvell's poem is:

The Nightingale does sit so late, 
And studying all the Summer-night, 
Her matchless Songs does meditate.
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His other reference to the nightingale, in stanza LX? of 

"Upon Appleton House", contains suggestions of this and 

another piece of traditional lore:

The Nightingale does here make, choice 
To sing the TryaIB of her Voice. 
Low Shrubs she sits in, and adorns 
With Musick high the squatted Thorns.

It was thought that the bird leant its breast against a sharp 

thorn as it sang. J.E. Hart ing (Bir^jg of Shakespeare) quotes 

examples from "The Passionate Pilgrim", "The Rape of Lucrece", 

and Fletcher, and comments!

The origin of such a belief it is not easy to ascertain, 
but we suspect Sir Thomas Bnwme was not far from the 
truth when he pointed to the fact that the nightingale 
frequents thorny copses, and builds her nest amongst 
brambles on the ground, (p.127)

f>

Marvell may have observed this fact, and recorded it in his 

added detail of the "Low Shrubs", neither of his passages 

about the bird reproduce the ancient ideas completely, but 

they draw on incidental details of both: the studying, the 

Tryals, and the thorns*

The remark about the stork, in "Upon Appleton House", 

stanza LXVII, belongs here:

As if it Stork-like did pretend 
That Tribute to l$fl_ Lord to Bend.

An explanation of this can be found in Slmma Phi peon* a account 

of the stork (The Animal-Lore of Shakespeare's Time (London, 

1883), cited by Margoliouth in his notes:
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The Butch held the belief that the stork, in leaving 
a house where she had been encouraged to build, left 
one of her young ones behind for the owner, (p.2?2)

A body of strange beliefs were current concerning the 

bird of Paradise. Marvell makes a passing reference to the 

bird in his lines on Milton's Paradise Lost;

The Bird nam f d from that Paradise you sing 
So never Flags, but alwaies keeps on Wing,

tfargoliouth notes that this species was believed to have 

neither wings nor feet, but to have kept itself aloft by its 

ample plumes. He adds that Linnaeus named the principal 

species "apoda" in 1760. wMarvelln , he concludes, "here gives 

them wings". Oeoffrey Whitnpy (A Choice of Emblems (1386)) 

refers to them by Linnaeus f s name, and only specifies their 

lack of feets

The Apodes, which doe in India breade,
Still flie about, and seldom* take their ease:
They have no feete, to reste them as we reade,
But with theire flighte, do compasse lande and seas,

(P.89)

For a full discussion of the early accounts of this bird, 

see entries under "Miltom Bird of Paradise" in Notes and 

Queries. IX (1396), by W.F.Prideaux on pages 146*7, and by 

C.Tonlinson, C.C»B«, and W.C.B. respectively on page 236* 

In his patire on Clarendon, Marvell declares that he, 

"nestles in flames like the Salamander", alluding to the 

notion expressed by Pliny (Holland's translation)}

[The Salamander] is of so cold a complexion, that if



hee doe but touch the fire, hee will quench It present 
ly, aa If y«e were put into it. (p,305)

There la only a brief allusion to the crocodile, in stanza 

LXXIX of "tfpon Appleton House*1 , but some Interesting lore 

lies behind It:

Serpent new nor Croeodlle 
Remains behind our little

The exchange between Antony and Lepidus (Antony end Cleopatra*
;,..»'  ( > . ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^»

II, Til, 26*7) comes to mind, but a more serious account of 

the relation between the Nile and the crocodile is furnished 

by Pliny i

The river Hilus nourlsheth the Croeodlle: . * . For 
a certain© naturall fore knowledge she hath, how farre 
Nilus the river will that yeare rise when he is at the 
highest, and without it will shee bee sure to sit*

(pp.20d-209)

Whitney ( A Choice of Emblems ) explaina more clearly:

The Crocodile, by whome th'Aegyptlans watehe, 
How farre that yeare shall mygfetie Ifilus flowe, 
For their© shee likes to laie her egges, and hatche*

(P.3)

Another odd piece of animal lore has a parallel in Antony 

and Cleopatra. It appears in "Upon Appleton House", stanza LXt

How Horses at their Tails do kick, 
Turn fd as they hang to Leeches guick.

Hargoliouth notes the passage in Act I, sc.ii, 1.1 9 Off. of 

Shakespeare Y s play:

Much Is breeding,
Which, like the courser f s hair* hath yet but life
And not a serpent fs poison;
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and quotes Sir Thomas Browns '  refutation of the belief in
     »

Notea on Certain FiBfree founa Iri Norfolk.

To clarify line 177 of "The Loyall 3cot tf - "Like Snake 

that Swallowes toad doth Dragon swell" - Margollouth quotes 

the following remarks from Topsell's History of Serpents 

(1608)|

It was wont to be said* because dragons are the greatest 
serpents , that except a Serpent eate a serpent* he 
shall never be a dragon,

In line 133 of "Last Instructions to a Painter", Excise 

is characterised as follows: "With hundred rows of Teeth the 

Shark exceeds*. A parallel piece of natural history, which 

may lie behind this hyperbole , is quoted by Emma Phipson 

(The Anin»l«&ore of ShafeftflPeare y s f iase« p«3$1 )$ It comes
v

from page 213 of A kearnM ..jEfeiaffagy Upon the Poeme (DU Bartae's 
Divine Weekeff a net Workef )* Translated by f.L.D* f M.P. Fol« 
1637s

... their mouth [i»e« Sharkd] in the midst , very 
great, with three ranker of teeth, large and pointed,

The lines "Upon the Death of the Lord Has tinge 19 contain 

the following couplet:

The Phlegmatick and Slowe prolongs his day, 
And on Times Wheel sticks like a Remora.

X

Margoliouth glosses this with an entry in the OgJ)*

The eucking-fish, (Echeneis remora), believed by 
the ancients to have the power of staying the course 
of any ship to which it attached itself.
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Mrs. E.E. Dun can-Jones has pointed out to rie that Marvell's 

description of the Hewel, in stanzas LXVIII-LXX of "Upon 

Appleton Souse", probably owes something to a passage in De 

Mirabilibus Auscultation!bus, spuriously attributed to Aristotle:

They say that the woodpecker climbs up trees like a 
lizard upside down and on its belly. It is said to feed 
on insects from the trees and to dig so deep into the 
trees in its search for worms that it actually brings 
them down,

(Aristotle:^Minor Works* The Loeb Classical Library 
(London, 19^6), p.24.5)

Another possible source can be found in Book X, Chapter XVIII 

of Pliny (p.278 in Holland's translation):

They that jab and pecke holes in trees* and will 
climbe upright like cats, are of this race* As for 
them, they will rampe up with their bellies to the 
tree, bending backward: and when they peck with their 
bills against the barke f they know by the sound therof 
that there be worms within for them to feed upon.

All the foregoing relate to generally received facts
% *

about creatures in the seventeenth century. Marvell's poetry 

contains a similar, though smaller, body of details relating 

to ideas about the plant world.

"Daphnis and Chloe", stanza XXI, expresses a popular 

belief about the seed of ferns:

Or the Witch that midnight wakes 
For the Pern, whose magick Weed 
In one minute casts the Seed, 
And invisible him makes.

Altken, in the original Muses' Library edition of the poems 

(1892), page 205, compares lines from Ben Jonson's New Inn:
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I had
No medicine, sir, to go invisible, 
flo fern-seed in my pocket;

and Margoliouth (p.224) quotes Browne's Poemg, vt. 3

Since my affection ever secret tried
Blooms like the fern, and seed* still unespied;

8nfi I Henrr IT. II. i. 961

We have the receit o f Fera-seede, we walke invisible. 

Margoliouth adds, "The reproduction of ferns not beir>g 

understood they were believed to have an invisible seed". 

Villiam I'umer, in Part Two of his Herbal (1568), page 3» 

cites the opinion of "a Christian Phisicion/named Hieronymous 

Trague", that ferns do have seeds. And John Parkinson, in 

fheatrum Botanicum (1640), page 1Q37t pours scorn on the 

superstition, though he is not sure exactly what form it 

takes;

The seede which this and the female Feme doe beare, 
and to be gathered onely on Mideommer eve at night, 
with I know not what conjuring words is superstitiously 
held by divers, not onely Mountebankes and Quack 
salvers, but by other learned men (yet it cannot be 
said but by those that are too superstitiously addicted) 
to be of some secret hidden vertue, but I cannot finde 
it exprest what it should be.

Margoliouth has cited an interesting source for "Demon 

the Mower" in Gerarde fs Herb»ll (London, 1Sf7K ^n* incident 

of the Blower mowing himself, and his rustic remedy, seems to 

have been suggested by the following*

The leevop hereof [i.e. Clowns-all-heal] stamped with 
Axungic, or Hogs grease, and applied unto green 
wounds in maner of a pultis, doth heale them in such
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fthort time & In eueh absolute manor, that It ie hard 
for any that hath not had the experience thereof to 
beleeves for being In Kent about a Padent y It chanced 
that a very poors man In mowing of Peaeon did cut hie 
leg with the Sleth, whenn he made a wound to the bones, 
& withal very large and wide, & also with great effusion 
of bloud, the poore man crept unto thin herbe which he 
brused In his hands, & tied a great quantitie of it unto 
the wound with a piece of his shirt, which presently 
stanched the bleeding and ceased the pain, insomuch 
that the poore rnan presently went to his dales worke 
againe, & so did from dale to dale, without resting 
one day untill he was perfectly hole, which was 
accomplished in a fewe dale® by this herbe stamped with 
a little Hogs grease .   . whereupon I have named it 
Clounes Woundwort as aforesaid* (p*852)

The lines In question are from stanza XI:

With Shepherds-purse, and Clowns-all-heal, 
The Blood I ntanch, the Wound I seal.

Gerarde's book has another note, on Shepherds-purse:

Shepheardes purse Btaieth bleeding in any part of 
the bodie, whether the iuice or the decoction thereof 
be drunke, or whether it be used Pultus wise, or in 
both, or any Other way else, (p.215)

Parkins on, on page 58? of Tlieatrum Botanicum {1640), 

quotes "Gerard his testimony" as to the healing property of

Clowns-all«4*eal, "which from a countrey man's experience, s^. 
hath not onely obtained the name of a Woundwort, but famoused

to posteritle, for others to receive good also thereby".

In the same work, page 1523, there is a passage which 

glosses the line, "3o weeps the wounded Balsome", from "The 

Nymph Complaining for the Death of her Faun":

From the body hereof [i.e. the Balsom tree] being 
wounded, commeth forth a liquour (and sometimes a 
little of itselfe without scarifying) of a troubled
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whitish colour at the first, which after Rome email 
time groweth cleare, being somewhat thicker than oyle 
in Summer*

i

In a single phrase of "An Horatian Ode", Marvell draws upon 

two aspect* of the Laurel:

An& cfi»pars head at last
Did through his Laurels blast.

The emblematic significance of laurel, as a mark of honour 

(here of imperial office), has been discussed already. In 

these lines, that significance is combined with the belief 

that the laurel was a protection against lightning, Pliny 

notes;

Of all things which- growe out of the earth, light 
ning blasteth not the Laura11 tree. (Holland's trans 
lation, p.27)

Whitney incorporates this in an emblem:

Bothe Preshe, and greene, the Laurell standeth sounde, 
Though* lightninges flasshe, and thunderbolts do flie. 

(A Choice of Emblems* p.67)

Sir Thomas Browne is sceptical;

Against so famous a quality, VIcomercatUP produceth 
experiment of a Bay-tree blasted in Italy.

(Pseudodoxla Epideml eg, in The Works of Sir Thomas 
ftpowneV ed. ".fenarles Sayle, 3 vole.   (Edinburgh.
127)7Vol.If P.298) 

This section is the most suitable place for the classical 

legends concerning the origins of certain plants. "The Garden" 

furnishes examples of two of the best known:

Apollo bunted Daphne so,
Only that she might Laurel grow.



And Pan did after Syrlnft speed, 
Hot as a Nymph, but for a Heed.

And the legend of Narcissus is invoked in stanza LXXX of 

"Upon Appleton House" s

And for hie shade which therein shines, 
Narcissus like, the Sun too pines.

In stanza LXXXXIII of the same poem, Maria is likened to 

mistletoe:

And, like a sprig of Mialeto, 
On th* Fairfacian flak does grows 
Whence, for some universal good,

Priest shall cut the sacred bud.

Sir Thomas Erowne's account of the plant in Pseudodoxia 

Epldemlea* Book II, Chapter VI, provides the traditional 

lore that lies behind this passage:

As for the Magical vertuee of this Plant, and conceived 
efficacy unto veneficial Intentions, it seemeth a 
Pagan relique derived from the ancient Druides, the 
great admirers of the Oak, especially the Mis eel toe 
that grew thereon; which according unto the particular 
of Pliny, they gathered with great solemnity* For after 
sacrifice the Priest in a white garment ascended the 
tree, cut down the Misseltoe with a golden hook, and 
received It in a white coat; the vertue whereof was to 
resist all poisons, and make fruitful any that used it* 

(Works, ed. Sayle (Edinburgh, 192?), Vol.1, p. 295)

Besides alluding to the botanical features of the plant, and 

the ancient connection with the Druids, Marvell probably 

intends some sexual implication in the cutting of the bud, 

harking back to its property of making "fruitful any that 

used it", and forward to the "universal good" of Maria's 

continuing the Fairfax line. It is typical of Marvell f s
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ability to expose as many facets of hie image as he can at 

one time.

Another plant image from this poem, in stanza XLV, can 

be amplified from the Theatrum Botanicum:

Conscience* that Heaven-nursed Plant, 
Which most our Earthly Gardens want. 
A prickling leaf it bears y and such 
As that which shrinks at ev*ry touch*

Park!neon's entry reads:

This other Mimiek, Mocking or Sensitive plant groweth 
to be a wooddy Shrubbe, yea some say to be a tree, 
having divers sprigs rising from the root, and branching 
forth sundry leaves set here and there, with short 
thomes or prickles, leaning as Acosta unto other trees 
or walls, but Clusius eaith it spreadeth on the ground 
taking roote at the joynts, and sundry wings of 
fresh greene leave? thereon, which upon the touch of 
any man, or his breathing onel>, and not of any thing 
else would shrinken and seeme as withered, (p.1617)

The nectaren of "The Garden", stanza V, is mentioned by 

Parkinson in his other work, Faradisi in Sole Paradieus 

terrestris (London, 1656)1

... they have been with us not many years, yet 
have they been known both in Italy to Mathiolus, 
and others before him. (p.582)

This is an instance of Marvell's interest in unusmal items 

in nature. He introduces this rare fruit into "The Garden", 

as he introduced thes

Apples, plants of such a Price
No Tree could ever* bear them twice,

into "Bermudas 1*, and the Marvel of ^eru into "The Mower 

Against Gardens".
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Margoliouth omits to gloss another reference to fruit- 

plants which contains something of Interest. Stanza LXVII 

of "Upon Appleton House" begins:

Then as I carleeB on the Bed 
Of gelid Straw-berryeg do tread.

The coldness here refers not to any sensuous characteristic?, 

hut to a medical property, and It relates not to the straw 

berry itself, but to the leaves of the plant. William Turner's 

Herbal (1586), Part Two, page 6, under "The Vertues of Straw 

berries'1 , informs usj "The frut semeth to have pom warmenes 

In it/but the leafe Is colde tt .

"The Mower Against Gardens" is full of information - 

true and false - taken from natural histories and herbals. 

The poem Is concerned with man's tampering with nature. Lines
a

9-10:

The Pink grew then as double as his Mind; 
The nutriment did change the kind,

are explained by the process described by Bacon in his Sylva 

Sylvarum (London, 1626):

It is a Curiosity also to make Flowers Double; Whleh 
Is effected by Often Removing them into Hew Earth, (p.
134).

Ralph Austen wrote a reply to Bacon's work called Observations 

upon some part of 8r Francis BaconVs Hatural History (1658), 

In which he denied the validity of the process described by 

Bacon and Marvell (p.32).
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Uarvell introduces the tulip in line 13*

The Tulip, white , did for complexion seek; 
And leanrd to interline its cheek i 
Its Onion root thwy then so high did hold, 
that one waa for a Meadow sold.

John Gerarde has a section dealing with flowers with "onion" 

roots, which declares:

There is another [tulip] to be seene with a flower 
mixed with strakes of red and yellowe, resembling a 
flambe of fire, whereupon we have called it Flanfcent* 

(1597), P*119)

He records several kinds of tulip, some of which, "have no 

swell at all which can he perceived11 (p. 119)* This fact
*

about tulips is brought into "Little T.C.", as one of the 

"errours of the Spring":

Make that the Tulips nay have share 
Of sweetness, seeing they are fair.

As one of the Mower's oddities of plant-life, Maryell 

next introduces another item mentioned by Oerardes
 : ,.

Another World was search 'd, through Oceans new* 
To find the Marvel of Peru.

.lui^u^iuwgatMWUM*-. niTi« i li mi ~ i~

Margoliouth quotes Farkihson's Far^diei in Sole Faradi^g.- 

Terrectria (1629);

Mirabilia Peruvlana. The Mervalle of Peru * . * These 
plants grow naturally in the,West Indies.

The continuation of Farfeinaon's entry is also of interest t

* . . where there is a perpetuall sumoier, or at least 
no cold frosty winters* from whence the seed hath 
seen sent into these parts of Europe, and are dispersed 
into every garden almost of note. (p.366)



The first phraae might hare suggested Marvel1*8 "eternal 

Spring19 ("but 0ee later discussion, pagea 109-10 ). Park Ins on 

witnesaee to the Mower*a argument that the craze for botanical 

odditlea waa widespread: "every garden almost of note*9 hae its 

Marvel of Peru.

The Mower next mentions the various processes of grafting 

that were familiar in the Herbals of the time, and concludes 

hie list of enormities withs
!

And In the Cherry he does Nature vex, 
To procreate without a Sex*

Margollouth'a note (p*225) runs, "Like Grosart, f l do not 

know the garden-process to whleh this refers*". MacDonald's 

note in the new Muses* Library edition of the poems suggests 

a solution!

Mr. John Qilmour tella me that these lines (which 
previous editors have been unable to explain) only 
refer fto the practice of vegetative or asexual 
propagation of cherries and other fruits >y budding 
and grafting which has, of course, been extensively 
practised for many hundreds of years".

This explanation is not very eatisfactory because the cherry 

le brought into the poem as the climax to a series of perver 

sions of nature by the gardener* We have already had references 

to the process of grafting, and to reintroduce It as a final 

item weakens the force of the arguraant, which requires some 

culminating enormity. In fact, the attack on grafting occurs 

in lines 19-26; with line 2? a new Idea Is introduced;
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fiia graaa Sfraglio has its Eunuche too; 
LBBt any Tyrant him out-doe. 
And in thB Cherry he does Nature vox, 
To procreata without a Sex.

If these two ooupleta are taken together, as seems logical*

instead of making thB Cherry couplet revert to the grafting«
section, then a possible explanation may he found in the\ *
discussion in Bacon's gylva....Sylvarum (London, 1626) concerning 

the production of fruit without Ptones:

There ia a Cherry-Tree, that hath Double Blossomes; 
But that Tree beareth no Fruit * .   The Making of 
Fruits, without Core or Stone, is likewise a Curiosity; 
And somewhat bettert Because what soever maketh them 
so, is like to make them more Tender and Delicate. If 
a Cions or Shoot, fit to OB set in thB Ground, have 
the Pith finely taken forth, (and not altogether, but 
some of it left, the better to sare the life,) it will 
beare a Fruit with little, or no Core, or Stone* And 
the like ia said to be, of dividing a Q.ui eke-Tree 
down* to thB Ground, and Taking out thB Pith, and then 
binding it up againe . . . It is reported, that not 
only the Taking out of the Pith, but. the Stopping of 
the luyce of thB Pith, from Rifling j£& the Hiddest, and 
Turning it to rise on the Outside, will make the Fruit 
without Gore, or ©tone . * . It is reported, that 
Trees watred perpetually with Warme Water, will make 
a Fruitf with littla or no Core or Stone, (pp.134*135)

Bacon comes back to this subject again later:

We hare partly touched before thB Meanes of Producing 
Fruits, without Coares, or Stones* And this we adds 
further, that the Cause must be Abundance of Moisture; 
For that the Coare, and Stone are made of a Dry Saps 
AM we BBB that it is possible, to make a Tree put 
forth onely in Blossome, without Fruitj AB in Cherries 
with Doable Flowers? Much more into Fruit without 
Stone, or Coares . . . e adde also, that it is 
delivered for certains by some, that if tha Cions ba 
grafted, thB Small End downwards, it will make Fruit 
have little or no Coarss* and r:tones, (p.22?)
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There is some difficulty in applying these processes to 

Kartell's lines, IB the first place, Bacon does not specific 

ally talk about producing a stoneless cherry. But on both
  . i.'«l

occasions when be deals with the subject, he mentions the 

breeding of double cherry blossoa, as if the two processes 

are connected in his mind. In the second place, there is some 

ambiguity in the phrasing of Marvell's lines. Most obviously, 

They mean that man has devised a method of reproducing a 

cherry-tree without the intervention of the natural fertilis* 

atlon of the female blossom from the male. However, if
    s'  '.

"procreate*1 Is taken to mean simply "produce" (as it can be*
t

according to OW s.v, 4), the lines could be paraphrased, 

"Man vexes Nature by producing a sexless cherry'1 , where 

''cherry" is taken as referring to the fruit, not the tree,
i

The conceit could have been suggested by the word "Stone** 

in Bacon f s exposition, 01D records regular occurrences of 

the word In the sense of "testicle** from 115k till 1713. If 

this alternative meaning IP applied in reading Bacon, it is 

easy to regard the result of his experiments as a "sexless 

cherry". This would fit the context of the Mower poem, as it 

Is a witty expansion of the preceding idea, "His green 

Seraglio has its Eunuchs too". Indeed, this particular 

line is meaningleeF without some such interpretation of the 

cherry couplet as that offered above. A mere reversion to
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the theme of grafting Is inadequate. From what we know of 

Marvell's delight in puns and verbal wit in his other poem**, 

it is at least feasible that some kind of conceited treatment 

of Bacon's remarks (or the ideas embodied in them) is behind 

the lines in "The Mower Against Gardens*1 .

Bradbrook and Lloyd Thomas (Andrew Marvel! (Cambridge, 

1940)i p.Jt.0) suggest a similar interpretation of the couplet 

In a footnote, but I cannot trace their authority. They refer 

to William Lawson's A New Orchard and Qarden (I6l8) f but give 

no indication of the relevant page. Their note concludes, 

"Lawson, whose book is the first to consider gardening in 

the north of England in particular, mentions both the stonelees 

cherry and the stoneless plum". On consulting this book, I 

have been unable to find any mention of oroduclng cherries or 

plums without stones. On page 16, however, Lawson explains 

how slips may be set from an apple-tree. He suggests taking 

a "biuHfcaot* j

If it grow out of or noere the roote end* some say 
such an Apple will have no eoare nor ktrnell. And I 
thlnke it true, because the sap runnes contrary to 
his course. The like I thinke of a Bur-knot set with 
the roote upwards, though I have not tryed it.

In the revised editions of 1623 and 1626, there appears an 

additional treatise by Simon Harward, called A Most .Profit* 

able new Treatise, from approued experience of the Art of 

propagating Plants. In the list of contents at the end (p.10),
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the following occurs, "To have Cherries or Plume without 

Stones*1 . In the text, there la nothing about producing st one- 

lees fruit, except the apple passage quoted above. This entry 

is the only thing in the book that could be construed as 

referring to cherries without stones. The passages from 

Bacon given above seem to be a sounder basis for an argument 

in favour of the stoneleps cherry interpretation.

There are a few more details that belong in this section* 

apart from those taken from the creature and plant worlds. The 

ptars are several times invoked in terms of their astrological 

significance as Influences over human happenings. The famous 

reference in "Definition of Love" relies on an acquaintance 

with the terminology of mediaeval astrology?
s

Is the Conjunction of the Mind, 
And Opposition of the Stars.

In "The First Anniversary of the Government under G.C, M f IX, 101-2, 

Cromwell is seen as wielding the powers of the stars*.

And in his sev'ral Aspects, like a Star,
Here shines in Peace, and thither shoots a war,

Similar ideas are used In "The Death of O.C.% ll,137~138t
Stars that for him fought had only pow f r 

Left to determine now his fatal Hour;

and In "Blake's Victory*, Xl.1VMM>i
So prosperous Stars, though absent to the sense, 
Bless those they shine for, by their Influence.

Slightly different are the lines from "The First Song at 

the MarriaEO of Lord Fauconberg", which belong to astronomy
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rather than astrology:

The Stars are fix'd unto their Sphere f 
And cannot, though they would, come near.

Comets are found in similar use: as omens in "The Mower 

to Grlo-worms M :

Ye Country Comets, that portend 
No ^ar, nor Princes funeral;

and as items of natural history, in stanza LXXXv*Z of "Upon 

Appleton House":

No new-born Comet such a Train 
Draws through the Skie, nor Star new-slain. 
For streight those giddy Rockets fail, 
Which from the putrid Earth exhale.

The natural phenomenon alluded to here is the same as that 

described in Vaughan's early poera, "To Amoret, of the differ 

ence 'twlxt him, and other Lovers, and what true Love is? in 

Poems (1646):

Those spurious flames suckt up from slime, and earth 
To their first, low birth, 
Resignes, and brings.

They shoot their tinsill beames, and vanities,
Thredding with those false fires their way   . ,

The Image of the lightning in "An Horatian Ode":

And* like the three-fork fd Lightning, first 
Breaking the Clouds where it was nu»st,

is a pithy expression of the information set out at length 

in Pliny f s:

And if this fftatuositie or vapour doe struggle and 
wrestle within the cloud from thence it commeth that 
thunderiAftte be heard; but if it breake through still
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burning, then flieth out the thunderbolt: if it bee 
longer time a strugling, and cannot pierce through, 
then leanes and flashes are sesne* With these , the 
cloud is cloven; with the other, burst in sunder. 

(Holland's translation, P. 21)

Lastly, there is the lore behind some details in wDaraon 

the Mower". Stanzas II-IV deal with the heat brought on by 

the Mower 9 s lore for Juliana. Stanza III is devoted in part** 

icular to a comparison between this heat, and the heat caused 

by the rising of the Dog-start

This heat the Sun could never raise , 
Hor Dog-star so inflame f s the dayas, 
It from a higher Beauty grow'th, 
Which burns the Fields and Mower both; 
Which made the Dog, and makes the Sun 
Hotter then his own Phaeton*

eauseth these extremes*
But Juliana's scorching beams. 

In stanza V, the Mower enumerates the gifts he has offered 

to his lady, one of which consists of, "Oak leaves tipt with 

hony due 19 * The following passage from Holland's version of 

Pliny supplies the background:

This pleasant and sweet liquor which we call honie, is 
engendered naturally in the a ire, and especially by 
the influence and rising of some starres: but principally 
during the fervent heat of the canicular dales, even 
when the Bog starre is in his full power and force: 
never before the appearing of the starre Vergiliae, but 
alwaies before day* For so about the day break© betimes 
in the morning, the leaves of trees are found bedewed 
with honniei . « » [this hony is] sucked and drunks . . . 
by the Bees from the leaves of trees and grasses . * . 
The best simply that Bees can sucke, and least infected 
with the corruption of tree branches, is that which 
they get out of the leaves of Oke, Tilia, and Canes.

(pp.315-316)
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NON-/TRADITIONAL DETAILS

The contents of this section are less clear-cut than 

those of the three preceding* Many items are details for 

which a definite source has been found - a source either 

for the substance of the detail or for its verbal presentation 

in Marvell *e poetry* Other items are details occurring from 

time to time in the poetry of the half-century before Marvell, 

which have more vitality than the cliches of section 2, but 

which cannot be cited individually ad sources for Marvell.
V.

Finally, there are details of which no earlier examples have 

been discovered. For convenience, the poems will be dealt with 

in the order in which they appear in Margoliouth f s edition.

"A Dialogue between the Resolved Soul, and Created Pleasure".
1 

J.B.Leishraan, in his The Art ._o.f Marvell 's Poetry (p. 31,

note 1) suggests that the lines:

And of Nature's banquet shares
Where the Souls of fruits and flow'rs
Stand prepar*d to heighten yours;

may be a reminiscence of Ifervell's reading of Milton's 

Paradise Lost (V,

. . . flowrs and thir fruit
Mans nourishment , by gradual scale sublim f d
To vital Spirits aspire, to animal,
To intellectual, give both life and sense,

1
All future appeals to Irishman's authority refer to this 
book*
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Panel* and understanding, when the Soul© 
Reason receives, and reason IP her being.

One cannot he sure that Marvell 10 taking his hint from 

Milton here, hut Irishman considers It likely, taking into 

account Marvell f s known aptitude for reworking Ideas and 

phrases from other poets* 

"On A Drop of 0eww .

The descriptive conceit hy which the drop of dew is reen 

aa being, "Like its own Tear", is almost certainly, Leishman 

says (p.202) a recollection of a similar image in Crashaw's 

"Wishes, To his (supposed) Mistresse" (11.52-54):

Each luby there,
Or Pearle that dare appears,
Bee its owne blush, bee its owne Teare.

"The Coronet***

Leishman (P.195) has traced the descriptive phrase of 

line 14f "twining in his speckled breast H , to Spenser's 

description of the dragon in The Faerie Quaene* X.xl.15:

Porelifting up aloft his speckled brest.

He considers (p.196) the central conceit of this poem - the 

contrast between a crown of thorns and a crown of flowers - 

may have been suggested by a similar contrast in Randolph's 

wAn Eglogue occasion fd by two Doctors disputing upon pre- 

destination"t

More wonders did he, for all which suppose 
How he was crown f d, with Lilly, or with Hose? 
The winding Ivy, or the glorious Bay.
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Or rairtle t with the which Venues they say,
Girts her proud Temples? Shepheards, none of them,
But wore (poore head) a thorny Diadem.

There is much more resemblance, however, to Vaughan's "The 

Wreath", where the poet presents to Christ, "a twin'd wreath 

of grief and praise", using the flowers as symbols for abstrac 

tions, like Marvell's, "wreaths of Fame and Interest*.

More likely than either of these resemblances to other
*

poets, is the verbal similarity of the last line of "The 

Coronet" to a line in Crashaw'e "A Hymne of the nativity, 

sung by the Shepherds 1*. Marvell's line reada, "May crown thy 

Feet, that could not crown thy Head". In stanza 14 of Crashaw's 

poem, the shepherds bring the first-born flowers of May, "To 

kiese thy feet, and crowne thy head"* If ttarvell was remember* 

ing this line, the conversion of a simple parallel into a 

complex antithesis and paradox would be typical of the way 

he improved on, and made more subtle, the conceits and phrases 

of earlier poets. 

"Eyes and Tears".

The connection between "Eyes and Tears" and Oraj?haw f s 

"The Weeper" has long been recognized (seeiLeishMEU^ pp.38-9). 

Leishman (p.39, note) also discerns echoes of Venus and Adonis 

and The Lover's Complaint. But even confining attention to 

the natural details, one finds that what seem to be the most 

original touches had already appeared in earlier works. The
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sost striking descriptive conceit in the poem:

And Stare shew lovely in the Night, 
Bat as they seem the Tears of Light,

is'in effect a eonfafcfcion of images used toy Waller and

Vaughan. Vaughan, In "T® Etesia looking from her Casement at
1 

tne fall Hoon% refer* to "the tears of Starres**, and Waller, ' *  * 
in *Aii Apology for Having Loved", talks of the stare as

 little) drop* of light 1*.

"Bermudas*.

"Bermudas" has been well docurnented fey source-hunt are. As 

early as 1393* in Firth's 1TO article, the connection between 

this poem and Marvell's stay with John Oxenbrldge had beam 

Hooted, ftfargoliouth's edition draws particular attention to 

Captain John Smith f s The Ge ne rail Hie tor ie of Virginia. Hew*
^^^^^^^^n^^fHN^n^BfiBBBBnBfi^^lBtBiBBiBe^HiHMtiHH&fiHBBBBBR^BBtlBBBHnH^^^^n^flF^^^^R^H^HH^nHBHH*

Sngland and the Summer Tales (I6a4)t and to Waller*s "Battle 

of the Summer Islands". It certainly looks as if the famous 

evocation of tropical plenty took its details from Waller 9 s 

lines s

That happy island where huge lemons grow, 
And orange-trees, which golden fruit do bear, 
Th'Hesperian garden boasts of none so fair;

This was not published till 1678, in Thalia Rediviva, but was 
probably written Wore Vamghan*» conversion, and his dedicat 
ion tf the religious verse which appeared in Silez Scintillano 
(1650). Marvell may well have seen it in MS, as much poetry 
was circulated privately in this way in the seventeenth 
century*
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Where shining pearl, coral, and many a round, 
On the rich shore, of ambergris is found. 
The lofty cedar, which to heaven aspires, 
The prince of trees! i* fuel to their firep.

Rosalie Colie, in "Marvell'a Bermudas and the I Mritan 

Paradise** (Renaissance News. X (1957)t 75-79)» has gone 

into the literature of tho colonist* that may be relevant 

to the poem*

One couplet in particular has a great weight of established
+r

phraseology behind it:

He gave us this eternal Spring, 
Which here enamels every thing*

The use.of the word "enamel" to describe spring greenery goes 

back through many seventeenth-century poets, including Milton, 

with his, M0 fre the smooth enameld green" ("Arcades"), to 

Sylvester, in his translation of Du Bartas's Devine Weekes and 

Workes. Leishman (pp.275-276), quoting from the edition of 

1621, mentions several examples: "th'inammeld moarit" (Second 

Week, First Day, Third Part); "this enammeld vale" (Second 

Keek, Second Day, Second Part); and "Th'inammell'd Vallies" 

(Second Week, Second Bay, Third Part) etc. Leishman speaks as 

if the use of the word in English was adopted from Sylvester, 

but in fact it was current long before in the works of William 

Dunbar, for example in "The Goldyn Targe", line I3f "Anamalit 

was the felde wyth all colouris*.

The idea of an "eternal Spring" took the imagination of
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sixteenth and Beyenteenth-century poets, since the tropiwal 

abundance of newly discovered lands seemed to be a fulfilment 

of the ancient tradition of a land of continual fruitfulness 

recorded, for example, in the seventh book of the Odyssey* 

where Homer describee the orchard fo King Alcinous. In Spenser f s 

"Garden of Adonis", "There is continuall spring, and harueet"; 

and in Waller's "Battle of the Summer Islands";

. . . the kind Spiring, which but salutes us here, 
Inhabits there, and courts them all the year.

Commenting on Waller's poem, Leishman suggests the complex 

of thought and feeling that can lie behind the production 

of a poem:

I seem to perceive in each a passage as this, a 
fascinating interaction between ancient fable and the 
reports of contemporary travellers8 fact and fiction 
melting into and modifying one another, the old 
familiarising and integrating the new and, at the same 
time, reacquiring from it the charm of novelty; 
literature and life, books and experience, literary 
reminiscence and fresh visual perception all combining 
in that manner which is so characteristic of @o much 
that is best in.seventeenth-century poetry, above all, 
in Marvell's* (p.282)

Bradbrook and Lloyd Thomas find a different literary 

progenitor for the poem, "The dominant influences are obviously 

the 104th. Psalm and the Benedieite" (Andrew IterveU (194.0), 

pp.64*65)« They also suggest a comparison with Dray ton's "To 

the Virginian Voyage" (p«§8). There are no verbal echoes from 

this in Marvell's poem, but the attitude to the new lands is 

sirailan
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Where nature hath in store, 
Fowle, venison, and fish,

And the fruitfull'at soyle,
Without your toyle, 

Three harvests more, 
All greater then you wish*

"Clorinda and Damon".

Leishman has found a source for one of the descriptive 

conceits in "Cloriiida and Damonw t

I have a grassy Scutcheon spy'd, 
 /here Flora blazons all her pride*

* 4

This seems to be a reminiscence of the "Bower of Bliss 14 

(The Faerie Queene* II.xii.50)?

. . , whose fayre grassy ground
Mantled with greene* and goodly beautifide
With all the ornaments of Floraes pride*

But, as usual, Marveil is not a simple borrower* He adds to 

the Spenserian phrase:

. . * a characteristic piece of seventeenth-century 
particularity and wit; for his 'Scutcheon* and fblaa« 
one* recall Gervase Sarkham's information (in The 
English Husbandroai^ (1637)) that in the gardens of 
noblemen their coats-of-arms were often delineated*

(P.119) 

"The Nymph Complaining for the Death 00 her Faun". ,\

Many critic* have pointed out the connection between 

this poem.and the Song of Sonqa. Solomon's beloved is "like 

a roe"* and feeds in a garden among the lilies, just as the 

Nymph's fawn does. Bradbrook and Lloyd Thomas also suggest, 

along with Margoliouth, that the whole poem may be related 

to the death of Pida's hind in William Browne's Britannia's
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Pastorals (Book I, Songs 4 & 5) (See ftndre^ Marvell* P.49. note), 

D.C.Alien, In Image and Meaning (1960) 9 thinks that
•i

Marvel! 10 developing a hint from Calpurnius Siculue, In an
a

Eclogue where m shepherd offers an a prise for a song-eontests
-V ,.,.,

"that stag reclining there among the lilies* (p.96).
Leishman (pp,159~l6O) proposes two phrases from Crashaw's

4

*fh* Weeper" - "The Amber-weeping Tree*9 and"the Balsoiae-flweat* 
Ing bough*1 - as sources for Marrell'e tfwounded^balsann and 
"Amber fears11 , 
"Tdong Lore*1 ,

Lelehraan (p,l6?ff) traces a tradition of poems addressed
i

tp young children, who are presented as either beauty in the 

bud, or as already old enough for love, though young. The 

comparison of a child to a bud or blossom, "Whose fair 

Blossoms are too green*, is very common. Marvell uses it 

again in "Little f^C* 1* Vaughan brings both images together 

in his iffhe Burial of an Infant*1 *

Blest Infant Budf ^fhose Blossoia-llfe 
Did only look about* and fal,

^Mourning11 ,

Lelshman (p*45) sets stanza Till of "Mourning1* and a 

passage from Wotton's "A Description of the Gountrey f s 

Recreations* side by slder

How wide they dreamj The Indian Slaves 
That sink for Pearl through Seas profound, 
Would find her fears yet deeper Waves 
And not of one the bottom sound.
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And ffotton'fti
do, let the diving Negro seek
For Qemo hid In some forlorn creek;
We all Pearls scorn,
Save what the dewy morne
Congeale* upon eaeh little spire of grassa;
Which careless Shepherds beat down as they passe;
And Gold ne fre here appear©,
Save what the yellow Ceres bears.

 > 
He admits that the relationship is not "self-evident", but

uses it as a means of dating "Mourning" after 1651, when 

Wotton's poem appeared. The evidence ie even more tenuous 

than Leishraan allows, since the image of a man diving for 

pearls is frequent in seventeenth-century verse. Herbert uses 

it, in "Vanitle,! 11 *

The nimble Diver with his aide
Cuts through the working waves, that he may fetoh
His dearly-darned pearl*

Henry Hawklns, in F^theneia 5_acra (Rouen, 1633), writing 

about bees gathering dew, ua»ee the same image: "they will 

venture- for them, as farre into the ayre, as any Moor ehal 

dive into the seas for the best pear Is **( p. 60). Vaughan, like
/

llarvell, particularizes the diver as an Indian, in *An Elegyw t

I made the Indian eurse the hours he spent 
To seeke 'his pearles,

"Daphnis and Chloe".

Stanza XXII of "Dapanis and Chloe*1 contains what appears 

to be a strikingly^original eoneelt - a piece of observation 

which appeals to the senses, and embodies an emotional as 

well as a sensuous truth:
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Gentler times for Love are meant 
Who for parting pleasure strain 
Gather Boses in the rain. 
Wet themselves and spoil their Sent*

In fact, neither the perception nor the conceit is new - 

only "the phrasing gives Marvell's linee the freshness of 

originality. Leishman (p.121) mentions that KUny had said
«

that roses were best gathered in clear weather* tout presents 

an almost indisputable source for the conceit, discovered by 

Mrs. K.E.Duncan-Jones. It occurs in Act III, scene ii, lines 

62*64 of Suekling** Aglaura s

Gather
Hot roses in a wet and frowning hours
They'll lose their sweet? then, trust me they will, sir.
What pleasure can love take to play his game out,
When death must keep the stakes.

(The Works of Mr JohnjSuckling. ed. A.Hamilton 
Thompson (London, 1910), p. 109;

"The Picture of Little T.C. In a Prospect of Flowers'*. 

This poem is in the same tradition as "Young Love", though 

the blossom image Is given a further twist: -

And, ere we see 9
Hip in the t»lOB some all our hopes and Thee.

One of the "errours of the Spring" that Little T.C. is 

to reform is thisi .>

Make that the Tulips may have share 
Of sweetness, seeing they are fair.

The same defect had been expressed with similar words by 

Quarles in his Emblems. Divine and Moral* Book I, Emblem III: 

The fairest tulip's not the sweetest flow'r.
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Marvell may have renumbered this; he may have remembered the 

remarks in Gerard'0 Herbal (e«e p*97t ^bove); he may have 

noticed the phenomenon himself, '/hat matters is that what 

seems an original detail had found its way into poetry before 

Marvell made use of it, and the chances are that It was from 

books that he derived it, not from nature direct* 

"The Mower Against Gardens*.

The probable connection between Starve 11*0 poem and the 

Natural Histories has already been diucunsed. A more literary 

source was suggested by ProfesOr Kermode in "Marvell and
 

Randolph11 , (Motes and Queries. 1Q7 (1952), 136-7). He cites
^^^^^^^^^^M^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^M^^^^W ^

Randolph's "Upon Love Fondly refua'd for Conscience sake", 

and Leishman (P.132) increases the likelihood that this poem 

was in Marvell's mind by noting that It is in the same metye 

and verse-form as "The Mower Against Gardens" ~ a form which 

Marvell only used this once. The relevant lines are:

If the fresh frunke have eap enough to give
That eaeh insertive branch may live; 

The Gardner grafts not only Apples there.
But addes the Warden and the Peare, 

The Peach and Apriceeke together grow,
The Cherry and the Damson too* 

Till he hath made by skilfull husbandry
An intire Orchard of one Tree, 

80 least our Paradise perfection want,
We may as well inoculate as plant*

"Daraon the Mower".

"Damon the Mower19 usee much of the imagery of the Petrar 

chan love-sonnet - the contrasts of heat and cold, and the
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unkindness of the lady* It also uses as Leishman has shown 

(pp»137*1M)§ two ancient poetic topless the "pastoral 

hyperbole" and the "catalogue of delights". Me thinks that 

the initial Impulse for the poem came from the heat and cold 

conceits of Randolph's "A Dialogue* Thirsis. La1age". The 

only direct imitation tt at he finds In the poem is the near- 

"burlesque rendering of a passage from Vergil's second Eclogues

Nee sum adeo Informix: nuper me in 11tore vldi, 
cum placidum ventIP staret mare; non ego Daphnim 
Indice fee metuara, si nunquam falllt imago.

The Mftrvell "version" runs*.

Nor am I so deform'd to sight, 
If In my Sithe I looked right; 
In which I see my Picture done f 
AB in a crescent Roon the Sun,

The vividly rendered details of stanza II may have been
A

suggested by some lines in Lord Fairfax's translation! of 

SaintWlraant's "La Solitude":

'Mongst sedge and bulrush we may heare 
The lepinge frogge; see where they hide 
Themselves for fear when they espy 
A man or beast approaching nye*

Marveil soay have remembered these lines* and applied their 

details to hie frogs and grasshopperss

The Grass-hopper its pipe gives ore; 
And hamstringed Progs can dance no more. 
But in the brook the green Frog wadrIB; 
And Grass-hoppers seek out the shades.

The interesting thing is that the frogs, which seem so

Marvellian a subject for poetry, had In fact been used in

1 
Printed in M.A.Gibb's The Lord General (1938), p.283 ff.
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  similar way in poetry that war readily accessible to him 

at the time he is supposed to have boon writing "Damon the 
Mower*1 .

Another detail in the poem may owe its inclusion to the 

work of another of the Fairfax circle. Mildmay Pane's "To 

Sir John 1/entworth'1 contains the couplet:

Nor yet enchanted by those shadowed rings 
Some say the Fairies print with Bevellings.

Stanza Y1I1 of ni)araon the Mower' 1 ends;

The deathless Fairyes take me oft 
To lead them in their Danses soft; 
And, when I tune myself to sing, 
About mo they contract their £ing«

"The Mower to CUo-worms".

U.C.Bradbrook, in "Marvell and the Poetry of Rural

Solitude" (Seriew of English Studies. XVII (19M)» 37«*6 )* 
compares the conceit of the lady outshining the glow-worm 

with the same conceit in Stanley's "The Glow-worm"* 

"The Mower's Song".

Leishman (pp.153*154) relates the image of the last 

stanza, that the mown grass*.

Shall now the Heraldry become 
'/ith which 1 shall adorn roy Tomb,

to the third chapter of the twenty-second book of Pliny, 

entitled by Holland Of Grasse Chapletet

No Coronets verily w#ro there euor at Rome better 
esteemed, either to tfstifie the triumphant inajestie
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of that victorious citie (the soueraign lady of the 
whole world) or to giue testimony of honour and reeet&rd 
for some notable seruioe performed for the Conimon- 
weale, than those which were made efmply of green 
granite,

(Ed. 1635* II 115)

The fourth chapter is also important:

For in trttth, the greateet signe of victory in old 
time, and of yielding to the mercy of the enemy, was 
this, if the vanquished did take *p grasse* and tender 
it vnto the Conqueror: for this serued as a confession 
and protestation, that they rendered vp all their 
interest whieh they might challenge in the earth (the 
mother that bred and fed them) yea, and the very right 
of sepulture in her. 

(ep. cit. P.116)

The figure of the Mower himself was not new. BeftXowes 

has introduced realistic mowers in the meadows in "Theoplii**1 

(1652), as Professor SjaVfevig has shown (see The Happy Man
\

P»£33)» And "fcke extension of the symbol of the Mower to 

include the ideas of ruin and death follows naturally from 

the association of Time the Mower with his Scythe* For, 

example, in Townshend's *A Dialogue between Time and a 

Pilgrim1*, Time appears as, "Aged nan, that mowes these fields* 

(printed in The j|(ford Boole of Seventeenth ̂Century Verse.
v  

(Oxford, 1934), P.a23). 

"the Garden11 .

"The Garden" has heen very well documtated by interpreters
\

and scholars ali^e, and manv *ouree&, echoes, or traditional
>

details have been discovered, some more feasible than others.
% -

The poem as a whole, withv its themes of retirement from
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the world of man's affairs, and the enjoyment of the se^uous

richness and contemplative quiet of nature, has been related;
to a number of literary fashions* M.C.Bradbrook (see p.47 -« 

above) sees it as a development of the Libertin poetry of 

Saint-Amant and Tbeophile, and the English imitations of 

Stanley and Fane; Maren«*3ofie H/Sstvig links it with the 

retirement poetry of a line running from horace, through 

Caaimire Barbiewski, More, Benlowes, and Fane (see PP.53-54 

above)| Lelshman (p»296) sees it as a "reply" poem, answering 

a long tradition which regards the garden as a "dlgnus amore 

lodus". i^stvig (The Happy Kaiu p.223) points out that Mar- 

veil borrowed the verse-form of "The Garden'1 from Mildroay 

Fane In ''To Retiredness".

The sources or parallels of details in "The Garden** are 

manifold. The idea of an "amorous" nature, wooing man, has 

been traced by H^stvig to the influence of Hermetic philosophy 

on seventeenth-century poetry ("Andrew I'arvell's 'The Garden*t 

A Hermetic Poem", English Studies  XL, (1959), 65«*76).Leishiwn 

has looked into the growth of the * pastoral hyperbole'1 (pp. 

224.-237K Many detailed parallels have been found. A minor 

poet like Nathaniel Whiting is clearly writing in the same 

tradition as Marvell's "amorous green9 when he describes, in 

MUpon Bellama f s walking in the garden, and with him", howf 

"Bach twig, with amorous touch, embraced his mate" (1.1183
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of Arblno and Be llama » in Minor Poet* of the Caroline 

 a. George Saintsfcury (Oxford, 1921), Vol. Ill, P.M&7)*

The practice of cutting a lover's name in the bark of4. i > >> *
tree? Is a coinnon motif in seventeenth-century lyrics, 

occurring, for example, In Herrlck f e "A "Pastoral eung to the

And in the Slnd of every comely tree 
He carve thy name, and in that name kisf-e thee» 

(Tht Poetical iVopfca of Hobert fjje.gr 1 ok   ed» F»W« 
Moorman (Oxford, 1915), P. 160)

Cowley plays with the idea for five stanzas *** "The Tree". 

Marvell take* up the traditional detail, and given it a 

paradoxical twist in stanza III, making it contribute to 

the total paradox of the rejection of woman In favour of 

natures

Pair Trees J where e f eer your fcarkee? I wound, 
Ho Hanw shall but your own be found.

»

The witty distortion of the Daphne and Syrinx myths In 

stanza IV appears to be Marvell *s own invention, but there 

is a near parallel in lteller f » "To the Mutable PairM t
?'  "  '

For in their story one, we see, 
Pursues a nymph, and takes a tree.

The structure of tho^seoond line of this couplet is very close 

to Marvell's, "Hot as a Fymph, but for a Reed".

Stanza V contain* Mtrvell's tnost famous collection of 

natural details, and the scholars have been oager to find ? 

reminiscences and borrowings. K/fetvig ("Benlowes, Marvell,
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and the Divine Casimire", fjie Huntingfepn Libpry. quarterly•
/

XVIII (1954), 13-35) cites a passage from C.Hiln'e translation 

of Casimire'c Ode 21. Lib.4, which bears a striking resemb 

lance to Marvell'e stanzai

Ho want appeares; th 1 officious Vine doth ?tand
With bending clusters to our hand.
Here, thou shalt pick ewoet Violets, snd there
Preah Lillyes all the yearet
The Apple ripe drops from its? atalke to thee,
From test of death made free.
The luscious fruit from the full Pigtree shall
Into thy bofrorne fall.

The general movement of nature towards man is the same* and 

besides the reference to apples dropping, the proximity of 

vines, clusters, and luscious fruit it* similar to Marvell'e 

combination of words and details. But too much should not be 

made of this passage as an actual source, Fince manjr of its 

details and verbal elements were common property among poets. 

Dennis Davison, in "Notes on Marvell'e Garden", Notes and 

Queries* Jan. (1966), 25*26, has noted similar thoughts and 

expressions in Quarles and Spenser:

See how the laden boughs make silent suit 
To be en|oy fdt look how their bending fruit 
Meet thee half-way: observe but how tbey crouch 
To kiss thy hand*

(Quarles, I Emb. i. Q-12)

... an embracing vine,
Whose bounchea hanging downe, seeined to entice 
All paesers by, to tast tbeir lushious wine, 
And did themselves into their hands incline, 
As freely offering to be « a thc?rea. 

(The Faerie Queene. II. xii. 54)
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L.Hf.Wall, in "Some Botes on fttarvell'e Sources", Notes and 
queries (1957), 170*1 73§ had already noted the Spenser 
passage, and suggested a comparison with Jonaon's "Penshurst",

The blushing apricot, and woolly peach
Hang an thy walls, that every child may reach.

Other poets have like passages. Fane, in "Annus Annulus", 

speaks of the "lustfull Clusters** of grapes (Otla Sacra (1648) 

P. 16), and Crashaw* In his "Iplthalamiura", writes i

may thy Vine, fairs oaks, embrace thee 
with ivy arraes, and empty wishes* 
but with full become enterl|ce thee* 
and reach her Clusters to thy kisses*

(1?hf. Poey ...of Blchard Crag.haw* ed. L.C.Martin, 2nd, 
ed. (Oaeford, 1957)* PA08J

Denham's *0f Old Age11 is remarkably close to Marvell's
•s ;;: l; i

phrasing: *Age, like ripe apples* on earth's bosom drops" (Th
Poetical Worfes of Mmund waller and Sir John pen ham, ed.

NI> - '.

Charles Cowden Clarke (Edinburgh* 1862), p.323).

Da vis on, in "Hotes on Marvell f s Garden*1 (see reference on 

page 121 above)* mentions "similar ideas of withdrawal, 

creation and annihilation* to those of stanza VI, in Ha b ing- 

ton's "To my noblest Friend, I.e. Est11 and in Henry More fs 

"Cupid's Conflict0 * lines 37-42* A similar process occurs in 

Casimlre's poems* notably in Ode 12. Lib. 4* where he speales 

of the "retyrlng house o'th'mlnd* (Odes of Ceeimire. trans. 

O.Hilf (London, 1646).
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And for tht idea of the mind as an ocean full of creatures, 

compare Hawkins'a Partheneia Sacra (Rouen f 1633):

In fine, they [the seas] are another world in themselves, 
wherein God hath plunged and drencbt the diversities 
of al earthlle creatures, (p. 235)

Margollouth (p. 226} glosses the phrase "green thought in 

a green shade" with two lines from King Edward III (1596), 

II. i. 63-6M

Since green our thoughts, green be the conventicle 
Where we will ease us by disburdening them.

"The Fountains sliding foot 1* of stanxa Til seems to be
* >

an echo of a couplet from Joseph Hall's W0n the Death and

Works of Master

Set Time and Bnuy gazing at the roote, 
Cursing their bootless© hand, and sliding foote. 

(See Bavlson's article, page 121 above, p.26)

the symbolic bird has exercised the scholars a great deal.
* .  ».. 

Irishman (p. 31 7) found the source for this image in Sir

Thomas Hoby's translation of Castigllone's The Courtier?

Wherefore such as come to this love, are like to 
yong birdes almost flush, which for all they flitter 
a lltle their tender wlnges, yet dare they not stray 
farre from the nest, nor commit themselves to the 
winds and open weather.

(Everyman ed. (1928, reprinted 1956), P.318)

This Image of the soul as a bird, rising from one apprehen

sion of beauty to another, was taken up by Spenser, in his

Hymne of Heavenly Beautle. and the la»t line of the fourth
 

stanza of this poem was probably in Marvell f s mind as he 

developed the bird image of "The Garden11 1 "Till she her
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aelfe for strongerflight can breath" (See Leiahman, pp. 317- 

318). Davlson (op. clt.) has an alternative j or supplementary 

source, in some lines from auarlea's Emblems. V, x:

My soul is like a bird, rny flesh the care . . . 
Prom aense she climbs to faith; where for a season 
She sits and singes then down again to reason.

Bat Marrell need not have reaorted to a specific source for 

this image, since the bird-soul was a standard piece of 

mediaeval symbolism. D.W.Roberteon, in "The Doctrine of
» * *  

Charity in Mediaeval Literary Gardens", Speculum. XXVI (1951), 

24-49, has shown that, "the birds who rest in the phade are
j- --  t- '

the pious spirits who desire to abandon terrestrial things and 

fly to celestial realms'* (p.31). The tree and the fountain 

are also traditional!

The Water of Life, which either flowa by the tree or 
emanates from it, is variously interpreted as baptism, 
wisdom, true doctrine, Christus irrigana* Charity, or 
the Holy Spirit, (p.31)

Fairfax's translation of MLa Solitude" contains another 

resemblance to liarvell's birds

Some, toying in the sun's warm beams, 
Their feathers busily do plume.

This is like the picture of .the bird whetting its wings in 

"The Garden". The beams of sunlight in Fairfax's poem may 

have suggested the "various light" of Marvell. Beeching, in 

1901, (aee page 28 above),.was the first to suggest a source 

for this detail - a line from Milton f a "II Penseroao", "Waves 

at his wings in aery atreams". Much more elaborate sources
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and complex rat an ings hare since been found* however* B/tetvig 

interprets it in terms*of platonic-hermetic mysticism, and 

cites similar light images in More, Benlowes, and Casimire. 

The Happy Man

Herbal sun-dials do not seem to have been made in 

England as early as the 1650s, but ilarvell could easiljr have 

seen them on the Continent, and Henry Hawkins mentions one 

in his Partheneia Sacra (1635), wlt is the Gnomon of the 

Garden, a Dial artificially made in hearts, to express al 

the h owe re of the day** (p*49)« Bradbrook and Lloyd Thomas 

note (Andrew Ma ire11 (1940)  P.63, n,2) that floral sun 

dials were popula* in the West Indies, according to William 

Hughes in his Flower Garden (1692), and surmise that Oxen- 

bridge may have brought the fashion back with him* They have
0_

also discovered a reference to one in the Master's garden at 

Pembroke College, Cambridge, in Loggan fs Gantabriffia Illugt- 

rata (I6f0). Both these accounts are from many years after 

Marvell wrote his poem, however. There is no evidence that 

such devices could be seen in England in the 1650s,

A possible source for stanza IX may be Francis Thynne's 

25th. Epigram:

The Curious gardiner, with his eruell Shires 
doth cutt the wholeome tyme, and her sweet flowers; 
which hee doth cutt soe longe till tyme at length 
cuts off hl« life by doome of heavenlie powres, 
for tyme, in tyme cutta him with full despight, 
that first by tyme cutt tyme from his delight*
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fKmbleaes and KPigrames (1600), ed. F.J.Purnivall,
1S7&JLonaon ,

Marvell clearly makes more subtle use of the Thy me-time pun 

than the clumsy Thynne. But the resemblance* do not stop
. i. r (

there* Both poets introduce a gardener, one "Curious" and one,|.
"skilful**, and fhynne's %holeome tymo, and her sweet flowers 1*,

may have suggested Marvell'a "sweet and wholesome Hours"..,..
"Upon the Hill and Grove at Bil«*Boroww .

Professor R/rfstvig considers the relationship between this 

poem and Casimire f s first epode on the estate of the Duke of 

Bracchlano as very close, "the very phrases used by foarvell 

sometimes seem suggested by the Polish poet*1 (The Happy Man.

P.239).

Joseph Summers ("Marvell'e Hature", ELgtXX, No.2 (1953)t 

121-135) compares Jonson*e "To Sir Luciua Greyw with Marvell f e 

poem as an earlier example of how nature ae a principle of 

order can be used for hyperbolical compliment.

Fairfax's translation of HLa Solitude" contains a similar 

oak-wood scene, but there are no verbal echoes of one poem in 

the other,

Margoliouth cites one apparent source:

Grove of Pikes, aller uses this phrase, 'Battle of 
the Summer Islands*, iii f 54.'Forets de lances (de 
piques)* is a stock phrase in French poetry, (p.229)

"Upon Appleton House".

The natural details in "Upon Appleton House" occur after
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the description of the house and the account of the early 

history of the Fairfax family* The later part of the poem 

can be clearly divided into a) the account of the gardens, 

stanzas XXXVI-XLIIIj b) the pageant of the meadows, stanzas 

XLVII-LI; c) the poet's retirement into the wood, and his 

personal experience of nature* stanzas LXI-^LXXXI; d) the 

evening scene, in which nature pays homage to Maria, stanzas 

LXXXII-LXXXXVII. Many of the descriptive details, and the 

descriptive conceits presenting them, can be paralleled in 

earlier poetry.

a) The account of the gardens is governed throughout by 

the military conceit suggested by the ornamentation of the 

grounds at Appleton House:

But laid these Gardens out in sport 
In the just Figure of a Fort.

The flowers stand like regiments on parade (stanza XXXIX), 

and the striped tulips are seen as, "the Switzers of our 

Guard" (stanza XLII). Fane had described plants as a "Life 

guard" in WT0 Sir J.Wentwortfc"; and Waller, in "At Penshurst", 

had plants standing "in even ranks", "Like some well-marshalled 

and obsequious band"; while Cleveland, in "Upon Philis 

walking", had pieturedt

The trees, like yeomen of her guard, 
Serving more for pomp than ward, 
Ranked on each side, with loyal duty 
Weave branches to enclose her beauty.



In the same poem, he writes:

Th« flowers, called out of their beds, 
Start and raise up their drowsy heads,

(Minor Pott* of the Caroline Perl ocU ed. 0eorge 
Salntsbury (Oxford, 1921}, Vol. Ill, pp. 35-36)

Marvell, In stanza XXXVII, has a similar phrase, "Then 

Flow'rs their drowsie Bylids raise 11 .

the mditation on England as "the Garden of the World" In
^^

stanza XLI, Is reminiscent of Fane's "Anglla Hortus*.
i 

"The vigilant Patroul/Of stars w , In stanza XL, reminds one

of IiOYelace'a Image In wto Lucas ta rt s ^Like to the Sent'nel 
Stars 11 .

Lelshman (p. 223) finds It:

« . « hard not to suppose that both the rhyme and the 
substance of the following couplet from his (Cleveland) 
'Fuscara, or the Bee Errant * 9 about the bee feasting 
upon Fuscara's arm and

"Tuning his draughts with drowsy hums 
As Banes carouse by kettle-drums", 

did not suggest both the rhyme and, to some extent, 
the substance of a famous couplet In stanza XXXVII of 
*Appleton House* :-

"The Bee through these known Allies hums, 
Beating the Dlane with Its Drumms".

He adds (pp. 223-2 24) that there Is plenty of 

precedent for the bees drumming, and for the sentinel bee 

of stanza XL. The descriptions of warrior-bees probably goes 

back to a passage about the bees* Commonwealth In Pliny (Book 

XI, chapter X).

From the foregoing, it appears that there was a good deal 

of poetic material to hand when Marvell wished to elaborate
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hie accotint of the Fairfax gardens in terms of his employer's 

former occupation*

b) The grasshoppers of stanza XLVII have excited consider 

able comment* Plerre Legoais first drew attention to the 

similarity to a passage In the Old Testament Book of Numbers* 

*n The Review of English Studies. X (1934), p. 450; and the 

same detail was rediscovered by Joan Grundy in "Marvell's 

Grasshoppers*, Notes, and Queries (1957), P.142* R^stvig 

mentions the Biblical source ("Upon Appleton House and the 

Bniversal History of Man*, English Studies, XLII (1961), 

337*351)t and adds that the grasshoppers reappear la Benlowes'i 

"Theophila", XIII, xi, "The skipping grasshopper's hoarse 

notes*1 . There are many other details in common between 

"Theophila", books XII and XIII, and this section of "Upon 

Appleton House". Besides the grasshoppers, there are the 

realistic mowers, the idea of the grass as a sea, the Cing- 

ports, and the later retreat to a natural fortress* H^etvig 

(The Happy Man  p.230) sees the giant moths and gnats of 

Canto XII, stanza 7V, as similar to Marvell*e giant grass 

hoppers* The same kinds of distortions In size and perspect 

ive are found in both poems* The parallels go back through 

Benlowes to Casirnlre, who also records the hoarse notes of 

the grasshopper, and likens the fields of corn to waves* But 

the observed detail of the grasshopper calling, "from the
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Precipice'8 tall/Of the green spir's", is similar to the open 

ing detail of Lovelace's "The Grasse-hopperw :

Oh thou that swingst*upon the waving ha Ire 
Of some well-filled Oaten Beard.

(The Poems of Richard Lovelace, ed. C.H.Wilkinson 
(Oxford, 1930))

Leiehman (p.222) conBid©re that the comparison of cows
'. 1 »t 

to constellations In stanza LVIII may have been suggested

by the 25th. Idyll of Theocritus, in which cattle are likened 

to clouds moving across the heaven*.

The flood was a common poetic property by Marvell's time.
V

In DU Barta» f s "Weekea" (2nd. Day), there is a description
.»    

of fish in towns reminiscent of Marvell's paradoxes in rtanza
* • , -•*••• 

LX. The popular and influential "Cooper's Hill" has a flood

sequence. And in Fairfax's "La Solitude", an oakwcod on a 

hill is a refuge from floodingt
9t

When heaven with earth was at odds, 
As Jupiter in rage had laid 
O'er all a deluge, these high woods 
Preserved them from the swelling floods.

But most closely parallel to Marvell, Craahaw has some para* 

doxieal lines in "On bleeding wounds":

Raine-swolne Rivers may rise proud 
Threatning all to overflow, 
But when indeed all's overflow*d 
They themselves are drowned too*

(The Poem* of Richard Craghaw, ed. L.C,Martin, 2nd. 
ed. (Oxford, 195?))

f. V

Marvell'e line seems to be a direct echo of this, "The River 

in it self i* drown fd".
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o) M.G.Bradbrook considers the woodland episode in terras 

of the poetry of retirement as practised by the- French
 j

libertin poet0» seeing a special resemblance to Stanley 's
•MVNMMMWMMMMMMMI* . ^

translation of Saint-Amant'e nLa Jouyssance* (see p. 47 above) 

R/tetvig (The Happy Man, pp. 248-249) deala with the ecene at 

length, rejecting the comparison with the French poets. She 

finds a much closer resemblance to Casimire, and in particular 

to the Latin Argument to Canto XIZ of Benlowes's "fheophila". 

She compares various references to "Nature's ray stick Book" in 

Benlowee and Fane, and cites Lovelace's "Aramantha" as an 

interesting parallel* In this, Aramantha, like Marvell* 

retires into a wood. Another parallel between "Theophila" 

and this part of "Upon Appleton House" is found in the cruci 

fixion imagery of stanza* LXXVII*LXXVIII (the Happy Man » pp; 

254*256).

Kitty Secular, in Natural Magic (Oxford, 1965)» page 182, 

has discovered a very similar piece of observation to Marvell's 

detail in stanza LXIIIi

When first the Bye this Forrest sees 
It seems indeed as Wood not
As if their Neighbourhood so old
To one great Trunk them all did mold*

James Howell, in "Before the Second Part of Dodona's Grove", 

describes the effect of mist* "the whole Grove appear *d as 

one great log" (Podona's Grove, or the Vocall Forest (London,
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A.B.Chambara ("1 w*& But an Inverted Traot Hotas toward 

tha Hiatory of an IdaaM , 3^udria8 in tfoa EaRaXssasaoa. VJII 

(1961), 291*299) has axplorad tha anoaatry of Marvall'e 

tranafonaation into "an inverted Tree" in stanza LXXI, and 

found that it goes back to Plato and Aristotla*
*

Tha nlgh^ngala singing in tha bushes has already baan 

related to Pliny (sea p.86 above). Other, purely litarary, 

parallala can ba found* Cast ml re (Oda 3, Lib. Bpod.) has 

nightingales in tha bushee, and in Oda 1, Epode, they aing 

to animate trees, as in "Upon Applaton House", stanza LXV, 

There are verbal echoes of Manrall's low shrubs and thorns 

in Pane's "Husiane Scianca Handmaid to Divine":

Tha Beech, Ash, Elm, tak't not in scorn 
From tha low Shrub and prickly Thorn 
That underneath their shades they dwell, 
And guard their roots as Sentinell, 

COtia Sacra (London, 1648), p.126)

Tha picture of a poet lying beneath trees, while a braaza 

fane his hair, (stanza LXXV), was an established one* Examples 

occur in Waller r e "Tha Battle of tha Summer Irlands":

Oh! how I long nay care lass limba to lay 
Under tha platein 1 a shade, and all tha day 
With amorous airs *ny fancy entertain;

and in Thomas Plat man* a "The Betirsmant", where ha sits "down 

at an aged poplars root", while "a cool breeze had fann'd 

tha air"* (Minor Poeta of tha Carolina Period, ed. Georga 

Salntsbury (Oxford, 1921) Vol.111).
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Leiehraan (p.252) has pointed out that iarvell borrowed 

the phrase "gadding Vines" from Milton f s wLycidae", 'Mth 

wilde Thyra* and the gadding Vine oregrown"; and suggested 

that the same stanza - LXXVII - la also Indebted to Randolph'* 

MA Pastorall Courtship*1 t

Come let those thighes, those legs, those feet 
With mine in thousand windings meet, 
And woven in more subtle twines 
Then Woodbine* Ivy, or the vines 

D.C.Alien, in Image and Meaning (1960), perceives echoes 

of *L'Allegro* and *I1 Fenseroso" in this part of the poemt 

where, "the experiences . . . [of Milton'a poemsJ . . . are 

being repeated in Nunappleton forest" (pp.143-144).

the trees dittoing like a Guard in stanza LXXVIII can be 

paralleled by the lines from Cleveland's "To Phyllia", already 

quoted in connection with etansa XLII, page 127 above.

The river as serpent (syanza LXXIX) turns up also in 

Fairfax fa wLa Solitude**! 

Then gliding under th farbored banks 9 
As winding serpent in the grass*

And Bradbrook and Lloyd Thomas (op, cit. p.24) point out a 

similarity between the same poem and Harwell's picture of the 

sun gazing "Narcissus like" into the river, in stanza LXXX, 

They quote Fairfax's description of the river Dentorn

Sometimes so cleare and so serene 
It seems as *twere a looking gla#s, 
AM t« our views preventing seem
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As heavens beneath the water was.
The sim in it's so clearly soene
That, contemplating this bright sight*
As 'twas a doubt whether Itt had beene
Himself or linage gave the light,
At first appearing to our eyes,
As if he had fall'n from the skfee.

The idea of hedging one's temples "with heavy sedge*1 * in 

stanza L.XXXI, is reminiscent of Milton's Camus* in "Lycidas"* 

who came with "his Bonnet sedge"*

d) The last section consists mostly of nature's homage 

to Maria* Leishraan has documented extensively what he calls

the "pastoral hyperbole" (pp.22li.-237), by whieh nature
i

personified glorifies a human being. Good examples are 

Stanley's "Sylvia's Park*, Waller's MAt Penshurst 11 , and 

Hookos's "To Amanda Walking"*

The image of the sun retiring to bed Is a common one* It

ean be found In Milton's "Nativity Ode"; in Casimlre's Ode 2* i,.
Itib.l) and In Craehaw's "Circumcision", which speaks of* "The 

crimson curtains of thy bed". B.C.Alien believes that the 

Influence of the "Nativity Ode" can be t felt throughout this 

part of the poem, where a special person brings calm and 

quiet to nature* and renders the oracles and nature Itself 

dumb.

Lastly* Margolioath and Leishman cite a couplet from 

Cleveland's "Square-Cap" as a source for the outrageous 

simile in the final stanzas
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Antipodes wear their shoes on their heads, 
And why wiy not we in their imitation?

Margolibuth notes that a descriptive detail from a simile 

in the "First Anniversary of the Government under Q.C." (11.

233~234)t has been taken from the Old Testament, I Kings.
* « i 

, l»4, *. . . a email Cloud, like a Mans hand"*

It certainly appears, from the many similarities between 

Marvell's poetry and that of previous poets and the writers
V

of the Natural Histories and so on, that be was an extremely 

eclectic poet, taking not only many of his details and turns 

of phrase, but also the ideas for many of his poems, from 

his reading* One feels that J'.B* Irishman's account of Ms r veil
 jr*-.-

is the most satisfying, corresponding most fully to the 

experience of reading the poems t

. . « perhaps the most remarkable example we have of 
Interaction between what Mr. Eliot, in a famous phrase, 
called Tradition and the Individual Talent. For, 
although Marvell's poetry is highly original and, at 
Its best, unmistakeably his own and no one else's, he 
is almost always acting upon hints and suggestions 
provided by earlier poets 9 and almost never writing 
entirely, as children would say, out of his own head. 

(The A3& of Harvell'ft Poetry, p. 29)

Instances do occur, however, of details which do seem to 

come "out of his own head*. The beet known is the glimpse of 

the thrush on its nest, from "Upon Apple ton House", stanza

LXVIIt

And through the Hazels thlvk espy



The hatchifrf Thrastles shining Eye. 

Other accounts of birds may be original, perhaps from
'-,*  . >

things Marvell had actually seen In the Hun Appleton estate

or elsewhere* In stanza LXV1I, we also watch the Heron teaching

its young to flyj

Tn* Heron from the Ashes top,
the eldest of its young lets drop.

The specification of the kind of tree used by the bird 

suggests that this detail is from observation. The stockdoves
i

of stanza LXVI are a traditional symbol, but Marvell adds a
i

piece of particular description which makes them more indiv 

idual:

a whose fair necks are grac'd
With Nuptial Rings their ensigns chast. 

And the Hails seem to be from observation, with the details 

of the unfeathered quills and the parents* call of distress 

(stanzas L-LII):

While one, unknowing, carves the
Whose yet unfeather's Quile her fail . * .
Unhappy Birds! what does it boot
To build below the Grasses Hoot . . .
And now your Orphan Parents Call
Sounds your untimely Funeral,
Death-Trumpets creak in such a Note,
And His the Sourdine in their Throat.

The Hewel (stanzas LXVIII-LXX) had been described felling a 

tree by Aristotle (see p.90 above), but liarvell f s picture 

contains many details, and comes over very vividly, as if 

from personal experience!
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fie walk* still upright from the Hoot, 
Ueaa'ring tho Timber with hie Foot} 
And all the way, to keep it clean. 
Doth from the Bark the Wood-moths glean. 
He, with his Beak, examines well 
Which fit to stand and which to fell.

The good he number* up, and hacks; 
A« if he raark'd them with the Ax. 
But where he, tinkling with hie Beak, 
Doth find the hollow Oak to apeak, 
That for his building he designs, 
And through the tainted Side he mines.

Frogs, as we hare seen (PP*116-117 above), had appeared 

in similar circumstances before, but the details of the ham 

stringing and the wading seem to be original to "Bamonvthe 

Mower":

And hamstring 9d Frogs can dance no more. 
But in the Brook the green Frog wades.

Also striking as a pieture of the actions of an animal 

is the description of the fauns

It is a wondrous thing, how fleet 
fTwas on those little silver feet. 
With what a pretty skipping grace, 
It oft would challenge ma the Race: 
And when *thad left me far away, 
'Twould stay,- and run again, and stay.

Kartell's descriptions of grass and meadows often strike
i 4

with a freshness that seems to come from observation. The most
-v 

vivid example is the picture of the meadows after the flood:
f

Whose Grass, with moister colour dasht. 
Seems as green Silks but newly washt. 

("ITpon Appleton House*1 , stanza LXXIX)

The appearance of the cattle in the fields is expressed in
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a remarkable image t

They seem within the polieht Grans 
A Landskip drawen in Looklng-Clase. 

(ibid, stanza LVIII)

Tii« Mower a cutting the hay are particularized strongly:

With whistling Si the, and Elbow strong, 
These massacre the Grass along. 

(ibid, stanza L)

The mown hay of stanza LV is accurately presented through what 

appear to be original images:

When after this 'tis pil'd in Cocks, 
Like a calm Sea it shews the Hocks; 
We wondrlng in the River near 
how Boats among them pafely steer* 
Or, like the Desert Memphis Sand, 
Short Framids of Hay do

The perception of the way in which perspective can play 

tricks, and make the boats on the river appear to be palling
\

_4-

between the hay-cocks is exceptionally exact*

So is the minute observation of the play of light on

a drop *£ dew, in the poem of that name, "Bark benwath, but

bright above**

Although part of a set of images, the description of the

leaf curling round the stem of a tulip lik® a sheath is

precise and unprecedented:

Their Leaves, that to the Stalks are curl'd, 
Seem to their Staves the Ensigns furl*d»

Another apparently fresh detail Is the description of 

the plenty of the fields in "The Mower's Song"*
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That not one Blade of Grasp you spy'd, 
Bat had a Flower on either side*

The appearance of the inside of a pomegranate is brilliant 

ly caught in the image of MBern5udasM 5

And does in the Pomgranatep close, 
Jewels more rich than Ormue known.

So, although' one feels storm sympathy for Pierre Legouis* 

comment on the thrush couplet, "one would be hard put to it 

to find others of the same sort 11 (Andrew Marvel! (1965), 

P*54)| nevertheless» there is in Marvell's verse a certain 

amount of evidence that he was a man of keen senses, who
i

took delight in the details of the world around him. We can 

never be really sure that any detail in a poem is there 

because the poet actually noticed it in the countryside, or 

because he remembered it from reading or conversation* Some 

can be traced to more or less definite sources of a literary 

kind; some cannot* What we can be sure of is the effect of 

the poetry as we read it, and the impression we get is that 

ilarvell must have enjoyed the sights and sounds of the Hun 

Appleton estate and elsewhere, and his ability to convey that 

sense of enjoyment to us is what finally concerns us as read* 

ors of poetry.



Chapter XV 

TYPS AMD IMPACT

Roeemond Tuve begins her examination of Elizabethan and 

Metaphysical Imagery (Phoenix Edition, Chicago, 1961) with 

the following remarks!

It is obrious that images carry into poetry the sights 
and sounds of the physical world. The theorist of the 
Renaissance is likely to remark upon this one of their 
powers when he treats of mere descriptive detail - the 
naming of concrete particulars* He takes far greater,, 
caret however, than do the authors of modern discussions 
of poetry, to preserve the important logical distinction 
between such imagery and imagery introducing the element, 
of metaphor and similitude. Especially when he talks of 
or uses the latter sort, the Elizabethan, unlike the 
modern, appears to be little interested in the capacity 
of an image to all but reproduce sensations. This is 
the simplest function an image can haves the accurate 
transliteration of a sense impression. Tet not even , 
the schoolboy of the sixteenth century is told to keep 
his eye on the object* (p.3)

A few pages later, discussing the function of epithets, she 

writess

Characteristically, the theorist does not single out 
sensuous vividness to r a commend In the figure epitheton. 
but rather advises, as Puttenham does, for instance§ 
that *he must be apt and proper for the thing he is 
added unto*. It is interesting that, although this 
detection of sensuous comparableness is now thought of 
as native to poetry, it is easier to find in prose or 
common speech than in pre-^oraantic poetry, (p.10)

These passages will serve as a useful general statement 

of the place of natural details in the poetry of the sixteenth 

and early seventeenth centuries. It is not usual in this
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1 

iHpression"* even insofar as auoh a thing is really possible

in poetry. When the "sights and sounds of the 9hyaioal world 1* 

do occur* there is rarely any indication that the poet has 

kept "hie eye on the object". This is true not only of Miss 

TuYe'e dietinotion of wimagery introducing the element of 

metaphor and similitude", but even of passages containing

"mere descriptive detail - the naming of concrete particulars11 *i
Description in Elizabethan poetry tends to be literary in 

origin and impact, a development of the mediaeval trope of
i

the "May morning" and the idealized landscape of classical 

pastoral.

Andrew Marvel!*s poetry* as was seen in the previous 

chapter* contains a high incidence of natural details* and
\

the purpose of the present chapter is to analyse these details 

against the background Just referred to* It will be necessary 

to investigate the type of detail he uses* and the kind of 

impact it makes on the reader.

A broad distinction can be drawn between the details which

4
For a qualification of this idea* see the discussion of 
Kdmund Burke** views on the sensuous power of words in 
Chapter VII (PP. 233*5)* «nd Chapter Till (p.2?1n.1) of 
this thesis*
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amice their inpact initially, and perhaps chiefly, through
*i 

the senaeaf and thoae which exist primarily, or only, as an

idea. In other word*, between thoae which give a clear sense

of a real ofejeet* and those in which some aspect or quality
'/?   

ia referred to, without evoking the object itself.

The details in stanza II of "Damon the Mower", for example, 

are almost exclusively sensuous In their immediate appeals

The Grasshopper its pipe gives ore; 
And harastring'd Progs can dance no more. 
But in the brook the green Frog wades; 
And Crass-hoppers seek out the shades. 
Only the Snake, that kept within, 
How glitters in ita aecond akin.

This, aa it stands, ia pure description - "the naming of
^

concrete particulars" - such as Renaissance theory allowed
t

v   ,v

for* But the same kind of direct appeal to the senses is 

found in stanza VII of "The Garden" i

Casting the Bodies Vest aside, 
My Soul into the boughs does glidet 
There like a Bird it sits, and sings, 
Then whets, and combs ita silver Wings; 
And, till prepared for longer flight. 
Waves in ita Plumes the various Light.

The vivid details of colour and movement here comprise not 

a description, hut a simile. Marvell has used his image less 

to define than to evoke. He has offered us a sensuously 

realised object from the physical world, as a means of 

apprehending a spiritual experience.

Metaphor, too, can be primarily sensuous in his poetry:
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Alas I find the Serpent old
That* twining in hi» speckled breast,
About the flow're diwguis'd does fold,
With wreath* of Fame and Interest. . .
But thott who only could f « t the Serpent tame y
Either hia slipp'ry knots at once untie ,
And dieentangle all hia winding Snare:
Or ahatter too with him my curious frame  .' »"'.   :.   •• •

Many of the key worda in these lines from f*The Coronet** are
*i~ ' . - . '  >"" ' ~f

senauoust twining, speckled, fold, alipp'ry, disentangle,
. , .,; i ' :

winding* We hate here a metaphor with the capacity *to all 

hut reproduce sensations**.

In contrast to theae three passages, are the more restrict*
f

ed details, like this one from stanza IX of "Damon the Mower"!

* How happy might I still have mow'd. 
Had not Lore here hia Thistles

The thistles are not realised in the poetry, Their evocative 

range 10 limited, toy the mere naming of them: their tradition* 

al valuea and the Ideas of sharpness and troublesome ness.

Marvell relies on the aseocoatione of the bare word, and*
makes no attempt to reproduce any sense of the thistle as an 

object. Kven more restricted are the plants in stanza I of 

"The Garden" t

Bow vainly men themselves amaze
To win the Palm, the Oke, or Bayes.•->

At least the thistles were apprehended as growing things - 

they were sow'd - but the Palm, the Oke, and the Bayes only
.'    !-

exist as marks of something else. Their identity as trees is 

almost entirely obliterated, and thor become ideas in a witty
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A eimilar abstract ion takes place In stanza LXXXXXII of 

"Upon Appleton Rouge"* where one aspect of a natural detail 

10 IB ola ted i

And* like a sprit o£ Mis let o. 
On the Fairfacian Oak doe0 grow; 
Whence, for some universal good*

shall cull the sacred Bud*

Attention 10 directed solely to the idea that mistletoe is 

a holy plant which grows upon another, and any sense of it 

as a thing in its own right is Ignored,

Inevitably, the majority of the natural details in 

Marvell's poetry are used in this limited way* Such use is 

common at all periods, and was especially so up to the 

beginnings of Romanticism* Much more interesting, because 

so unusual, in the mid-seventeenth century » is the frequency 

of natural details presented with the sensuous immediacy of 

the first three quotations* The rest 0£ this chapter will be 

concerned with details which make some kind of appeal to the 

senses, whether evoking them or using them as the basis for 

witty play,

That Marvell took conscious notice of the power and 

variety of the senses can be seen from two of his poems* 

In the first part of "A Dialogue between the Resolved Soul 

and Created Pleasure H , he subjects the soul to, MThe Batteries 

of alluring Sense", offering a temptation to each of the



senses In turn* In stanza XXXVI of "Upon Apple ton House",

he wittily interprets the formation of Lord Fairfax's gardenst

But laid these Gardens out in aport 
la tlit Just Figure of a Fort; 
And with five Bastion* It did fence, 
As aiming one for er'ry Sense*

\ -   i.

la liarvell's poetry as a whole, as may be expected, the 

largest group of details 10 of things seen; next, more 

surprisingly, of things apprehended by means of touch; next, 

of things heard; and lastly of things smelt. There is no real 

instance of the sense of taste being evoked, unless In the 

following!

Where the Souls of fruits and flow frs " 
Stand prepar'd to heighten yours*

'This is from the series of temptations referred to above, but 

it makes no pretence at any "transliteration" of an actual 

taste experience* Similarly, in stanza XLI of "Upon Appleton 

House"* the mere adducing of the concept of taste does not
ft.

constitute a sensuous evocation of taste;

What luckless Apple did we tast, 
To make us Mortal, and The Wast?

Honey has connotations of sweetness, but these are not stressed 

In the references in *Byes and Tears" and "Bamon the Mower"t

And yet, from all the flow f rs I saw, 
Ho Hony, but these Tears could draw*

And Oak leaves tipt with hony due* 

Two other details, from "The Garden" and "Bermudas", have
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The LuiiciouB Clusters of the Vine 
Upon my Mouth do oruoh their ln«.

He make* the Pigs our Mouths to meet.
 >  

The few olfactory detaila taken from the natural world

are quite varied. Most of them are from descriptive passages, 

and range from the mischievous realism of "Upon Appleton 

House1*, stanza LIVi

.Where every Mowers wholesome Heat 
Smells like an Alexanders awjiaju 
Their Females fragrant"as the Mead 
Which they in Fairy Circles tread i 
When at their Dances End they kiss,
Their new-made Hay not sweeter is;.  

to the wittily artificial account of the waking flowers, in 

stanza XXXVII: "And fills ite Flask with Odours new". The 

delicately observed phenomenon of "The Gallery% stanza Vt

Nor blows more Wind than what may well 
Convoy th« Perfume to the Smell;

contrasts with the much more intellectually applied observat 

ions of nature's perfumes ~ or lack of them * in "The Mower 

against Gardens" and "Little T.C.":

With strange perfumes he did the loses taint;

Make that the Tulips may have share 
Of sweetness, seeing they are fair*

"Upon Appleton House 11 provides a strange mingling of several
«

senses, including the olfactory, in the account of the flowers 

in stanza XXXIXi
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Well shot ye Firemen! Oh how sweet, 
And round your equal firea do meet] 
Whose ahrill report no Ear can tell, 
But Ecchoes to the Eye and smell.

Lastly, in etan«a*XXII of "Bapanis and Chloe", there ia
X

Kartell v a most subtle and effective uae of the sense of smell,> *

in the image taken from Suckling, hut expressed in his own. *
economical phrasing)

Gentler times for Love are ment 
Who for parting pleasure strain 
Gather Roses in the rain. 
Wet themselves and spoil their Sent,

this is an excellent example of Marvell's ability to express 

a psychological fact in terms of a sensuous fact, the image 

has a clear logical basis, but the reader arrives at its
x

significance primarily by a "detection of sensuous compar- 

ableness"*

There are scarcely more aural than olfactory details from 

nature in Jfervell's poetry* Nearly all the noteworthy refer 

ences to the sounds of nature are concerned with small, 

inconspicuous things, the louder noises are more conventional, 

like the cries of birds of evil omen in "The First Anniversary 

of the Government under O.C.", lines 333*334*

And Owls and Ravens with their screeching noyse 
Did make the Fun*rale sadder by their Joyes,

Other noises exceptional by their loudness are found in 

Bermudas"!
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And makes the hollow seas, that roar, 
Proclaims the Ambergris on ehoar;

"Eyes and Tears 1*:

Yea oft the Thund'rer pitty takes 
And here the hissing Lightning slakes;

and "The Unfortunate Lover*1 ?

While round the ratling Thunder hurl'd, 
As at the Fun'ral of the World.

Thunder and lightning are mentioned elsewhere In the poems* 

but without any distinctive "sound" words, such UB the "hissing, 

and the "ratling", here, to give them any strong aural appeal. 

Other possible loud noise references occur, but they are 

presented as phenomena father than specifically aural exper 

iences.

Marveil seems much more sensitive to the subtler sounds 

of naturei the rustle of leaves, or the murmur of insects:

Onely sometimes a flutfc'rlng Brecz 
Discourses with the breathing Trees.

("Upon the Hill and Grove at Bill-borow", etanza 
VIII)

In "Upon Appleton House", stansa LXXII, he mav es a point of 

stressing this sensitivity:

Ho leaf does tremble in the Wind 
Which I returning cannot find.

He characterizes the chirrup of the grasshoppers in stanza

XLVII:

They, in their squeaking laugh, contemn 
Us as we walk more low then them;



and in "DUMB tfct Mowtr" !• sw«r* of th« o«dd«n coming of
"' -\

elleneet "The Grass-hopper ite pipe gives ore1*. The bets are 

brought into line with the prevailing military metaphor of 

the descriptions in stanza XXXVII of "Upon Appleton House*1 :

The Bee through these known Allies hums, 
Beating the Dian with its Drunma»

In contrast to this grotesquely inappropriate image, is the 

carefully recorded noise of the mowers at work, in stanza Ls

With whistling Sithe* and Elbow strong, 
These Massacre the Grass along,

« V-"

where the whistle of the blade is echoed in the sibllance of
1 * *

the words - massacre, grass*

The bird-noises in Marvell vary in particularity* On the 

one hand, there is the general, "While all the morning Quire 

does sing*1 ("The Gallery"); on the other, there is the 

precision of stanza LXIX of "Upon Appleton House0 :

But where he, tinkling with his Beak, 
Does find the hollow Oak to speak* * .

Between these extremes are passages in which an aural fact
7 t

is merely the starting-point for witty elaborations:

Tn* Nightingale does here make choice 
To sing the Tryals of her Voiee. 
Low Shrubs she sits in, and adorns 
With Kusiek high the squatted thorns* 

f*fpon Appleton House H , stanza DC?)

He characteristically selects an appropriate verb to 

give some measure of new life to the hackneyed poetic prop-
*  *

erty of the doves 1 cooingj
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Yet always, for some Cause unknown, 
Sad pair unto the Elms they moan;

("Upon Appleton House", stanza LXVI)

and finds a striking variation for expressing bird-song in 

general:

And underneath the winged Quires 
Echo about their tuned Fires.

("Upon Appleton House", ptanza LXIV)

"Clorlnda and Damon" furnishes one more examrle of the 

softer sounds of nature:

Hear this, a Pountaines liquid Bell 
Tinkles within the concave Shell.

Marvell f s characteristic sounds and sound-words - tinkle, 

whistle, flutt*ring t squeking - are symptomatic of his 

Instinctive love of little things and subtleties of observation. 

He had an ear - as he had an eye - for the Inuter, less 

obtrusive aspects of the world around him.

But more important in hie poetry than the sense of hearing, 

is a highly developed sense of touch. Marvell has been com 

pared with Keate as a poet in whom the senses are  prominent, 

It is most likely the prevalence in certain parsages of 

tactile impressions which has led to this comparison, for 

the insistence on touch impressions is obvious in both poets. 

There is very little evidence of a -developed tactile imagin 

ation among poets before Marvell, and even among the Romantics 

Keats was exceptional. Wordsworth and Coleridge are redomin- 

antly visual poets, and touch does not play a notable role in
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Shelley's poetry, because he ie PC much concerned with Inter 

preting natural phenomena in accordance with discoverable 

laws that he tends to neglect the surface impressions. 

Tactile imagination in any age seems to be rare. It i? very 

significant, therefore, tbat touch details are second only 

to visual details in Marvell's work.

Tactile details in his poetry fall into two main groups: 

passages in which he is acted upon by natural objects; and 

more objective descriptions and images. The first group is 

by far the more interesting, because it includes some of his 

most famous and successful Ftretches of writing. For the
r,

purposes of the present chapter, it is sufficient to record 

them and examine their immediate impact. Stanza V of "The 

Garden" is the obvious place to start:

What wond'rous Life in this I lead.1 
Ripe Apples drop about my Head; 
The Luscious Clusters of the Vine 
Upon my Klouth do crush their Wine; 
The ITectaren, and curious Peach, 
Into my hands themselves do reach; 
Stumbling on Melons, as I pass, 
Insnar'd with Flow'rs, I fall on Grass.

The eenauousness of these lines seems to depend not only on 

the details mentioned, nor on the careful disposition of

sounds - the "p"s of the first line, the repeated vowelp and
1 

consonants in "Luscious Clusters", "crush", the reaching effect

1
This is not to su£? est that rounds in themselves have meaning,
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of the distorted syntax in line six - but also largely on 

the pairing of natural and human elements« The apples are 

related to the head, the grapes to the mouth, the peaches and 

neetarens to the hand, the melons, flowers, and grass to the 

total *!'*  It is a much more immediate way of pointing up 

taetile qualities, than merely attributing qualities - of 

softness, roughness etc* - to the objects in questionv Keats 

used the same technique in his famous image in the "Ode to 

Melancholy**:

Though seen of none save him whose strenuous tongue 
Can burst Joy's grape against his palate fine.

    *  

An identical effect is achieved in "Bermudas*!
!

He makes the Figs our mouths to meet; 
And throws the Melons at our feet.

There are many instances of a close tactual relationship 

between the poet and natural objects in "Upon Appleton House". 

In stanza LXVII, the contact is felt through the verb of the

second lines

but merely that these repeated sounds reinforce the lexical 
content of the lines. See Winifred Nowottny's discussion of 
the relation between sound and meaning in Chapter X of The 
Language Poets Use (London, 1962, corrected 1965). She con 
cludes an examination of a passage from Matthew Arnold's 
poem "Resignation"* "This sound-structure could no* of course 
mean or do by itself what it means and does in conjunction 
with the sense of the words that contain these sounds, but 
the sound-structure makes the reader feel, as an immediate 
experience, what the sense of the words call-up", (p.
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Then as I earless on the Bed
Of gelid Straw-berryep do tread. . «

In Btanza LXXIV* the effect is secured mainly by the verbs 

and the inverted syntax which displaces "me"!

The Oak-Leaves me embroyder all,
Between which Caterpillars crawl:
And Ivy, with familiar trails,
Me licks, and clasps, and curies, and hales.

The use of the word "familiar" adds to the tactile vividness.
1 

Touch is the most familiar or intimate of all the senses. It

unites, as sight and sound can never do. This is why it pre 

dominates in these passages in which Marvell is establishing 

some sort of communion with the world of nature. We find it 

again in stanza LXXV:

Then, languishing with ease* 1 toss
On Pallets swoln of Velvet Hose;
While the Wind, cooling through the Boughs,
Platters with Air my panting Brows.

Here, besides the action of nature - flatters - in the verb, 

there is also a strongly active, muscular aense in the 

adjectival past participle - swoln. Again, a Keate comparison 

comes to mind:

To swell the gourd, and plump the hazel shells 
With a sweet kernel. 

(The Ode to Autumn)

And nearer to Marvell in time is the unusually sensuous

1
A sense recorded by OKD from 1340 (2a), and current in 
Marvell*s day.
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moment In Donne i

Where* like a pillow on a bed, 
A Pregnant banke swel'd up, to rest 
The Tioleto reclining head. 

("The Extaeie")

The wish to be made one with nature comes to a climax in the 

tactile details of stanza LXXVII:

Bind me ye Woodbines in your twines, 
Curie me alSoal^YiT gadding
And Oh so close your Circles lace, 
That I may never leave this Place. . . 
Bo you, 0 Brambles, chain me too, 
And courteous Briars nail me through.

The desire for intimate contact ie» strengthened in these lines 

by the personal appeal to the plants. Indeed, in aany of the 

examples quoted above, there is a sexual note, which is in 

accord with the treatment of nature as a mi streps In "The 

Garden*1 , where woman Is rejected!

No white nor red was ever seen 
So am'rous as this lovely green.

Stanza LXXXI of "Upon Applet on House 11 provides further 

instances of the method of pairing natural details with 

particular parts of the body:

Oh what a Pleasure 'tis to hedge 
My Temples here with heavy Sedge; 
Abandoning my lazy Side, 
St re tent as a Bank unto the Tide; 
Or to suspend my sliding Foot 
On the Osiers undermined Boot, 
And in its Branches tough to hang, 
While at my Lines the Fishes twang.

One other poem is concerned with man's possible or past
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union with nature, and here too the tactile vividness reaches 

a climax s

On me the Morn her dew diatilla 
Before her darling Daffadila. 
And, If at Noon my toil me heat, 
The Bun himself licka off my Sweat. 
While, going home, the Ev'ning aweet 
In cowslip-water bathes my feet. 

("Damon the Hower", atanza VI)

The passages above are the moat significant examples of 

Marvell'a tactile imagination at wo*k, but they by no means 

exhaust hie store of touch description and metaphor* Details 

of touch occur in the account of the Drop of Dew*

How it the purple flow'r does slight, 
Scarce touching where it lyes;

*i' '

in the aerpent metaphor of "The Coronet"; and in stanza XXIV
!  *  
- -4, £   . !  

of "Upon Applet on Houae", which haa another couplet very 

similar in sensuous appeal to Keats:

All Night embracing Aria in Arm, 
Like Ghrystal pure with Cotton warm.

(Compare thia with the line from "The ive of St. ^gne«"» 

"Unclasps her warmed jewels one by one*1 .)

The method of specifying the contacted parta of the body 

is uaed in the touch temptation in "A Dialogue between the 

Resolved Soul and Created Pleasure":

On these Roses atrow f d so plain 
Lest one Leaf thy Side should strain.

Touch ia the dominant feature in the comparison of Conscience 

te a sensitive plant, in "Upon Apple ton House", stanza XLYt
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A prickling leaf It bears, and such 
As that which shrinks at ev'ry touch;

and in the description of nature's homage to the nightingale 

in stanza LXV:

The Thorn, lest it should hurt her, draws
Within the Skin its shrunken claws.

   «
There are several other passages which contain an element 

of physical, almost muscular exertion, which properly belong 

under this heading. But enough has been said to indicate the 

frequency and importance of tactile details in Marvell's 

apprehension of nature. It is one of his most distinguishing 

features, and probably the chief reason for his reputation 

as a sensuous poet.

The last, and biggest, group of details is inevitably 

that of things seen. In a cense almost any introduction of 

a natural detail into poetry may be put in this category, 

since in most people the visual imagination is more highly 

developed than the other sensory powers. The mere naming of 

an object can produce some kind of visual image in the mind 

of the reader. But the interesting thing about Marvell's

poetry* is that it often insists on the visual appeal of the
t 

object. He directs the reader to it not simply as an object,

See the discussion of Burke f s views on this matter in Chapter 
VII (pp.233-5).
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but aa an object to be Been*

One device 10 to preface the detail with the command to 
"see":

See how the Orient Dew   .   
. . . Round In it self incloses* 

( M0n a Drop of Dew")

See how the arched Earth does here 
Rise in a perfect Hemisphere.1

See what a soft access and wide 
Lyes open to its grassy side*

See then how courteous It ascends, 
And all the way it rises bends,

( l!0pon the Hill and Grove at Bill-borow")

See how the Plow're, as at Parade. 
Under their £olours_ stand displaia.

See In what wanton harmless folds 
It ev'ry where the Meadow holds*

("Upon Appleton House", stanzas XXXIX and LXXX)

Similar are the lines from stanza XLVIIIi

To see Men through this Meadow Dive, 
We wonder how they rise alive*

Marvell's sensitivity to the subtler» more obscure, 

details of the world around him has been seen in his selection 

of aural detail*. The same is true of his visual perception* 

Bowles noticed this characteristic, though he failed to under 

stand the function of these perceptions in the poetry» "[he] 

observes little circumstances of rural nature with the eye 

and feeling of a true poet". This remark can be substantiated 

from many of the poems, and in particular by reference to the
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device under discussion. Marvell varies his foraala for 

visual eompuleion in several ways, one of which ia the 

substitution of the word "espy" for "see". He uses this in

four case* where the thing seen ia not obvious to the casual* . *
beholder. The best example, in which the connotative force 

of the word ia used to the full, contains the moat famous of 

all Marvell*s "little circumstances of rural nature". Xt ia 

found in stanza UCVII of "tJpon Appleton House":

And through the Hazles thick espy 
the hatching Thraatles shining eye.

Stanza IX of "The Mower'a Song1* has another detail that 

reveals the apparent sharpness of the poet's observation*

That not one Blade of Grass you spy'd, 
But had a Flower on either side*

In "Clorinda and Damon" the word ia used for the diacovery 

of something less minute, but nevertheless removed from 

ooranon views

X have a grassy Scutcheon apy'd, 
Where Flora blazons all her pride.

Xt occurs again to suggest the remoteness of the Bermudas, 

lost in the vmatneaa of the Atlantic!

Where the remote Btrraudas ride 
In th*Oceans bosoms iineepy'd*

There are several other formulae for emphasising the 

visual nature of particular details. "Upon Appleton House", 

stanza LXXXIV, haa:
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The modest Halcyon comes in sight, 
Flying betwixt tne Day and Night*

A passive construction IP used, in stanza XLVIII;

They bring up Flow 1 re so to be seen. 
And prove they've at the bottom been;

and in "the Garden**!

No white nor red was ever seen 
So am'roue as this lovely green*

In two instances, the directing word is "shew": in "Eyes and 

Tears"t

The Stars shew lovely in the Night, 
But as they seem the Tears of Light;

and in "Upon .Appleton House*, stanza LV:

When after this 'tis pil'd in Cocks, 
Like a Calm Sea it shews the Hocks*

This method of underlining the visual aspect of an observation 

can be made even more immediate by explicitly relating the 

observer and the thing observed* The result is similar to 

that noted in the presentation of tactile details: man and 

nature are brought together as the two necessary elements in 

the experience of seeing* The most striking example is found 

in "Upon Appleton House", stanzas X and XIj

In fragrant Gardens, shaddy Woods, 
Beep Meadows, and transparent Floods* 
While with slow Eyer- we these survey * . *

These lines attempt to give a "transliteration" of the very 

act of seeing - the movement of the eyes, sweeping over the 

scene and talcing it in, detail by detail. The same device
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occurs In etanza LXIIIt

When first the Eye this Forrest sees 
It seems Indeed as Woo^not Trees*

nature Is deceptive; the deception In this case Is visual, 

and Marvcll ensures a fuller participation in the experience 

by bringing the betrayed organ - the eye - Into the statement 

of what happened*

The definitely visual nature of an experience is captured 

in stansa XLVI, where the abstract "sight" le this time the 

operative word*
>

The sight does from these Bastions ply,
Th*invisible Artilery . . V
Bat ore the Meads below It plays,
Or innocently seems to gaze*

4

An extension of the device of Introducing a deliberate
,-:'*"    ' -.^r

"seeing" word occurs when the thing seen is distorted in
',"..: -- /,

' • i ' ':' •

Bom© way, so that It Is mistaken for something else* This
 '  * ']- 
1s indicated by the modified terms of seeing, "seems or

V;

"appears". An example is the couplet quoted above* in which
» 

the eye is deceived by distance* so that the forest, "seems

indeed as Wood not Trees*, The gras is-hoppers of stanza XLVII 

are seen from an unusual vantage point, as the poet walks 

through the tall grass and looks up at them:

And now to the Abbyse I pass 
Of that unfathomable Grass, 
Where Men like Grasshoppers appear. 
But Grasshoppers are Gyantsthere.

A witty elaboration of this device sees the concrete
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phenomenon as an embodiment of the abstract, in stanza LXIIj

The double Wood of ancient Stocks 
Llnk'd in mo thivk, an Union locks, 
It like two Pedigrees appears.

This kind of playing with the appearances of nature is a 

very characteristic feature of Marvell*® imagination. His 

delight in the (physical world is not voluptuous. He has a 

keen perception of the things around him, but he values them 

largely as material for his wit to play with. His fascination
«

with'trieks of vision, like those caused by distance and 

position* can be seen also in an interest in the distortions 

of reflected or magnified images. The grazing cattle of
\

stanza LVI1I of "Upon Appleton House" are subjected to a 

series of witty visual transformations!

They seem within the polisht Grass 
A Landskip drawen in Looking-Glass. 
And shrunk in the huge Pasture show 
As Spots, so shap'd* on Faces do. 
Such Fleas t ere they approach the lye t 
In Multiplying 01asses lye. 
They feed so wide, so slowly move, 
As Constellations do above.

The sudden shift from the minute to the immeasurably great 

in the final couplet, is an example of metaphysical audacity. 

What is unusual, is that the wit is mainly visual. The wit
i

makes its impact after the initial visual details have been 

registered. Marvell interprets or expresses nature's sights 

wittily - but first of all, he sees them guite clearly. The
V

natural world is for him a collection, primarily, of things,
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not of Ideas or oenMnplaeee.

A more metaphorie application of his delight in reflected 

image* occurs in "The Mower's Song":

And in the greenness of the Grass 
Bis! see its Hopes as in a Glass.

Another strange visual distortion takes place in "Damon the 

Mower":

Hor am I so deform f d to sight, 
If in my Sithe I looked right; 
In which I see nor Picture done, 
As in a crescent Moon the Sun*

In stanza LXXX of "Upon Apple ton House*1 , the sun is seen*
reflected and diminished in the purified rivers

i
And for his shade which therein shines, 
HarcissuB like, the Sun too pines.

Stanza LV provides another Instance of a trick of seelngs

When after this His pll v d In Cocks, 
Like a calm Sea it shews the Hockst 
We wond'ring in the Elver near 
How Boats among them safely steer*

Here, one witty image of the piled-up hay as rocks, is7
combined with a witty application'of the trick, of sight

which confuses distances* '<>.
Often the perceptive accuracy and freshness of a detail 

passes unnoticed because it is absorbed Into a context of 

imagery which is basically witty, rather than sensuous. For 

example t the four lines just quoted about the boats on the 

riverf or the description of the gardens at Appleton House, 

which makes great play with military metaphors suggested by
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the lay-oat of the gardens as forts. In much of this the

wit is uppermost, bat a number of details are keenly observed

and precisely expressed in terms of the prevailing figure:

See how the Flow'rs, as at .parade, 
Under their Colours stand diepiaid: 
Each Regimtnt iint ordor grows. 
That o£~tlii Tulip, Pinke and Rose.

V

4That, in fact, is a very clear and vivid picture of a care 

fully lald-out set of,flower-beds.

Their Leaves, that to the stalks are curl'd, 
Seem to their Staves the Ensigns furl'd.

  *>,

And that is an accurate description of the shape of a tulip- 

plant.

Then in some Flow'rs beloved Hut 
Each Bee as Sentinel is shut.

That is essentially the same observation as Keats*s remark, 

about the deer startling, "the wild bee from the fox-glove 

bell*.

When allowances for the difference in poetic mode and 

climate have been made, it seems clear that Marvell gives' 

the impression of having his "eye on the object" as intently
A  

as later nature poets. It is what he does with his apparent 

observations that puts him in another poetic tradition.

There are many references to actual colours in M*rvell f s 

poetry, as well as to more general terms for colour. In "The 

Garden", there is the symbolic bird, which, "whets, and combs
7

its silver Wings 11 . One of the portraits in "The Gallery" depicts
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Aurora, who slumbers in the east, "And stretches oat her

milky Thighs". The most brilliant of all Marvell's colour
r

evooatlens, however, 10 In "Bermudas M J

He hangs in shades the Orange "bright, 
Like golden Lamps in a green Night*

Silver la again seen in the description of the Pawn:

It la a wondrous thing, how fleet 
*Twas on thoae little silver feet.

In the account of the drop of dew, we are told, "How it the 

purple flow'r does plight"; and how It ie, "Dark beneath, but 

bright above"* The serpent of wfhe Coronet w has, na speckled 

breast"5 and men, In stanea L300CV of *ffpcm Appleton House", 

are, "Charm'd with the Saphir-winged Mist". And, of course, 

there are the numerous Invocations of the colour green* 

Sometimes, the colour itself is exclusively referred to, as

In the falcon image from *An Heratian Ode":
^  ,

She, having klll*d9 no more does search, 
But on the next green Bow to pearch*

Sometimes the colour*s traditional emblematic significances 

of innocence, naturalness, youth, and hope, are ex dual veil 

Invoked, as In "Damon the Mower1**

And thus, ye Meadows, which have been 
Companions of my thoughts more green*

And sometime*, actual and conceptual greenness are both 

Invoked, In the rich natural symbolism that is a mark of 

Harvell's most mature poetry* An example can be found In
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"Daman the/ Mower", "Bat in the brook tho green Frog wades % 

wfeei* the Prog MI an object Is TiTidly particularised by tho 

adjootive, and by the saint adjective giren a symbolic extension 

of netting*
v » 

A simitar double significance 10 present in "The Mower** 

8ong"t

And in the greenness of the Grass 
Did aee ita Hopes aa in a Glass*

Stanza LXIY of "Upon Apple ton House 1* has, "The Colunmes of
,-.'.-. - 7* 7- ; '

the Temple green" , where the Temple ia Identified aa being
.. • •• 

both literally green - made of trees - and symbolically
r . e

green - natural and innocent, a temple for worshipping
*

nature*

Many other references to green occur, but only one needs 

special mention hero. The floods on the Appleton estate hare 

receded, and in stanza LXXIXi

» « ~« now the Meadows fresher dy*d| 
Whose Grass, with moister colour dasht, 

aa green Silka but newly waeht.

This image goes with the Bonaadan oranges and the thrush's 

eye, aa one of Marrell's most vivid and immediate visual 

impressions.

Besides the direct mention of actual colours, there are 

a lot of general appeals to the sense of colour. Tho Coy
: '•* v,

Hiatress ia physically characterized in terras of her colouring!
* 

How therefore, while the youthful hew
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Sits on thy skin like morning dew.

The Fawn feeds on rose petals, "Until its Lips ev'n seem'd 

to bleed1*. The tulip's colour is stressed, in "The Mower 

against Gardens *i

The Tulip, white, did for complexion seek; 
And learned to interline its cheek.

The military imagery of "Upon Apple ton House" plays o$ 

details of eolour:

Tulips, in several Colours barr'd, 
Were then the Switzera of our Ouard.

See how the Flov'rs, as at Parade, 
Under their Colours stand dfiflSTa. 

      '   (staaaa XXXIX)
^v-

When in the East the Morning Ray 
Hangs out the Colours of the Bay.

* (stanza XX3CVII)
Marvell's attention is caught by variations in eolour

i ', '

and light. The bird ©f "The Garden", "Vaves in its Plumes 

the various Light "* He is attracted by the "glitter" of the 

snake's second skin; by the "Chameleon's changing«*hue"; by 

the light of the glow-worm. The fading of light iu pictured 

in "The Unfortunate Lover1*!

But soon, these Flames do lose their Light, 
Like Meteors of a Summers night)

and the coming of darkness, in "Upon Apple ton House", stanza 

LXXXXVi

80 when the Shadows laid asleep 
From underneath these Banks do creep,
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And on the River as It flows
With gben Shuts begin to close ...

This Interest in the movement of colours and light is
'A

one aspect of a persistent fascination by movement itself. 

iiarvell's world is vibrant with life and motion* The natural 

objects in his poetry are rarely passive -* they are seen
 i' -

moving, the most important element in bis vocabulary is the 

verb* His animals are most naturally seen as actively doing 

something* rather than passively being something. An examin 

ation of his animal references reveals his creatures in the 

acts oft among other things:

beating, roullng, whetting, combing, waving, crawling, 
pinching, feeding, dancing, wading, skipping, staying** 
running-staying, tripping, printing, falling, pearching, 
working, hatching, letting drop, walking tip a tree* 
pecking at the bark, mining, flying, scaling, collect 
ing, building, perfecting loves, moving, squeking, 
calling, Binging, moaning, twanging, bellowing, kicking, 
drawing, changing hue . *  

Compared with these very graphic accounts of activity, there 

are few descriptive details concerning what the creatures 

look like. They include principally!

yellow, blue, or green} speckled, hamstring'd, little 
silver feet, yet unfeather'd gulls, Corm*rants black, 
fair necks grac'd with Nuptial rings, shining eye, 
azure dye, snowy lamb, low-roof T d tortoises * . ,

Of these only a handful are particularly graphic, or simulate 

any keen observation.
>. : ,  

The plants are more eolourfully presented in terms of 

what they are. For examplet
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polieht, with moister colour dasht, purple, green, 
silken, white, gelid, golden, bright, faire, squatted, 
shrunken, thick, ripe, luscious, mosey, swoln, velvet, 
undermined . . .

Bat they are also busily doing as well:

divide, wither, fade, raise their eyelids, display 
their leaves, close in garlands, seek, gfrow, wave, 
unite, draw in their claws, stoop down, speak, fall, 
prick their ears, drop, crush, reach, lick, clasp, 
curl, hale, bind, chain, nail * . *

Much more than in the animal details, the plants are acted 

upon by some superior agency - God or mam

With strange Perfumes he did the Hoses taint* 
("The Mower against Gardens")

Transplanting flowers from the green Hill* 
Ballery")

[He] throws the Melons at our feet.'] throws the 
( "Bermudas ")

80 Architects do square and hew 
Green Trees that in the Forest grew.

("A Dialogue between the Soul and Body")

The sense of life in inanimate things is achieved mainly 

by the device of personification:

the Patroul of Stars walking, the Hiver licking its 
muddy back, the Sun pining and blushing and licking 
off sweat, the Dew mourning and gazing, the Hill 
rising and offering easy ascent, Aurora stretching 
her thighs and hanging out the colours of the day.

One last feature of Marvell's choice of natural details 

deserves mention. It has been shown how his interest in 

nature was inspired by intellectual as well as sensuous 

delight. As a result of this curiosity about nature, he
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introduced into hi* po.m» a number of oddities, not of
•f. • , • ' • • -

perception, Ilk* the** discussed earlier, but of fact. He 

w%» fascinated by the pineapplet

But Apples paants of such a price, 
Ho fp** could ever bear them twice;

("Bermuda*'1 )_< 
and by the possibilities of altering nature:

The Plnke grewthen as double as his Mind;
r

Til* Tulip, white, did for complexion seek;
And learn f d to Interline its cheek;\
And In the Cherry he does nature vex, 
To procreate without a Sex.

("The Mower against Gardens")

The details diecussed in this chapter form only a part

of Hfarvell f 8 stock of natural references. Very often, especially> *

In the satires that belong to hie later life, nature is felt 

as a souroe of ideas, with little sensuous immediacy. Eren In 

his ^nature 11 poems, there Is a strong, often predominant, 

logical and witty element* But there IB, in his most character- 

istic and successful poetry, a constant reference to the 

world of sights and sounds and sensations* As J.B.Leishman 

has written!
 

Even the most purely conceptual passages are, so 
to speak, supplied by their context with a visual 
or sensuous core. (The Art of Marvell y s Poetry* 
pp*266*269)
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Chapter V

NATURE AS A CONCEPT

In the introduction to her book Mountain Gloom and 

Mountain Qlory (Hew York, 1959) f Professor Marjorie Hope 

Nicolson discusses the way in which people react to the 

world around themt

What men see in Nature is the result of what they 
have been taught to see - lessons they have learned 
in school, doctrines they have heard in church, books 
they have read* They are conditioned most of all by 
what they mean by Nature, a word that has gathered 
around itself paradox and ambiguity ever since the 
fifth century B.C. Human response to mountains has 
been influenced by inherited conventions of literature 
and theology, but even more profoundly it has been 
motivated by loan's conception of the world which he 
inhabits, (p.3)

This chapter will attempt to elucidate what Marvell meant by 

"Nature11 ^ to show which "inherited conventions of literature 

and theology** influenced his response to the natural world; 

and to examine to what extent contemporary developments in 

science and philosophy affected his "conception of the world11 .

Marvell inherited from the Elizabethan age a modified, 

but still basically intact, structure of ideas about the 

nature of things, which had come down from the Middle Ages*
,, * 

This structure of ideas was a synthesis of much older trad 

itions, going back to the earliest attempts to understand the 

human environment!
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Now the Middle Ages derived their world picture from 
an amalgam of Plato and the Old Teetament, invented by 
the Jewe of Alexandria and vivified by the new religion 
of Christ.

(E.fi.W.Tillyard, The Elizabethan World Picture 
(Peregrine Books, 1963), p.12)

According to this established view, nature could be studied 

under two aspects: as "ITatura naturata" and an "Natura 

naturanr." - a a the natural creation, or a 6 the creative 

force that gave it existence. "Natura naturans" was a well- 

known figure in mediaeval and Renaissance literature. In
i

Chaucer's "Parlement of Foules", she had appeared as "this 

noble goddesse Nature", and an:
*

Nature, the vicaire of the alrayghty Lord,
That hot, cold, hevy, lyght, and moyst and dreye
Hath knyt by evene noumbree of acord.

(The Works of Geoffrey Chaucer, ed. P.N.Robinson, 
2nd. ed. (London, 1957), 11.379-331)

Hooker, two centuries later, reiterated the view that nature 

is an agent of God:

Those things which nature is said to do, are by 
divine art performed, using nature as an instrument.

(Eccleeiafltioall Polities(1597), Bk.I, Section 3t P.54)

Nature's function in Chaucer's poem is to maintain harmony 

among the creatures, and, in the lines quoted, to hold the 

entire creation together in an ordered combination of the
i

elements. This brings us to the other aspect of nature, 

wNatura naturata", the world which man apprehends as sensuous 

reality. Fundamental to the ancient beliefs is the notion 

that everything is "knyt by evene noumbree of acord11 . Under
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what Spenae* call* "Natures Sergeant (that BS Order)"* all
 ?

things art "wall disposed"* Not only are the elements knit 

togethert but each part of the creation is linked harmoniously
. (,'    v' . « '

with every other part* Various kinds and dimensions of harmony 

are discerned* Perhaps the most common was the concept of the 

Great Chain of Being* which saw the creation as a continuous
    v . . .   f

chain, beginning with the lowliest parts* such as the inan-
*

Imate elements and liquids, rising through the various forms
, '     ' »

of life* from plants to beasts to man to spiritual creatures*
*  « ' ' »

and finally reaching the Creator himself, fillyard Bums up

the attractiveness of this image* which served to express
i 

the deeply felt need for order at all levels:
i

This metaphor served to exoreSB the unimaginable 
Plenitude of (tod's creation* Its unfaltering order* 
and its ultimate unity, (op* cit.* pp.37-38)

Another metaphor was current - that of the dance* Sir John
.  ii

Bavles* in Orchestra* uses it to present his concept of an 

ordered universes

Dancing* bright lady* then began to be
When the first seeds whereof the world did spring*
The fire air earth and water* did agree
By Love's persuasion* nature's mighty king*
To leave their first discorded combating
And In a dance such measure to observe
As all the world their motion should preserve*

(Silver Poets of the Sixteenth Century  ed. Gerald
Bullett, Everyman's Library (London, 1947* reprinted
1960), P*322)

Yet a third way of discerning the order of things (although 

all three express the same basic idea of harmony among great
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as a pattern of analogies..Within the general hierarchy of 

the Great Chain, there were several distinct levels of
A

existence, and each level was similar in design to other
V

levels. Tlllyard gives the main divisions)

The different,planes were the divine and angelic, 
the universe or macrocosm, the commonwealth or body 
politic, man or the microcosm, and the iower creation, 

(op. cit., p.103)

This system obviously provided a rich source for poetic or
i ' 

theological imagery. But it was felt us much more than that.'

To say that Man was made in the image of' God, or that the 

Church was the Body of Christ; that, as Menenlus argues in 

Coriolanus« the rulers of a state are its "belly" and the 

people its "members"| that Man, the microcosm, is a "little 

world" who sums up the whole macrocosm in himself} all this 

was not just figurative - it was a perception of the way the
9 i

creation is designed* This sense of a pattern of analogies 

in the created universe lies behind much of Marvell's poetry, 

and involves both his ideas and his poetic method. The 

richness of texture in poems like "A Nymph Complaining for 

the Death of her Faun*9 and "Upon Appleton House" depends on 

the variety of allusions which combine to form a unity. The 

Faun's death has a,likeness to the sacrifice of Christ; the 

mowers in their meadows are an imaginatively convincing 

parallel to the wandering Israelites; the reaping of the
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fielda and the slaughter of the Civil -are are two aspectsf/i . 
of the same truth. The universe ia made like that. Macrocosm

and microeoera reflect eaoh other* - -
>

One poem is built entirely on this analogy* Professor
* 

Nicolson has called "On a Drop of Dew" the "poetic climax** oj

"the long belief in epitomes and correspondences" (The 

Breaking of the Ciftf le,« Revised ed» (Columbia Univ. Press,
*.-.** *

1960), p*?5)* The drop of dew and the human soul are seen 

to correspond at every point* So much so* that they can be
/

completely fused in expression* Indeed, the final couplet 

refers equally to the dew and the soul:

Congeal f d on lartht but does, dissolving* run 
Into the Glories of th 'Almighty Sun*

Syntactically it is impossible to limit the reference of 

"Congeal vd on Earth" to either the soul, which is the topic 

of this half of the poem, or to the "Manna's sacred Dew", 

which has just been introduced as a simile* The whole process 

of the poem ie one of identification rather than of comparison, 

and it is clinched in thia final couplet with its culminating 

pun on sun/son.

The idea of the "little world* is specifically alluded 

to at the close of "Upon Appleton House'% where the Nun 

Appleton estate is seen as an epitome of the greater world* 

Varioua places famous for beauty are rejected - Tempe, 

Aranjuez, the Idalian Grovet
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not, what once it was, the World: 
But a rod* heap together hurl'd; 
All negligently overthrown, 
Gulfes, Deserts, Precipices, Stone. 
Your lesser WorrJd' contains the same. 
But in more decent Order tame; 
You Heaven*g Centers ffature's Lap. 

Paradicels only Map, 
(stanza

Nun Appleton, felt throughout the poem ae containing in 

epitome politics, history and religion; expressing through 

its characteristic plants, creatures and seasonal activities, 

the conflicts of the Civil Wars, the exploits of the Israel 

ites, and the redemptive prodesees of Flood, Baptism and 

Crucifixion; is now elevated as a symbol or embodiment of 

what the creation should be like. And the quality which
i

ifarvell singles out as justifying this extravagant claim, 

is the superior harmony to be found there i "in more decent 

Order tame". In fact* this is more than extravagant compliment 

to Fairfax* The peaceful evening scene on which the poem 

closes is in reality a vision of "more decent Order" than 

could be found in the England or the theology and phiiosphy
 ;l

of Marvell'a day. Nature seemed to him the one stable thing

in a world that human waywardness was handing over to violence
1 

and chaos* At the very beginning of the poem he points to

See the article, "Cowley, Marvell and the Second Temple", in 
Scrutiny, XIX (1953), PP.184-205, in which Harold Wendtll Smith 
discusses some of the motives behind the retreat to nature by 
men like Cowlty and Marvell in the middle of the century: 
"Nature is for Marvell imbued with far more of the sensory
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the natural harmony:

But all things are composed here 
Like Nature, orderly and near, 

(stanza IV)

However, although Marvell usually subscribed to the old 

Idea of nature 38 Order, there were modifications of It which 

he occasionally employed for special purposes. One modification 

was to see the creation as gradually moving towards its close, 

slowly decaying from its pristine perfection. This is the 

subject of Spenser's final two cantos of The Faerie Queene - 

the Mutability Cantos* The Titanesee, Mutability, has sub 

jected the whole sublunary creation to the process of corrup 

tion:

For, £?he the face of earthly things so changed,
That all which Nature had establlsht first
In good estate, and in meet order ranged,
She did pervert, and all their statutes bursts
And all the worlds faIre frame (which norse yet durst
Of Gods or men to alter or misguide)
She alter*d quite, and made them all accurst
That God had blest; and did at first prouide
In that still happy state for euer to abide.

He shee the lawes of Nature onely brake, 
But eke of Justice, and of Pollcie; 
And wrong of right, and bad of good did make, 
And death for life exchanged fooliehlles 
Since which, all liuing wights haue learn f d to die, 
And all this world Is woxen daily worse. 

(Book VII, Canto VI, stanzas v and vi)

and sensual than It 10 for Cowley . . . but it also performs 
the same function for Marrell as for Cowlty - that of £eing 
a stable comforter in a world upset by movement"{ p. 189
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This upsetting of "meet order** is generally regarded as the 

result of the Pall of Man. The rnicrocopm was infected by rin f 

and the earth partook of the consequences. Spenser optimist 

ically denied, in the end* the supremacy of Mutability. Nature 

admits that things change and decay:

But "by their change their being doe dilate: 
And turning to themselues at length againe, 
Doe work their owne perfection so by fate, 

(Book VII, Canto VII, stanza Iviii)

Everything will ultimately return to the perfect state in 

which it began. This doctrine is found in the Consolation 

of Philosophy of Boethius, one of the most powerful influences 

on thought throughout the Middle Ages:

Alle thynges seken *yen to hir propre cours, and alle 
thyngep rejoysen hem of hir retornynge ayen to hir 
nature. Me noon ordenaunce is bytaken to thyngep, but 
that that hath 3$yned the endynge to the bygynnynge, 
and hath maked the cours of itself stable (that it 
chaunge net from his pyopre kynde).

(Book IIIf metrum 2, Chaucer's translation, Robin 
son's ed,, p«343)

Spenser has a second answer to the arguments of Mutability - 

an answer stemming from Christian tradition rather than 

Platonici

But time shall come that all shall changed bee, 
;md from thenceforth, none no more change shall see, 

(Book VII, Canto VII, stanza lix)

Change rules now, but at the last Sod will intervene:

For, all that moueth, doth in Change delight: 
But thence-forth all shall rest eternally 
With Him that ie the Ood of Sabbaoth bight: 

d,f that great Sabbaoth Godf grant me that Sabbaoth*s sight] 
(Book VII, Canto VIII, stanza ii)
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St. Paul has similar thing* to pay about the problem of 

mutability, in hie First Letter to the Corinthian*, Ohapter 

XV, verses 51 -53s

We shall not all sleepe, but wee shall all be changed, 
in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last 
trumpe . .   For this corruptible must put on incorr- 
uptibAf and this mortall must ut on immortalitle.

Donne also expresses the idea that the created world 

decaying* But he is pessimistic about the outcome. There IP 

to be no returning of everything to perfection. Only in 

heaven can the human soul find the lost beauty that the 

decaying earth has forfeited. The earth fell with man, and 

harmony - "beauties best, proportion" - is banished. The 

Anatomie of the World paints a very gloomy picture, of the 

state of things:

Then, as manklnde, so is the worlds whole frame
uite out of joynt, almost created lame: 

For, before God had made up all the rest, 
Corruption entred, and deprav'd the bests 
It sels'd the Angels, and then first of all 
The world did in her cradle take a fall, 
And. turn'd her bralnes, and tooke a generall malrae, 
Wronging each joynt of th'universall frame.

(John I)onne: Complete Poetry and Selected Prose.
ed. John Hayward, The Nonesuch Library, (London,
1955), P.2Q2)

Corruption, then, entered right at the start, HSo did the
- 4

world from the firste houre decay **.  

1
Compare also the classical tradition, especially in pastoral, 
of the deoline from a Golden Age: Donne calls this age "Iron, 
and rustle toow (Nonesuch ed,, p.208).
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This idea of a decaying and corrupt world does not seem 

to have appealed to Marvtll, although there is evidence that 

he knew of it and was prepared to use it when it suited a 

particular poem. The most explicit reference is in "The Match"j

Nature had long a Treasure made
Of all her choicest store; 

Fearing, when She should be decay*d,
To beg in vain for more.

Here, however, i^arvell plays with the idea as a conceit in 

a very trivial poem, and no effort is made to give it any 

imaginative depth. In "Upon Appleton House", on the other 

hand, the notions expressed by Spenser and Bonne provide the 

framework for the entire poem, Everything at ?"un Appleton is 

initially harmonious; "Like Nature, orderly and near" (stanza 

IV), Just as Spenser f s Nature had established all things: "In 

good estate, and in meet order ranged". But the gardens turn 

out to be full of images of war, and suggest to the poet a 

comparison with strife-torn England:

Oh Thou, that dear and hacpy Isle 
The Garden of the World ere while, 
751011 Paradise of four Seas, 
Nhiehlieaven planted us to please, 
But, to exclude the World, did guard 
With watry if not flaming Sword; 
What luckless Apple did we tast, 
To make us Itortal, and The ftast? 

(stanza XLI)

In the same way, stability, working on men, had:

« . . made them all accurst
That God had blest; and did at first prouide
In that still happy sfcate for euer to abide.
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At the end of Marrell's poem, Maria re-establishes the lost 

harmony. After the mowing of the fields and the rise of the 

flood, both processes having strong suggestions of Civil War, 

a new and refreshed world appears. Maria is introduced by the 

halcyon simile. The halcyon, li!;o Haria, brings all nature to 

a standstill; movement freezes into permanence:
% *

And such an horror calm and dumb, 
Admiring Nature does "benum.

The viscous Air, wheres f ere She fly, 
Follows and sucks her Azure dy; 
The gellying Stream compacts below, 
If it might fix her shadow so; 
The stupid Fishes hang, as plain 
As Flies in Chrystal overt fane; 
And Men the silent Scene are1st, 
Charm fd with the 9aphir-*winged Mist, 

(stanzas LXXXIV-LXXXV)

Men, fish, the river, nature herself are benumbed, charmed 

by the halcyon. In the next stanza, Iiaria affects the whole 

of natures

jjaria such, and so doth hush
The World* and through the EV'nin^ rush.
No new-born Comet such a f rain
Draws through the Skie, nor Star new-slain.
For streight those giddy Rockets fail,
Whivh from the putrid Earth exhale,
But by her Flames, in Heaven try'd,
Nature is wholly vitrifilcU

The "new-born Comet" and the "Star new-slainM bring with them 

suggestions of the cycle of life, but significantly they are 

rejected: they have no place in this scene. They are "giddy 

Rockets*1 because they rise from the "putrid Earth*1 - the
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"siclce world** of Donne's poem. Maria will bring about the 

change to permanence that St. Paul and Spenser prophesied, 

when "all shall be changed". The final couplet of the passage 

above refers to another theory about the end of the world. 

H.E.Tolliver quotes from a letter "by James Howell, taken from 

the OKDt

Surely, that grand Universal-fire ... at the day 
of judgment may by its violent ardor vitrifie and turn 
to one lump of Crystal, the whole Body of the Earth. 

(MarvellVs Ironic Vision (New Haven and London, 
1965)t p.126, n.36)

After the rupture of nature's order in the mowing scene, and 

the rise and fall of the purifying flood, God's agent uiaria 

transforms nature, giving beauty to the gardens, Ftraightness 

to the woods, sweetness to the meadow, chr.ystalline purity to 

the river. Mature is vitrified, made transparent like glass, 

easy to understand.

This is not intended as an interpretation of "Upon 

Appleton House"; the poem is so rich in allusion, and is so 

obviously not to be read as a consistent allegory, that to 

impose any one meaning on it would be alien to its method and 

spirit. It is simply worth noticing that certain ideas about 

the nature of things, and the past and future course of the 

creation, find a place in the poetry. How far Marvell believed 

in them, and how far he employed them as useful material for 

wit, hyperbole, and compliment, is not in question, lie is not f 

like Spenser, writing a philosophic poem. He is writing an
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estate poem, and letting his imagination play with what 

eomes to hand* This consists of real natural details, literary 

genres and conventions, historioal facts from Israel, Rome 

and Bnglandf and it includes theories about nature.

There is one other related idea that he uses twice in 

the poems: that the world was originally smooth and round. 

Professor Nicoleon explainss

The original earth was not the world we see* The 
Great Sculptor had not carved out hills and mountains, 
valleys and depths of ocean* % was rather a classical 

c aesthetician to whom symmetry, proportion, and the 
restraint of the circle were ef first importance. 

(Mountain Qloom and Mountain Glory* p.77)

Since the fall* this perfect sphere had been distorted, Donne, 

ruminating on the general disorder. poses the questions

But keepes the earth her round proportion still? 
Doth not a Tenmrif, or a higher Hill 

^ ,t ' Rise so high like a Rocke, that one might thinke
* The floating Moone would ehipwrack there, and sinke? 

(An Anatomie of the World. The First Anniversary 
(Nonesuch *d. ) f p.201*.}

He concludes thats

. * . solidnesse, and roundnesse have no place* 
Are these but warts, and poefc-holes in the face 
Of th'earth? Think* sot but yet confesee, in this 
The world s proportion disfigured is* 

(ibid., p " '

For the purposes of complimenting Fairfax in rtUpon the
  : ' 

<\i*-^ »

Bill and Grove at Bill-borow", Marvell agrees with Donne. The 

hill itself* a favourite spot of the retired Lord General, has
>

the perfection of the original creation*
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See how the arched Earth does here
Rise in a perfect Hemisphere*
The stiffest Compass could not strike
A Line more circular and like;
Nor softest Pensel draw a Brow
80 equal as this Hill does bow.
It seems as for a Model laid,
And that the World by it was made.

Contrasted to it are the "pock-holes in the face of th'earth";

Here learn ye Mountains more unjust. 
Which to abrupter greatness thrust, 
That do with your hook-ehoulder'd height 
The Earth deform and Heaven fright, 
For whose excrescence ill design fd, 
Nature must a new centre find, 
Learn here those humble steps to tread. 
Which to securer Glory lead.

rf

The reasons for abhorring mountains are noteworthy: they are 

"unjust", ambitious, "hookHBhoulder'd", an "excrescence ill 

design'd", and they "deform" and "fright" the earth. The idea 

expressed by Donne, that they are distortions of an earlier
t

physical proportion - "ill design'd" - mingles with a moral 

condemnation - "unjust", and, by comparison with Bill-borow, 

not "humblw". This double vision of the thing itself, and of 

a moral implicit in it, is part of Marvell's inherited way of
f

looking at nature. He sees mountains as the Bible often sees 

them, as symbols that contain truths about the hunan condition, 

Behind his lines are remarks like the following from Isaiah, 

Chapter 40, verse 4t

Every valley shall be exalted, and every mountain 
and hill shall be made low.

J.F.Danby emphasises the difference between this way of
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regarding nature, and the modern attitudet
 . r

Where we study Hature In order to exploit it, Bacon 
L Hooker study her in order to discover their dut 
(Shakespeare1 *. Doctrine of Nature (Paber and Faber

Although iSarvell makes use of several ideas about the 

origin* and fate of the created world, these problems are not/ 

his main concern. They are incidental to his main $et of 

attitudes to nature* Like Keats, he stay have held that:
»

Axioms in philosophy are not axioms until they are 
proved upon our pulses.

(Letter 64* TlMi liftters of John K»atf> ed. Maurice 
Boston Forraan, Vth. ed* (London, 1960), p. 141)

This is certainly the impression his poetry gives* He is 

interested in living here and now, and nature is important to 

him insofar as it can influence life today* It is difficult 

to be sure of the convictions of a poet as allusive as Marvell, 

who is capable of introducing any idea off fact that can be 

turned to poetic advantage or witty end* But the feeling that 

comes through the poems most strongly is that nature is not 

corrupt, did not fall with man, but still maintains its 

original Innocence. It ie true "The Mower against Gardens*1

beglnai

Luxurious Man* to bring his Vice in use, 
Bid after him the World seduce.

Bat the rest of the poem makes it plain that there has been

no general fail of nature, only a gradual process of corruption

by man, which is by no means complete. The "sweet Fields'1 of
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nature zaay "lye forget w t but they still exist ae places:

Where willing Nature does to all dispence 
A wild and fragrant Innocence.

This feeling that nature IB basically unspoilt , and that 

It can "dlspenoe" Its "Innocence", is a central motif In 

Barren's nature poetry* He retreats from the busy and eorrupt 

"Companies of Men% to seek It In the gardens

Pair Quiet 9 have I found 1 theee here, 
And Innocence thy Sister dear*

then, went to nature expecting to learn and to; ».• t>
regain a sense of innocence. Douglas Bush describes the 

attitude to nature the teacher, In his Prefaces to RenaiP3a|ut

Literature (Cambridge, Maas., 1965):
 *i

for* the medieval Catholic Aquinas and the sixteenth* 
century Protestant Calvin, the book of nature » the 
book of the creatures, was a revelation of God, 
secondary, of course, to his Word, but authentic 
in Its degree*

(p.58)i( '    ,
The clearest expression of this idea In Marvell's poetry Is 

at the end of the pastoral "Clorlncla and Damon", where nature 

tells of Pan - here representative of Christ, as In Milton's 

"Nativity Ode 11 :

Of Pan the flowery Pastures sing, 
Caves eccho, and the Fountains ring. 
Sing then while he doth us inspire; 
For all the World is our Pan's Quire.

V

In this paerage, nature actively tells of the Maker, as in 

the Psalms i
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The heauens declare the glory of God! and the firma 
ment sheweth his handy worke, 

(Piialm XIX, verse

Elsewhere, in "The Mower 1 8 Song" and "Upon Apple ton 

Houpe", man must make an effort to interpret what lies about 

hitni

My Mind was once the true survey 
Of all these Medows fresh and gay; 
And in the greenness of the Grasp 
Did read its Hopes as in a Glass.

Stanza LXXIII of the longer poem actually introduces the 

traditional image of the book;

Out of these s catter *d Si toy 1| Leaves 
Strange Prophecies my Phancy weave si

stAnd in one History consumes,
Lika Mexique Paintinffiu all the Plumes,
What Rome, (jfreeceV Palestine* ere said
2 in this light Mpsaiok read.
Thrice happy he who, not mistook,
Hath read in Hatur*6 rog-sfrich; Book,

As might be expected of the man who wrote the "Dialogue
s

between the Soul and Body** and "An Horatian Ode 1 ', Marvell 

is reluctant to commit himself. He does not claim that he 

can understand the "light Mosaick". Like Wordsworth, he 

appears to believe thatt

One impulse from a vernal wood 
May teach you more of man; 
Of moral evil and of good, 
Than all the sages can.

("The Tables Turned 11 , Lyrical Ballads   ed. H.Little« 
dale (London, 1911 )  P. 18?)

HA11 the sages" are certainly included under the colours of 

Rome, Greece, and Palestine; and he does glean "etran e
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Prophecies" from his acquaintance with nature. But these 

prophecies are woven by "Phancy", a suspect faculty in the 

mid-seventeenth century* The Oil) gives an example from 1609 

and another from 1639 of the word used to mean "an illusion 

of the senses" (2); and from 1597 and 1693 examples of the 

meaning "an instance of delusive imagination*1 (3)* 1663 is 

the first recorded date for the meaning "mental image" (k.b.), 

Several examples, including one from atervell's own "Rehearsal 

Transprosed*V support the meaning, "A supposition resting on 

no solid grounds" (6). So to attribute the prophecies caught 

from nature to the fancy is no recommendation of their 

authority as trmth.

Further doubt is cast upon the validity of his perceptions 

by the qualification of the final couplet, "not mistook"* 

Keats admitted similar dubiousness about the reliability of 

his interpretation of nature's phenomenal

Was it a vision, or a waking dream?
Fled is that musics * Do I wake or sleep? 
("Ode to a Hlgjitln£rale rt , The Poetioal Works of 
John Keats, *d* H.Buxton Porman (London, 1908, re^ 
printed 1940), p.233)

It seems, then, that nature in itself, as the Book of 

God, is meaningless without a perceptive reader* lature, in 

fact, was felt to be meaningless without man. Man was on the 

highest rung on earth of the ladder leading up to God. He 

was the highest of the animals, and the lowest of the spiritual
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twinge. In him, the different planes touched* He was the 

centre of the creation, Jast aa in the system of Ptolemy 

the earth was'the centre of the physical universe. He seemed 

justified in believing that the world and all it contained

had been made for him. It was made to minister to his needs,i
both material and spiritual. It provided him with food and 

shelter9 and alao with guidance* Aa Tillyard says:

The Elizabethans looked on the lower end of the chain 
of being mainly in the light of themselves. Its great 
variety and ingenuity were indeed testimonies of the 
creator's wonderful power* but its main function was 
tp provide symbols or to point morals for the benefit 
of man. The ant was a wonderful creation, but the chief 
thing was that he was there for the sluggard to go to. 
The bees were wonderfully organized, but the chief 
thing waa that they should *teaoh the art of order to 
a peopled kingdom 9 ,

(fha Elizabethan World Pioture, p,99)

Nature taught, and nature served man. Nature was to be 

enjoyed, not exploited, Man did not have to force her to 

serve him. In Marvell'a day the modern exploitation was
»

beginning, as rtThe Mower against Gardens" complains. But 

ttarvell adhered to the older view, and from it emerged some 

of his finest and most generally admired poetry. In "Bermudais"

He gave us this eternal Spring, 
Which here enamelIs every thing| 
And sends the Fowl's to us in Care, 
On daily Visits through the Air,

It is significant that to enjoy this natural abundance 

Marvell has to postulate a retreat from the "Storms, and 

Prelat's rage" of contemporary England, to an Isle "far
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kinder [i.e. more natural] than our own".

* ri Similarly in atanza V of "The Garden", nature serves man, 

but only after he^ has left the "Palm, the Oke, or Bayta'* for 

the w<3*r lands of repose 11 . In stanza VI of "Damon the Mower ", 

man la ministered to:,

On ma the Morn her dew diatills 
Before her darling Daffadila. 
And» if at Noon my toil me heat* 
The Sun himself liekB off ray Sweatf-.*'

and in stanza LXXV of "Upon Applet on House":

Then, languishing with ease, I toes
On Pallets swoln of Velvet Moss;
While the Wind, cooling through the Boughs,
Platters with Air my panting Brows.

Marvell, in fact, never discusses nature except in term* of 

ita relationship with a human being: Maria,, Fairfax, the "^ 

Mower, the Bernsidan exiles, Little T.C., the poet himself. 

For the feeling i» strong that man and nature are part of a 

single design, that they ooroplement each other and ideally 

ahould harmonise* Thla feeling permeated the world-picture 

that Marvell Inherited, leaving ita rsarks on many areas of

Compare Montaigne T s preference of nature to society, in 
the essay "Of the Caniballes*t **. . . there is no reason, 
art should gaine the point of honour of our great and 
puisaant mother Nature, vv* have 90 much by our inventions 
surcharged the beauties and riches of her workes, that we 
have altogether overchoaked her: yet where ever her purl tie 
shineth, she makes our valne and frivolous enterprises 
wonderfulljf ashamed1*, (igsays. Kveryman'n Library, Vol.1,
P.219)
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human activity. For example, H.V.S. and M.S.Qgden have shown 

that the moat important "mood" of the newly developing art of 

landscapa-painting in the first half of the seventeenth 

century In England, was that of "well-being*1 , of "pros per ing 

activity". They explain?

The emotion which accompanies the portrayal of such 
a world is one evoked by the fact that nature and man 
are properly functioning in their various relationships* 

&llsh Taste in Landscape in the Seventeenthipe in 
fchturarTAnn Arbor* 195$;, p«507

An important - perhaps the central - theme of Marvell's 

"nature* poetry, is the loss of this feeling of well-beingf 

a disruption of the necessary and healthy relationship between 

man and his surroundings* "The Mower's Song" treats of this 

explicitly. Stanza I, Quoted above (see page 187), describes 

the former harmony of the Mower's mind and the meadows* In 

stanza II, the bond of sympathy &s broken!

But these, while I with Sorrow pine, 
Drew more luxuriant still and fine.

The meadows do not share or condole his grief* The third 

stanza denounces them for this betrayals

Unthankful Medows, could you so 
A fellowship so true forego, 
And in your gawdy May-garaes meet, 
While I lay trodden under feet?

In the fourth stanza, the break in sympathy leads to a violent 

act of retaliation, as the Mower exacts his wRevenge" i

And Flow'rs, and Grass, and I and all, 
Will in one common Ruine fall.
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la the final stanaa, man and nature are reunited in death * 

a poor solution to the problem of alienations

And thus, ye Meadows, which have been 
Companions of my thoughts more green, 
Shall now the Heraldry become
With which I shall adorn my Tomb.<.

The cause of all this is the coming of Juliana, whot
^ *» v

What I do to the Grass, does to ray Thoughts and Me* 

"Damon the louer" follows a similar pattern. Here also, 

Juliana disrupts the natural order:

Oh what unusual Heats are here,
Which thus our Sun-bum f d Meadows sear*

A contrast is implicit in the phraslngt the meadows are
* <   

naturally "Sun-burn fdtt , but in the "unusual", and therefore

unnatural, heat, they are "seared". Natural creatures are 

forced to abandon their proper activities in the presence of 

Juliana:

The Grasshopper its pipe gives ore; 
And hamstringed Frogs can dance no more.

Only by retreating further into nature, or remaining out 

of reach of Juliana f s influence, can they live out their 

natural existences ?U^

But in the brook the green Frog wades; 
And Grass-hopper s seek out the shades« 
Only the Snake* that kept within, 
How glitters in its second ekln,

1 .*

Damon was once in complete and proper harmony with nature 

(stanza VI); he Joined in the ritual harmony of dance and songs
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The deathless Fairyes take roe oft 
To lead them in their Daneee soft; 
And, when X tune ragr self to Bing, 
About me they contract their Ring*

 4
* '    >

It is possible that Marvell Is glancing here at the metaphor 

of the dance and wuisfic as order, expressed in Davies's 

Orchestra (see-page 173 above). Tillyard, discussing the 

Cosmic Dance, quotes Bryden's*

From harmony, from heavenly harmony,
This universal frame began; 

Prom harmony to harmony * 
Through all the compass of the notes it ran. 
The diapason closing full in man.

( MA Song for St. Gecilia's Day", quoted in The 
Elizabethan World Picture, p*123)

The last line may mean something similar to Marvell's, "About 

me they contract their Ring". The symbol of the ring is
V

__ f

eertainly suggestive in a poet brought up in the mediaeval
?/  

tradition, in whfcfeh the circle was the perfect form* Also 

there is the covert reference to the marriage contract and 

ring* Marveil here is presenting the bond between man and 

nature as a perfect harmony, a wedding of one to the other* 

The "deathless Fairyes9 are presumably related to the "Fauns 

and Faryes* who till nature's Meadows of Innocence in "The 

Mower against Gardens'1 * The coining of Juliana destroys this 

intimacy. The ring is broken, the contract annulled, and the

Uower turns against the meadows, as he did in "The Mower's
i

Song*1 , "And with nay Sythe cut down the Grass".
/ 

The scythe Is a suggestive implement. It not only has



traditional associatione (exploited at the end of the poem)
\• r

with time and death; but its rtated uses In the context of
• v j' .••'<" "••' • *»- 

the poem seem to be significant* It Is first mentioned In

stanza VII:

This Slthe of mine discover* wide 
More ground then all hi® Sheep do hide.

Mar veil probably Intends a pun on the word "discovers". In 

the seventeenth century several meaning® were extant* OED« 

besides citing examples of the commonest modern meaning of

*fo obtain sight or knowledge of (something previously
" •' ••'. 

unknown) for the first time" (8), also has seventeenth-
i

century instances of the sense to "uncover" (f) and the 

sense to "expose to view11 (3)* The scythe is thus an instru 

ment of both uncovering and discovery* The modern sense of 

discovery.seems to be foremost, howeverj the actual business 

of uncovering by cutting and destroying Is kept in the back 

ground. Again, in Btanza VIII, the scythe reveals something 

to the Blowert

Nor am I so deform'd to eight, 
If in ray Sithe I looked right; 
In which X see BQT Picture done, 
As in a crepoent Moon the Sun*

It Is a means of ^sIf-discovery, although the revelation Is 

not complete* Only as much is seen as the moon reflects of 

the sun, -'ith stanza IX, the destructive function of the 

scythe Is at last allowed to enter the forefront of conscious*
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ness, ae it is seen to, "cut down the Grass ". Gradually * a* 

the process of destruction continues, Mthe Iron blunter 

grows", and has to be resharpened along with the Mower's 

"Woes'*. IB stanza X, the violence of the scythe and its 

master are not onjjr allowed, hut emphaaieeds

While thus he threw his Klbow round, 
Depopulating all the Ground, 
And, with his whistling Sythe, does cut 
Each stroke between the Earth and Root.

The concreteness and realism of these lines are among the 

finest things in Marvell's poetry. The carele®* energy of 

the first line gives a sense ef the physical effort, and of 

the lack of control: an abandon similar to, nAnd Plow*re, and 

Grafts, and I and all". The "Depopulating" of line two gives, 

the shock of surprise needed to bring home the new turn of 

violence that the poem has taken* OED cites an example from 

1650 of the simple meaning "to destroy, cut off" (§), but 

the word had many other possible applications at the time* 

It could mean to "lay waste, pillage11 (1), or to "reduce the 

population of1* (2). The associations of the word suggest that 

the Mower is doing something more portentous than merely 

reaping hay. The "whistling** of the scythe helps to provide 

a sense of realism, of an action taking place. And the final 

clause focuses attention with brutal precision on the physical 

act of slicing through the living plants* At last, the "edged 

Stele", no longer an instrument of discovery or reflection,
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but of destruction, brings down the Mower himself. It would 

be unwise to try to allegorize the scythe, to Impose upon it 

some fixed and analysable meaning. But simply from the '
4 <

contexts it is placed in within the poem, and from the uses 

it la put to* it is obvious that it has a significance beyond 

itself* It seems to represent some faculty of the Mower's 

which, when harmony Is maintained between man and his environ 

ment, is an Instrument of good, of discovery and self-awareness. 

To say that It definitely represents Keason is to limit its 

associative power; but some such waning seems to be attached

to it. By means of reason, or more widely the "Mind 11 of "The
*:. 

Mower's Song", man can discover the world around him, and the

world within. But because man is a limited creature, he only 

perceives a certain amount in the mind's mirror, wAs in a 

crescent Moon the Sun". When Juliana comes, sowing the meadows 

with Loire's thistle, and breaking the bond between man and 

nature, reason is blunted, becomes a dangerous weapon in the 

hands of the disturbed Mower who uses it carelessly* Man uses 

his mind and Ingenuity against natures in this poem and "The 

Mower's Song" to destroy nature; In "The Mower against Gardens"

to aeduce nature.

In the last etanza, it is made clear that the Mower's 

deepest hurt 10 in his mind; and whereas the wounded ankle can 

be cured by applying natural remedies, the wounded mind can
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thou art,a Mower too"*

Obviously, unless we follow a recent critic (see page 63 

abore) and read the poem as nothing more than "a variation 

upon the hot-cold paradoxes of the conventional love-poem", 

we are bound to wonder about the significance of Juliana. If 

she stands for Woman, and can be seen as a representative of 

the Eve who "brought death into the world* and all our woe, * 

with loss of Eden", then these poems are closely related to 

"The Garden*' and "Upon Appleton House". In "The aardentt :

Such was that happy Garden-state* 
While Man there walk'd without a Mate.

In stanza LXXVT of the other poem, Marvell takes refuge from 

women in the wood:

How safe, methinks, and strong, behind 
These treesf have 1 incamp'd nay Mind; 
Where Beauty, aiming at the Heart, 
Bends in some Tree its useless Durt*

Notice that it is the mind again that needs shielding from 

the influence of Ti'oman* Professor P^stvig sees in these 

passages a much more esoteric reference to Hermetic philosophy:

The rejection of Eve, then, is no mere rejection of 
female companionship in favour of masculine solitude. 
It is a rejection of the reign of matter, symbolised 
by the act of generation, and an acceptance* Instead, 
of that bi-sexual structure which man and the rest of 
the creatures originally shared with God, but which 
God alone retained together with the vegetable world* 

("Andrew Marvell's *The Garden'; a Hermetic Poem", 
English Studies. XL (1959), 65-76, P.7O
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la spite of all this, it aeenig to .no a mistake to try to 

interpret the poems as if they ware philosophical utterancee, 

whoee main objective was to express, or perhaps even obscure, 

some theory about the origin* and nature of ain, or the 

relation between matter and spirit. This does not mean that 

they must be read as simple love poems in an established 

form* with no deeper implications* They are clearly dealing 

with the problem of alienation, of a profoundly felt dislocat 

ion of man and hi» environment* That much is conveyed through 

the surface details. It ie aleo clear that a vast store of 

traditional theory ie being drawn upon - the Cosmic Dance, 

the system of analogies, etc* - not to mention the age-old 

paatoral preoccupations of Art and Nature, and the lost 

Golden Age. But to go beyond thiu "profoundly felt dislocation", 

and ask the poem to supply an exact philosophical explanation 

of how it came about, is to reach beyond poetry's terma of 

reference* Poetry tells us, in ita own way, what it la like 

to be a huiram being* We should not expect it to tell us how 

we came to be what we are. Poetry uses ideas, beoauae they 

are part of our experience, but ita job its not to formulate 

ideaa. We read poems for experience, not for philoaoptqr.

The feeling of alienation, of being alone and forsaken 

in a universe that ought to be man's companion and home, can 

occur in any age. It muet have been especially acute in the
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.x

analogies, guided "by Go3 and his beneficent a^ent, Nature, 

by a new impersonal universe, operating according to It0 own 

mechanical laws* Marvell^s poems capture .this feeling as 

powerfully aa any in the language* Because he was educated 

In a culture which still fett the Genesis account of man's 

earliest experiences aa a forceful, expression of the nature 

of things, he Is satisfied with the symbol of oraan as the 

cause of the alienation* As such, Juliana is a powerful 

Imaginative device, and much of her power demands on preserving 

a certain amount of vagueness as to her exact Mmoaning'1 *

Whereas the Mower poems deal with the fueling* "That I 

shall never find aay home" ("The Mower to 0lQ<-Worrafi' f )* wTfe0 

Garden*1 and "Upon Appleton House* express man's urge to 

reintegrate himself with nature, to get bac'i to his "home", 

Marvell seeks escape from the "busie Companies of Men* in the 

"fair Quiet* of the garden* :ie retreats from all the endeavours 

involved in winning *th* Palm, the Dice, or BayeaM , but espee* 

lally from love, from whatever Is meant by Juliana in the 

Mower poorns. In them, death was the only remedy for the 

^scorching , * . Care11 * There was no "cool Cave*1 or "gelid 

Fountain* to comfort and assmage the "^Ires/Of the hot day, 

or hot desires*** In "the Garden* an escape 10 offered:

When we have run our Passions heat, 
Love hither makes his bent retreat*
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Man can find a place 9 "Here at the Founta4ns eliding Ifoot". 

Like the grasshopper*, he can retreat into the shadows, and 

re-establish a state of concord with his environment, reducing 

everything to the harmonious reality of, "a green Thought in 

a green Shade",

In "Upon Apple ton House'', the retreat IB put in a wider 

context, flan wishes to seek refuge from more than love. The 

trees on the hill save him from the dart of "Beauty", bat also 

from everything suggested by the "World", with its associates 

the Flesh and the Devil:

And where the world no certain Shot 
Can make, or m§ it toucheth not. 

(stanza UQC?X)

The rich ailuBiveness of Marvel! f $ natural symbolism allows 

specific and general to be presented at the same time:

But If retiring from the Flood, 
fake Sanctuary in the Wood; 
And, while it lasts, my self iraberk 
In this yet green, yet growing Ark. 

(stanza LXI)

Literally he can escape the flooding of the Denton; figuratively, 

as the mention of the Ark insists, he can escape the flood 

which comes as a result of man'IB corruption after the Fall, by 

retreating to the sanctuary of innocent nature * "yet green"
*

signifying, as so often, youth and innocence. But the symbol 

of the flood can also be applied to a particular historical 

situation. It has been used before as a metaphor for civil
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1 
war, and the mowing scene earlier had been presented in terms

of battle and pillage, thus preparing for this extension of 

the flood symbol.

The four lines quoted take us even further into the 

question of retreat. The poet doee not merely run away from 

theproblems of Sin and Civil ^iflorder, er.fi regard nature as an 

escape from society. More than a quest for solitude is involved* 

Some kind of inypticai union with nature ie sought. As man and 

nature re gained a lost harmony in Ulihe (jarden*£U "green Shade 1** 

so &arvell is to "imbarlc" himself in the ark of tne *.ood. He 

will set sail on the i'loou; and he will tot/come a tree. A little 

later iiis identification v.'i%h nature- ie almost accomplished:

and liitle nov* to make rub, wants 
Or of the Powlest or of the Plants. 
Give me but wings as the?, and X 
Streight f lot ing on the Mr shall flys 
Or turn me but, and you sh&Ii 
I was but an inverted Tree. 

(stanza LXX1)

Notice again Viie re-luctanee to &o iill tho way in such state

ment B. Marvell is not really identified with fowls and plants, 

as ^eats felt he was with the r narrow. There still wants a 

lf little" for euch an identification. ?.e would be a bird - if 

ho had wings, but he hasn't* A very ancient f/
o

tradition allowed him to see himself &s an ''inverted Tree", and

1
See D.C. Alien, Image .and leaning (Baltimore, 1960), pp. 132-3.

2 
See A. B. Chambers, "I Vi^as But an Inverted Tr»«e« Notes toward
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Marvell seized with delight on the grotesque possibilities 

of this image*

In finding a refuge in nature, Marvell is not being 

startlingly Romantic. K.il.Cle«'n»nt has phown how a poetry 

of solitude and retreat to nature rap developed in xienaissance 

France, partly as a result of the anarchy of the wars of the 

sixteenth century - see "Hature and the Country in Sixteenth 

and Seventeenth Century French Poetry", PMLA. XLIV (1929)> 

1005-1047* In Uarvell's own clay, the literary tradition 

spreading from the continent must have been greatly reinforced 

by th» troubles of the Civil *»ar, Maren-Oofio R/Jstvig, in The 

Happy Man, has done a lot to explain the kind of forces that 

combined to forra the mid-seventeenth-century conception of 

nature, especially as a refuge:

1'he pursuit of virtue, truth, or happiness became a 
question, not of scholastic dftsciTvLine or an active 
life, but of introspective meditation inside a real 
or imaginary hor.tug Qonrclugms« 1'he garden-theme of 
Rtoical and liipicuro-nn philosophy oo-rihi^ed with the 
n©o-P la tonic therue of the liber creaturorum and with 
a scientific L.nd humanistic interest in rsture, and 
through tho fusion of these currents ^as created the 
philosophical baclcgroancl for the r-oetry dealing with 
tha happiness of the retired life. (p.67)

During the seventeenth century, on old world-view wae

the History of an Idea", atudiee...in the Kor.iaigs.ance» VIII 
(1961),
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to* ing replaced by a new one* rrhe nev/ mechanical concept of 

the universe was destroying the ancio.nt s.vctem oi' analogies 

and hierarchies, Ernst Robert Curtiuo note© the changing 

outlook in hia study of Kuropoan Literature and the .bat in 

Middle Ages.irana. Willard K.'i'rask (Hew York, 1933):

The founder of exact natural science gives the book 
metaphor a significant vunv turn. Galileo speaks of 
the great book of the Universe, which liec forever 
"boforo our @: res but which w;e cannot read if we have 
not learned the script in which it is written. "It 
is writter. in a mathematical .Irtii^u^rt?, end the char 
acters are triangles, circles and other geometrical 
figures 1'. The boolc of nature r>o longrr legible? - a 
revolutionary change had occurred f ?/hich penetrated 
the eoiiPciouprH?88 of the hudblost. Now too the plant 
and aniinal kingdoms are uewly studied by the aid of 
optics! ir»stmrrientfl. (p.3

Jfervell dopn not octuall;r oxprers^ the tl.porief of the new 

science (ao Cowley van to), although hir references to the 

microscope and developments in h or t lev "/cure?, chov; that he 

was aware of v;hat v-a«? .going on. But the neiire of uneasiness 

in the relation "between r.ian and hie environment, leading to 

the preoccupation with alienation, v/as probably a direct 

result of th© uncertainties cGured by the revolutionary 

discoveries of the scientists and artrcncnere.

Donne had riven voice to the distressing fact that, ' f 

new Philosophy colls all in doubt"; I.larvell was one of the 

first English roets to attempt rorne -rind of re inteiration 

of men £r.d the environment. i.'c Fees irs r.c.tur-,1 :-;-t Just the 

escape that corttiur craries ?.i!:t Ccv. le;* rc-u^ht there, but a
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means of repairing tha damage done by the Civil ; er and the 

religious controversy. 'Te stands at the lx ••ylnnin;; of a poetic 

line which leadr> to 'Yordnworth. AB John D.Bosen'berg concludes 

his article on "Marvoll and the Christian Idiom", in Boston 

University atudisp in Bn^lish, IV (1<X>0), 132-161:

It is to nature, with her niftp of innocence and 
energy, that Marvell confides the progress of the 
Spirit. A century and more after iforvell, writing 
in a greatly simplified iSlora, v ' r orclnworth invoked 
the pame standard [i.Q* the irrnoce-r.ce and energy of 
nature?.! tn c siriilar c»nd. (p. 1^1)

i'larvoll f e tas1*: war ninp3.or than • ' 'ordfworth f r , because he was 

Imaizinatlvely close to a vier7 of the 'irlverne which naw all 

creation an a hRrnonioua desigri, -^Ith nen nt itp centre, 

securely olacod, fioanon and T^aith cor. Id rtill roach the 

same conclusions. L."7Ji; rmyr\ drawr the conperiron and points 

the differences:

-1 if junction between rnar md nature so 
great that no intellectual "bridge would join them 
together, ""orclsworth joined the t-jo realms by faith 
and feeling . . . "That was a natter of faith and feeling 
to -"ordsworth was a belief to ?farvell ... As in most 
of the Renaissance poeti^y, a keen snal: tical wit and 
a rra.tricel view of nature could ;;o together without 
undue strain.

garyell , pp * 1 7-1 8 )
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Chapter VI

NATUHE AS A REALITY

Chapter III has shown that Marvell toolc his natural 
details from many sources, and from many kinds of eource: 
from the Natural Histories, from folklore, from botanical 
treatises and medical herbals, from previous poets, and from 
his own experience as an observant human being. So his 
"nature" is a complex of fact and fiction, abstraction and 
sensuous realism, literary knowledge and actual perception* 
Chapter V has shown something of his attitudes to nature as 
a concept, whether felt as "ITatura naturans", Shakespeare's 
"Great creating Nature'1 , or as "Nature naturata", the physical 
creation. This chapter will examine Marvell fs version of 
"Natura naturata5 insofar as it consists of a particular set 
of details, drawn from a particular landscape. What kind of 
countryside emerges from the poems? How does it differ 
physically from that found in, say, Wordsworth's poetry, or 
Sir t/awain and the Green Knight?

Marvell, as a man of his time, inherited the classical 
and mediaeval preference for cultivated, undemonstrative 
landscape - what Ernst Robert Curtlus has summed up as, "the 
mixed forest and the locug amoenus (with flowery meadows ad 
libitum)"(European Literature and the Latin foidclle >iges» P.193)
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V/ild and rugged scenery presented a threat, not only in a 

personal way to the individual traveller, but in a general 

way to civilization and its precarious hold in the face of 

the unruly and powerful forces of nature. Mountains and 

forests, as . rofopsor llicolson has demonstrated (Mountain 

Gloom and Mountain Glory (New York, 1959))§ were objects of 

terror rather than awe. Marvell rejects mountains because they: 

"The Earth deform and Heaven fright*. The fear of the unknown, 

disorderly, and dangerous in nature was fed by the fantasies 

of a religious imagination. O.O.Coulton, in Chaucer and his 

England (2na.ed., London, 1909) f highlights the difference 

between mediaeval and modern or Romantic attitudes to the 

physical aspects of nature:

Popular religion was then too often frankly dualistic; 
to many men, the Devil was a more insistent reality 
than God; and none doubted that the former had special 
power over the wilder side of nature. The ni^ht, the 
mountain, the forest were notoriously haunted; and, 
though many of the finest monasteries were built in 
the wildest scenery, this was prompted not by love of 
nature but by the spirit of mortification . . . What 
appealed to the founders of the Chartreuse or Tintern 
was not the beauty of 'those steep woods and lofty 
cliffs', but their ascetic solitude, (p.105)

This feeling that the wilds were the haunt of evil is 

objectified in Beowulf, where the moors and lonely marshes are 

the stronghold of Grendel and his mother, part of the monstrous 

progeny of Cain cast out from God. When rugged scenery is 

described in Sir Gav*ain and the Green Knight* it is as a 

setting for hardship and danger, and an embodiment of threat 

and physical and mental pain.
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Winter Is felt in the same way - as a time of bitter 

endurance and deprivation. Sir Qawain and the Green Knight 

again provides the best example of the imaginative and 

physical horror of winter, but Henrysori expresses the same 

revulsion at the start of The Testament of Cre.eg.eid* and is 

followed by Qavin Douglas In his seventh Prologue, Winter is 

felt most strongly and most frequently in early poetry as the 

antithesis of spring and summer, William Dunbar's "Meditatloun 

in Wyntir" gives the orthodox reaction to winter*

Quhone that the nyoht dols lenthin houris, 
With wind, with halll, and navy echourls, 

My dule spreit dois lurk for schoir, 
My halrt for languor dole forloir 

For laIk of symmer with his flourls,
(Tjie Poems of William Durbar, ed, W.Mackay Mackenzie 
(London, 1932, reprinted 1960), p.26)

Generally, the parts of nature's scenery and cycle that 

men shied away from in life, were shied away from in literature, 

The courtly French tradition, which was paramount in English 

poetry from Chaucer on, preferred to dwell on the freshness of 

spring, and the comfortable, civilised landscape of gardens 

and gentle meadows, J.A,W.Bennett, in his study of The 

Parlement of Foules (Oxford, 1957)* explains the popularity 

of the mediaeval topos of the ideal landscapes

For in one sense, the walled park, the garden enclosed 
were, civilization; and to some medieval, even to some 
Renaissance painters, they were almost the whole of 
art. The wall enclosed the known, the beautiful, and 
the ordered, shutting them off from the wilderness and 
wildness and rough weather, (p.63)
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The facts of wild nature were too real and brutal in everyday 

life for men to wish to be reminded of them in their literary 

ent erta inment.

The landscape that llarvell presents in his poetry - nature 

as a collection and arrangement of objects rather than nature 

as a philoflophleal concept - is limited In this way. It was 

said in the preceding chapter that nature seemed to him the 

one stable thing in a world that human waywardness was handing
h.

over to violence and chaos. For this impression to be conveyed 

through the poetry, he had to omit a great deal from the poss 

ible range of hie actual experience* He had to omit the bitter 

ness of winter, and reject the "excrescence ill design fd" of 

mountains. The years he spent abroad before joining Fairfax at 

Nun Appleton, his journeys to Sweden and Russia, hie contact 

at home with - at least * the Yorkshire moors - all this 

leaves no mark on his poetry. Pierre Legouis noticed the

Compare Bacon's advice in his essay "Of Travel": "The things 
to be seen and observed ares the courts of princes . . . the 
courts of justice; ... the churches and monasteries . . . 
the walls and fortifications • . . antiguities and ruins . . . 
libraries, colleges, disputations, and lectures . . . shipping 
and navies; houses and gardens of state and pleasure ... 
armories; arsenals; magazines ... and, to conclude, what 
soever is memorable in the places where they go", (The Essays 
of Francis Bacon (1625), Everyman ed. (1906), p. 5^-. Bacon 
makes no mention of the wonders of nature as part of a young 
man's educational tour. His nearest approach is in the recom 
mendation of "gardens of state and pleasure".
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narrow range of hia descriptive interest et

ilarvell belongs to hie age. lie also belongs to his 
country: the scenery in the foreign lands he visited 
provided no inspiration for him; he described the 
Bermudas and the Canary Islands without having Been 
them, Sweden before he paw it, Holland on he could 
have done evon if he uad not seen it. everything in 
hie descriptive poetry that bears the rr-ark of loving 
observation concerns Britain. Liven ivithin hi? native 
island he ignores much.

(Andrew Marvellt Poet, Puritan, Patriot (Oxford, 
1965), P.V7)

Marvell evoir.es most vividly the symmetrical formality of 

a garden, and the cultivated Burroundlnge of a country house • 

the meadows and river of "Upon apple ton House", the gently 

rising eminence of Biil-borow, and the garden itself. In this 

he is following very much the taste of hip time - a time in 

which landscape painting was beginning to establish itself as 

an acceptable ronre, and the country -.e-ntleman was beginning 

to take an aesthetic interest in hid estate. H.V.S, and H.S. 

Ogden note that there was a r;r$at voguo for paintings of 

houses in a landscape in the later decades of the century:

The prominence of the project in puch landscapes is 
thus partly owing to the conception of the esthetic 
unity of the house with its surroundings, and partly 
to the owner-patron's pride in a good prospect. An 
extensive view was regarded as an important attribute 
of a country house.

(gnglieh Taste in -,andsc&pe in the Seventeenth 
Century (Arm Arbor » 1955)/ P+160)

s "Upon Apple ton House" belongs to this rnovGi.e't of

taste. Jie begins the poem with an account of the house, and

t en lets his gar^e wander s-lowly over the r'ros^ect ? tr hile
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with slow Eyes we these survey" (stansa XI). The rroepoct is 

a typical English scene; subdued, gentle, cultivated:

... fragrant Hardens, shaddy H'oods, 
Deep Meadows, and transparent Floods.

Marvell oifcina that this is delightful because it is "natural" 

- it IP not a product of human art:

But Nature here hath been BO free 
As if she said leave this to me, 
Art would more neatly have defac'd 
What she had laid so s?/eetly wast, 

(stansa X)

But the ;roe oct contains gardens and ivteadows*. signs of nan'e- 

cultivation of nature. Even if nature has created this land- 

rcaoe herself, without nan's interference, she has n&de it in 

the image of man's tame version of her. Mature is rralsed for 

being liTre Art only better* There is no subreption that really 

wild, untamed oconery is better than nature brought to order 

by art.

Some critics (Emile Legouis and Victoria Sackville-f^est 

among them) have found hints of a more Romantic feeling for 

nature's wilder aspects in Marvell. The lines from stansa X 

of "Upon Appleton House" quoted above, and "The Mower against 

Gardens" are cited SB evidence. Miss Sackville-*W©st (Andrew 

Marvell (London, 1929)) quotes in particular the following

passage:
'Tls all enforc'd; the Fountain and the Grot;
While the sweet Fields do lye forgot: 

Where willing Nature does to all dispence
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A wild and fragrant Innocence;
And Faung and Fa ryes do the Meado?/? till, 

'lore by their presence then their skill.

Miss Sacl'vi lie-West detects in these two pasraaes, "some 

appreciation of uncultivated nature'1 (na^e 4-2), and concludes 

that Marvell had an appetite "for nomethi»g a little IGFS 

sleek, a little less demure" (pa^o 43) than was at all "proper" 

to the seventeenth century. But there is surely no ruggestion, 

in either of the ^orsa<;es invoked O.P evidence, that :<arvell 

enjoyed unruly scenery; that he is rejecting the artificiality 

of gardens in favour of a Romantic wild and savage landscape. 

Vhat he values in the "sweet Fields" is the inr.ocence - which 

has overtones of the uentle, mild simplicity of infancy. The 

words "sweet" and "fraerant" indicate this, and "wild", as 

Pierre Legouis has oointed out (pee V>B£O 37 above), in the 

seventeenth century meant anything not made by man. ltd 

Romantic associations of pappion or splendour or savagery are 

a later development. The "sweet Fields" are still cultivated,- 

under control; the ""^auns and ^aryes" "till" the^u

Apart from all this, it must be re>.-ienibered that in "The

Compare Montaigne's ersay "Of the Cardballee?": "They are 
even savage, as we call those fruit? wilde, which nature 
of her nelfe, and of her ordinarie rrogrospe hath produced", 

(The Basay»g of Michael Lord of.Montaigne Translated by 
John Florio 1 (>03 CEveryjran'^s Library. 191 oT. Vol. 1,
P.219J
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Mower against Gardens 11 , it is the Mower speaking, not Marvell. 

And he belongs to a tradition of rejecting "artificiality" in 

gardening, which includes ^erdita's speeches in The Winter's 

Tale, and Randolph's "Upon Love fondly refus'd for Conscience 

Sake M .

Marvell '$ nature never exists apart from man, as a 

phenomenon of value In itself, it is alwa;. s seen a a an 

adjunct of man and his civilisation. This is in line with 

the classical treatment of nature, summed. up by Curtius;

As in Homer, so in all the poetry of ,»nti<iuity 
nature is always inhabited nature,

( European Li tera ture and the ^a t in : idd le 
(Hew York, "~"" "

In "Upon Applet on house 11 , the house, its occupants, and their 

history, come first. Only then does? the poem wander off into 

the gardens, and later into the meadows end the woods. Similar 

ly in "Upon the Hill and Grove at Bill-borov/% the hill and 

the trees are only worth describing Insofar es they are 

associated with Fairfax, and can be used to symbolize his 

civilized and humane characteristics.

In "The Garden'1 , the r-oet looks not for nature in itself, 

but for the state in which man and mature harrncmi^e; It is 

the same in the Mower poems, "Bermudas", and "Little T.C.". 

Nature only has significance in terras of its fruitful relat 

ionship \7ith loan. Either it is Been as ministering to :osn| as 

in stanza VI of "Damon the Mower" or stanaa V of "The Garden" ,
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or it is seen as governed by man - by the Mower who cuts 

down its grasses, by the "skilful Gardner" who fashions it 

into sun-dials, or by Little T.C., as:

In the green Grass she loves to lie, 
And there with her fair Aspect tames 
The Wilder flow'rs, and gives them names: 
But only with the Roses rlayes.

Geoffrey Walton, in Metaphysical to Augustan (Cambridge, 

1955), has picked out three main features of Marvell's natures

For Marvell the country if? a place of great natural 
beauty, filled with both traditional and scholarly 
associations, and also the background of a civilized 
community, (p. 136)

It is the la?t feature that is relevant her©: "the background 

of a civilized community"; the point being that it partakes 

of the civilization itself. In "Upon Appleton house" ©special 

ly, the countryside ie more than a passive background, how 

ever; it is more like a mirror, reflecting in itc own rhythms 

and changes the movement of man and society. The garden at 

Nun Appleton is full of reminders of the Civil ; ar in England, 

the Garden of the World; the meadows are like a battlefield; 

and throughout the poem, the metaphors used to describe the 

natural world and its processes are drawn from the world of 

human affairs, and so fuse the two worlds in one imaginative 

act. The relation between man and nature, the significance of 

one for the other, and ultimately the indistinguishability of 

each, are caught in the image of the river after the flood as 

a mirror:
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Where all things gaze themselves, and doubt 
If they be in it or without, 

(stanza LXXX)

In Marvell's poetry, indeed, "background" is not really a 

suitable word. There is a merging of background and fore 

ground; distance and perspective are often meaningless. Com 

menting on the way in which Uarvell plunges the reader into 

the middle of the meadow grass in stanzas XLVII and XLVIII, 

Robert Ellrodt remarks that the poet:

... nous donne l fexperience de la profondeur, de 
preference a la vision distante de la hauteur*

(Lee PoeteB Mjtaphysicmes Anglais (Paris, I960), 
P.120)

At other times Marveil plays with the effects of distance, 

seeing the boats on the river apparently passing between the 

haycocks(stanza LV), or seeing the trees on the hill as a 

single maps of wood, but then banishing distance, and thrust 

ing us into a close-up experience:

Dark all without it knits; within 
It opens passable and thin; 
And in as loose an order grows, 
As the Corinthean Porticoes.

("Upon Appleton House", stanza LXIV)

The other two features of Marvell's countryside which 

Walton mentions are worth looking at more closely: "a place

1
See also the quotation from this critic's work given at 
the bottom of page 57 above.
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of great natural beauty", and "filled with "both traditional 

and scholarly associations". The beauty is felt mainly as a 

number of separate items - the Hewel climbing the? tree, the 

thrush's eye, the heron teaching its young to fly f the green 

frogs wading, the parade of flowers, ripe apples dropping, 

etc. There is nothing extravagant - no mountains or spectac 

ular waterfalls. Professor Hicolson comments on stanza IV 

of "Upon Appleton House":

To Marvell, as to other classical and Christian 
poets, beauty was, as ^ristotle and the Fathers had 
taught, a mean between extremes, appealing to Reason 
that recognized proportion, limitation, and restraint 
as qualities imposed by God upon Mature when he 
brought order out of chaos.

(Mountain Gloora and Mountain Glory (New York, ~ ~ -

As indicated above, a wide view is not given, except for the 

vague prospect of stanzas X and XI, and the cicture of the 

cattle grazing in stanzas LVII and LVTIIi

They feed so wide, so slowly move* 
As Constellations do above.

It is the sense of a countryside full of associations 

that helps to bring about the merging of the human and 

natural worlds. One feela that a landscape - ¥arvell f s 

chosen landscape of rich meadows and meandering rivers - 

contains the Israelites crossing the Red Sea, the battle 

fields of the Civil War, the refuge of the Ark, and the 

pyramids of Egypt, just as truly as it contains tall grass,
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reapers, wooded hills, and haycocks. Two realities - two 

kinds of reality - seem to interpenetrate each other, and to 

qualify and complete the truth which each holds.

But Marvell'e natural scene IB not just "scholarly" In 

that it is insuperably involved in its presentation with 

events and ideas from the past; It is also "traditional", in 

that many of its details are determined by previous attempts 

at describing or interpreting the world of nature. B.C. A lien 

(Image and Meaning (Baltimore, 1960), pp. 127-8) has remarked 

upon the bareness of the gardens at Nun Appleton. They con 

tain only three kinds of flower - the tulip, the pink, and 

the rose; no birds; and only the bee among insects. And 

Pierre Legouis notes that Marvell's choice of details is 

largely that of previous poetry i

With him the oak, the rose, the nightingale, the
bee remain secure in their lordship of trees, flowers,
birds, and insects.

(Andrew Marvell (Oxford, 1965), P. 5

Marvell does, of course, have his less hackneyed details -
*

his throstle's eye, his green frogs, his golucn oranges, his 

Hewel and melons and kingfisher - but however vividly these 

are felt as real, independent objects, they rarely seem to 

be there for their own sake. However keen his senses, and his 

enjoyment of their perceptions, he passes on to a deeper 

enjoyment - that of the intellect, the wit, the comparing
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fancy. M.P.E.Rainbow pats it well in the article on "Marvell 

and Nature", in The gurhara University Journali XXXVII

22-371

The enthusiasm aroused in him is an intellectual 
enthusiasm, a delighted accepting of nature as a 
storehouse of fascinating possibilities* (p.23)



PAET IV

THE BS1 OF HATUBAJ, DETAILS IH KNELL'S P01TSY
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INTRODUCTORY 

This study haii so far been concerned with the baci ground
^

and ingredients of Marvell's poetry: with his attitudes to 

nature as a philosophical concept and as a physical reality; 

with the different kinds of natural details that occur in 

the poems, and their sources; and with the sort of impact 

they have on the reader, intellectual, moral, and sensuous. 

It is now time to look at these details in their context, 

and to see what they contribute to whole poems. How did 

Marveil use the many details that he gathered from the book? 

and the countryside around him? What kind of relationship 

did he create between an object or fact from nature and the 

meaning of a complete poem? What port of meaning can a 

natural detail carry, and how can it be made to carry a 

meaning at all?

Details taken from the world of nature can obviously be 

put to many uses by the poet. But one can distinguish three 

broad categories, based on the relationship between the 

natural detail and the total pattern and meaning of the poem 

in which it occurs.

a) The poet may begin with an Idea or a state of mind or 

emotion, and seek for a natural detail that will illustrate 

or embody it. Donne, wishing to express the growth of hip 

love, turns (unusually for him} to nature for an image:
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Gentle love deeds, as blosporaes on a bough, 
From loves awakened root do bud out now*

("Loves Orowthw f John Donne; Complete Poetry and 
Selected Prose, ed. John Hayward, ^he Nonesuch 
Library* (London, 1955), P.24)

Keats resorts to natural imagery to describe Porphyro's 

complicated reaction as he thinks about Madeline:

Sudden a thought came like a full-blown rose, 
Flushing his brow, and in his pained heart 
Made purple riot.

("The Eve of St. Agnes", stanza XVI, The Poetical 
Works of John Keats* «d. H.Buxton Forman (London, 
1908, reprinted 1940), p.218)

b) The poet may begin with a detail, or collection of details, 

and allow some significance or pattern to emerge, or be 

imposed upon it. Matthew Arnold's* "Dover ieach" develops in 

this way. It begins with description:

The sea is calm to-night.
The tide is full, the moon lies fair
Upon the straits; etc.

By the end of this movement, an emotional response has been 

generated by the accumulation of details, and the poet has 

perceived in this natural scene, "The eternal note of pad- 

ness". But the moonlit beach holds more significance yet. To 

Sophocles it had symbolizeds

The turbid ebb and flow 
Of human misery.

The Victorian poet can, "Find also in the sound a thought". 

To him, the "Sea of Faith" was once "at the full", but is 

now ebbing away:
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Retreating, to the breath
Of the night-wind, down the vast.edges drear 
And naked shingles of the world. 1

This is a fairly common procedure*among the Romantic poets, 

paaaing from some observed phenomenon to a wider significances 

the West Wind becomes for Shelley a symbol first of the 

creative forces in the universe, and then of his own poetic 

energy; the song of the nightingale prompts Keats to a med 

itation about death and immortality* The seventeenth-century 

poets, more accustomed to an allegorical or emblematic way of 

thought than to a symbolic one, are more straightforward in 

their inferences. Herriek'e "Divination by a Daffadill" is 

representatives

When a Daffadill I see, 
Hanging down his head t'wards me; 
Guesse I may, what I must bes 
First I shall decline my head; 
Secondly, I shall be dead; 
Lastly, safely barfed.

(The Poetical Works of Robert Herrick. ed. F.W. 
Moorman (Oxford, 1915), P*3o)

e) The poet may present a particular personal experience of 

nature through the details which are associated with it. 

Edward Thomas f e "Tall Kettles" is a poem of this kind:

fall nettles cover up. as they have done 
These many springs, the rusty harrow, the plough 
Long worn out, and the roller made of stone: 
Only the elm butt tops the nettles now.

1
The Quotations are from Matthew Arnold: Poetry and Prose* ed.
John Bryson, The Reynard Library (London, 1954), PP.1 A4-5.
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This corner of the farmyard I like moats 
As well as any bloom upon a flower 
I like the dust on the nettles, never lost 
Except to prove the ewaetnews of a ahpwer,

(Collected Poems by Edward Thomas (London, 1961)$*70)

This leads to no stated significance, like Arnold'e "Sea of 

Faith% but captures vividly the quality of Thomas's response 

to the scene.

Much of Wordsworth's poetry belongs to this category. For 

example, in Book XI of The Prelude* he describes a scene on a 

lonely crag, and explains how it continued to exert an influ 

ence on him:

And afterwards, the wind and sleety rain
And all the business of the element??,
The single sheep, and the one blasted tree,
And the bleak music of that old stone wall,
The noise of wood and water, and the mist
Whi«h on the line of each of those two Roads
Advanced in such indisputable shapes,
All these were spectac3.es and sounds to which
I often would repair and thence would drink,
Am at a fountain, (11,376-385)

(The Prelude (Text of 1805), ed, Ernest Be Selin-
court, Revised Impression by Helen Darbishire
(London, 1960), p.216)

T$is is not pure description, Wordsworth is not concerned with 

painting a picture for its own sake, but with recreating an 

experience which can only be expressed through the natural 

objects which stimulated it.

We may characterize these three kinds of use ass 

a) Figurative, in which natural details are brought in to 

aid the expression of something else;
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b) Objective* in which natural detaile prompt reflection and 

interpretation}

e) Subjective, in which poet and nature are involved in some 
unigue personal relationship*
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Chapter VII

FIGURATIVE USS OP NATURAL DETAILS

Before embarking upon an examination of uiarvell's use of 

nature as a source for imagery, one must be aware of the 

statue of nature in the poetry of the period. Until the 

eighteenth century, a natural detail rarely appears in poetry 

as a thing of interest in its own right. When Bowles praised 

Marvell for observing "little circumstances of rural nature*1 , 

he was speaking out of a completely different tradition from 

that in which Marvell wrote. In the nineteenth century, em 

phasis was laid on accuracy and originality of perception; in 

the seventeenth century the important things were audacity in 

comparipon and aptnenr in applying conventional analogies. In 

early poetry, nature, in the sense of "natura naturata'1 , is 

almost never the subject of the poem. Attention is centred on 

the world of nature only in descriptive settings for narrative 

action or lyrical expression, or in extended similes, where 

intertFt is temporarily drawn away from the actual subject to 

the comparison that *z 'amplifies it. Apart from such cases, 

the centre of poetry is man, and nature enters a poem in order 

to illustrate or embody some arpect of human affairs. "The 

proper study of mankind IF man 1*, said Pope, and scorned the 

idea of vriting poems about the countryside us such: "a poem
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consisting wholly of description would be like a meal made 

up of eauces". (A remark he made to Warton, quoted in Bonamy 

tDobre'e's article, lf *Taturo Poetry in the Early Eighteenth 

Century", Essays and Studies (1965)» 13-33.)

John Ruskin, in Modern Painters* Part IV, Chapter XI, 

evokes a situation which prevailed for six thousand years. 

Man, he says, war a beautiful, warlike, god-fearing creature:

He took, however, very little interest in anything 
"but what belonged to humanity} caring in no wise for 
the external world, except as it Influenced his own 
destiny; honouring the lightning because it could 
strike him, the sea because it could drown him, the 
fountains because they gave him drink, and the grass 
because It yielded him seed; but utterly incapable of 
feeling any special happiness in the love of such 
things, or any earnest emotion about them, considered 
as separate from man; therefore giving no tirae to the 
study of them; - knowing little of herbs, except only 
which were hurtful and which healing; of stones, only 
which would glitter brightest in a crown, or lapt the 
longest in a wall: of the wild beasts, v;hlch were best 
for food, and which the stoutest quarry for the hunter; 
- thus spending only on the lower creatures and in 
animate things his waste energy, his dullest thoughts, 
his most languid emotions, and reserving all acuter 
intellect for researches into his own nature and that 
of the godej all his strength of will for the acquire 
ment of political or moral power; all hlr sense of 
beauty for things Immediately connected with his? own 
person and life; and all his deep affections for 
domestic or divine companionship.

(New edition in pmall form, 1897t Vol.Ill, pp.157-8)

It seems then that, until the changes which bef:an with the 

Renalrsance, man had no interest in nature as a collection 

of separate objects worthy of ^tudy and contemplation in 

their own right* Insofar as he enjoyed the countryside, it
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was as a place of peace, a refuse for "one who, long in 

populous city,pent" wished to escape to quiet and solitude. 

But more often, he turned to nature as a source of imagery, 

and in doing this he was wording within a long tradition of 

established analogies. Many details had a significance firmly 

attached to them. In "A Glance at Theophila", prefixed to 

Benlowes's poem (1652), W.Dennie provides a list of trees, 

each with its characteristic quality or significance:

The chosen wood « • .
Was Laurel, that guards lightning frights, 
The weeping Fir, sad Yew for funeral, 
The lasting Oak, and joyful Vine, 
The fruitful Fig-tree billets did consign; 
The peaceful Olive with cleft Juniper did join. 

(Mi^or Poets of the Caroline Period* eft* George 
Saintsbury (Oxford, 1905), Vol.1)

Henry Hawkins has a similar roll-call of trees on pa^e 14 of 

JPj^rtheneia Sacra (Rouen, 1633)> and of flowers on page 11:
* ••

where (I*say) are the Flowers of al Vertues: The 
LILLIE of spotles and immaculate Chastitie* the ROSE 
of Shamfaptnes and bashful Modestle, the VIOLET of 
Humllitie, the Marygold of Charitie, the Hiacinth of 
Hope, the rjUl!-PLO':-/KR of Contemplation, the Tulip of 
Beautie and gracefulnep.

Chaucer has lists of this ^ind, in The Parlement of Poules. 

presenting birds and trees in terms of their characters or 

uses; and Perdita distributes her flowers according to their 

significances.

A man of the Middle Ages or the Renaissance seldom seems 

to have looked lovingly or excitedly at a natural object, and
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if he did, he rarely thought it worthwhile to record its 

details in wordn. Rather he looked through it to some meaning 

that lay behind it, or he paw it through the distorting 

spectacles of a literary or theological tradition. Rosemary 

Freeman quotes a Latin rhyme by Alain of Lille, from P.J.E. 

Raby's A History of Christian-Latin Poetry (1927, p.355)t

Omnis mundi creatura 
quasi liber et pictura

nobIB est in speculum, 
nostrae vitae, nostrae sortis, 
nostri status, nostrae mortis

fidele Bignaculunu 
(English jBmblem Books (London, 1948)* P.20)

This approach to nature was still general in the first half 

of the seventeenth century, but already the old system of 

analogies was beginning to break down, and the objects of 

nature were coming to be noticed for what they were, as well 

as being studied for what they meant. This development was 

probably due in part to the new approach of the scientists. 

The emphasis of man's questioning of the universe was chang 

ing from "What does it mean?" to "What is it like, and how 

does it work? H Leonardo da Vinci made accurate sketches of 

the movements of flowing water; Galileo studied the surface 

of the moon with his telescope. The authority of ancient 

writers, and the method of abstract reasoning from tradition 

ally accepted "facts", gave way to Cartesian reasoning from 

first principles, and the direct appeal to the evidence of
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things. T.H.White describes how the mediaeval Book of Beasts 

was superseded:

With the establishment of the Royal Society in 1662, 
direct observation and experiment had outmoded the 
old approach through the library shelves.

(The Book of Beasts (New York, 1954), P.236)

Thomas Sprat, in his History of the Royal Society (166?)» 

sums up the alms of the new body:

They have endeavour fd to separate the Knowledge of 
Nature from the Colours of Rhetorick, the Devices of 
Fancy, or delightful Deceit of Fables, (p.62)

This insistence on the "Knowledge of Nature" through 

direct observation of natural phenomena carried over into 

the arts. Cowley offers advice to the painter in his poem 

"To the Royal Society1*:

Who from the Life, an exact Piece would make, 
Must not from others Work a Copy take . . . 
No, he before his sight must place 
The Natural and Living Face; 
The Heal Object must command
Each judgement of his Eye, and Motion of his Hand. 

(Poems, ed. A.R.Waller (Cambridge, 1905), P.450)

In time, the whole way of thinking and feeling about the 

natural world changed. As Rosemary Freeman says:

It became possible, and then customary, to observe 
the river independently of its significance, and 
and individual experience broke free of the haunting 
presence of a perpetual memento mori. 

(English Emblem Books, p.2)

Bearing this situation in mind, we can return to the 

question of natural imagery, and the kind of meaning a poet 

can make it carry.
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C.Day Lewie, in hiB Clark Lecturea, The Poetic Image 

(Jonathan Cape Paperback ed,, London* 1965)» defines an 

image, at its simplest, as "a picture made out of words'* (p. 

18), If we add to this the idea that a poetic image exists 

not for Itself, but as a means of expressing something else, 

we can say that the simplest function of an image IB to pro 

vide a visually descriptive comparison. This simplest use of 

a natural detail IB very unianiaraon In Marvell's work, and in 

seventeenth-century verse generally, There are a few possible 

examples from Marye11: in the "Second Song for the Carriage 

of Lord Pauconbergn $

Not our Lambs own Fleeces are 
Curl'd so lovely as her Hair;

and in the last stanza of "Upon Appleton House"t

But now the Salmon-Fishers moist 
Their Leathern Boats begin to hoist; 
And, like Antipodes in Shoes, 
Have shod their Heads in their Cenoos. 
How Tortoise like* but not so slow, 
These rational Amphibii go?

But even in this witty picture of the Salmon-fishers, there 

are suggestions of a significance other than the merely 

visual. The topsy-turvy vision of the fishers as Antipodes 

and tortoises la emblematic of the strange transformations 

and inversions found elsewhere in the Appleton estate, where 

grasshoppers loo': down on men, fishes scale the stables, and 

man is turned upside down to discover that he is "an inverted 

tree".
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Elsewhere, because of the view of all creation as a 

pattern of meanings, an object brought In to Illustrate a 

visual fact carries with it some further non-visual comment. 

Many of Chaucer's images work in this way. When he described 

the hairs on the Miller's nose as, "Rood as the brustlea of 

a sowes erys", he was not only providing a vivid physical 

comparison, but also linking the pilgrim with the pig, thus 

commenting on his character and manners.

Marvell's Nymph tells how she often looked for the Pauni

Yet could not. till it self would rise, 
Find it, although before mine Eyes. 
For, in the flaxen Li Hies shade, 
It like a bank of Lillles laid.

The visual force of the simile is insisted upon by the con 

text - "although before mine Lyes" - but the significance of 

the lily, and thus of the Faun, ap a symbol of "spotles and
/

immaculate Ghastltie", is also invoked, as well as the assoc 

iations of the Sonff of 8PURE. This dimension of the image is 

made explicit a few lines later?

And its pure virgin Limbs to fold 
In whitest sheets of Lilliee cold.

More natural similes follow:

The Tears do come 
Sad, slowly dropping like a Gumme. 
So weeps the wounded Balsome: so 
The holy Frankincense doth flow.

The pictorial element is strong, capturing the movement of 

the tears, but the comparison expands to take in the signif-
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leanco of the balaora and the "holy" frankincense.

C.Day Lewis qualifies his original definition of an image:

The commonest type of image is the visual one; and 
many more images, which may seem un-sensuous, have 
still In fact some faint visual association adhering 
to them. But obviously an image may derive from and 
appeal to other senses than that of sight. 

(The Poetic Image, p.18)

The images that Marvell uses to describe the comforts of 

convent life, in the nun's speech in "Upon Appleton House", 

Ftanza XXIV, are both visual and tactile:

Where you may lye as chast in Bed, 
As Pearls together billeted. 
All Night embracing Arm in Arm, 
Like Chrystal pure with Cotton warm.

1But once again, the traditional significance of pearls and

crystal as emblems of purity adds a non-sensuous dimension 

to the image.

Marveil's poetry contains a number of extended similes 

along classical lines, like the rhetorical set-pieces found 

in the Aeneid and Paradise Lost. Only one of these aims at 

visual or other sensuous comparison* This 10 the description 

of the fleet in "The Last Instructions to a Painter" i

So have I seen in April's bud, arise
A Fleet of Clouds, sailing along the Skiess

1
For example, in the fourteenth-century alliterative poem,
The Pearl*
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The liquid Region with their Squadrons fill'd, 
The airy Sterns the Sun behind does guild; 
And gentle Gales them steer, and Heaven drives, 
When, all on sudden, their calm bosome rivee 
Wfth Thunder and Lightning from each armed Oloud; 
Shepherds the me elves in vain in bushes shrowci. 
Such up £he stream the Belgiok Nav;' glides, 
And tittJgheernese unloads its stormy sides. 

(117551-560)

Although this is like a olassieal simile in form, it functions 

in a different way. A Miltonic simile turns aside from the 

main narrative, and presents a self-contained picture, taking 

its origin from some narrative fact, and returning to it at 

the end, but within its own formal limits maintaining a 

consistency of reference. For example, in Book I of Paradise 

Lost* Milton likens the fallen Satan to:

... that Sea~beaa$
Leviathan* which God of all his works 
Created hugeat that swim th f Ocean stream: 
Him haply slumbring on the Norway foam 
The Pilot of some small night-founderd Skiff, 
Deeming some Iland, oft, as Sea-men tell, 
With fixed Anchor in his akaly rinde 
Moors by his side under the Lee, while Night 
Invests the Sea, and wished Morn delayess 
So strecht out huge in length the Arch-fiend lay. 

(The Poetical Works of John Milton, ed. Helen 
i>arbishire (Oxford, 1952)7 Vol.1, p.10)

Nothing of the main narrative intrudes into this account of 

Leviathan. Its application is quite clear * both the size and 

deceptiveness of Satan are illustrated - but within its own 

confines there is no explicit reference to the narrative 

situation. In comparison, Marvell's simile is much less pure. 

It is, as it were, two-faced throughout. Clouds are used to
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describe ships, but are themselves described in terms of 

ships. The clouds sail, have sterns, are guided and steered, 

are armed, and ao on. Then, when attention has shifted back 

to the real fleet, the imagery breaks in again with the 

"Stormy" sides* The two phenomena, natural and man-made, thus 

illuminate each other throughout. The two sides of the com 

parison are both presented in one statement, instead of being 

separate entities that can merely be seen to have features in 

common. This fusion of tenor and vehicle, this transformation 

of simile, and elsewhere of natural emblem or description, into 

virtual metaphor, is one of Harwell's most characteristic 

devices.

The next stage of our examination of Marvell's use of 

Imagery may be introduced by some remarks made by Burke in 

his treatise on The Sublime and Beautiful. (All quotations 

are from the edition of J.T.Boulton (London, 195$)). In Part 

V, he examines the nature of words and their effect in poetry. 

He makes a rough division, for the purposes of his treatise, 

of words into three sorts: "aggregate words", like man, horse, 

tree, castle; "simple abstract words", like red, blue, round, 

square; and "compounded abstract words", like virtue, honour, 

persuasion, magistrate. The first two sorts are capable of 

"raising sensible images 1*; the latter is noti

Of these I am convinced, that whatever power they may 
have on the passions, they do not derive it from any
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representation raised in the mind of the things for 
which they stand, (p.164)

But even though the aggregate and simple abstract words can 

act as sensuous counters, they very often do not:

But I am of opinion, that the most general effeet even 
of these words, does not arise from their forming pic 
tures of the several things they would represent in 
the imagination; because on a very diligent examination 
of my own mind, and getting others to consider theirs, 
I do not find that once in twenty times any such pic 
ture is formed, and when it is, there is most commonly 
a particular effort of the imagination for that purpose,

(P.167) 

He argues that words stand in the place of things, and that

they excite not a mental reconstruction of the thing itself, 

but a set of attitudes towards it:

Certain it is, that the influence of most things on 
our passions is not so much from the things themselves, 
ae from our opinions concerning them; and these again 
depend very much on the opinions of other men, con- 
veyable for the most part by words only. (p.173)

His basic point is made clearly on page 170:

I know very well that the mind possesses a faculty of 
raising such images at pleasure; but then an act of 
the will is necessary to this; and in ordinary conver 
sation or reading it is very rarely that any image at 
all is excited in the mind.

Since poetic images are expressed in words, we can extend 

Burke*s discussion and say that many images taken from nature 

are limited to w our opinions concerning them", and make no 

appeal to the senses at all. This contradicts C.Day Lewis's 

suggestion, "that every image - even the most purely emotional 

or intellectual - has some trace of the sensuous in it w (pp.18-9)
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As Burke argues, the mere naming of an object, an aggregate 

word, will not call up a picture of that object* The onus is 

on the poet, if ho wants to excite a visual or other sensuous 

response, to force the reader to make "a particular effort of 

the imagination for that purpose 11 . In the images from Marvell's 

poetry that we have discuesed so far, the effort has been 

made* The insistence on the visual element in the lily image - 

"before mine Eyes"5 and the physical relationship of things 

in the account of the Salmon-fishers - "Have shod their Heads 

in their Canoos"; these methods are similar to those described 

in Chapter IV*

But elsewhere, the sensuous elements are kept well out of 

the way, and only the significance is drawn upon* Particularly 

in the satires, images from nature derive from accepted facts 

or qualities, rather than from observed details.

"Truth's as Bold as a Lyon," says one of the speakers in 

"A Dialogue between the Two Horses", taking his simile from 

the traditional quality associated with the King of Beasts. 

The effect of this does not rely on any sense of the lion as 

a physical reality* bat only on the common "opinion" concern 

ing lions* A few more examples from the many available will 

suffice:

Blither than Hare that hath escap'd the Hounds. 
( ftThe Last Instructions to a Painter", 1.335)
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Lik« the King-fisher chuseth to build in the Broom. 
("Clarindon's House-farming", 1.7)

. . . purer then dissolved snow,
("to his worthy Friend Doctor Witty", 1.18)

A* th'Eagles Plumes from other birds divide, 
("Tom Hay's Death", 1,88)

i

Greedy as Kites has trust it up.
("Upon Applet on House'', stanza LI)

In all these images, a single property of the natural phen 

omenon is taken as illustrative of something else, and the 

phenomenon itself is ignored. This is the weakest kind of 

image, often passing unnoticed, often adding nothing substan 

tial to the poem. As Burke said, "in ordinary conversation or 

reading it is very rarely that any image at all is exoited in 

the mindH . These images are basioally like those in conversation, 

fetched from further afield sometimes, but making no more 

impact than the cliches of colloquial speech, such as "strong 

as an ox", or tf guide: as lightning". It is no surprise to find 

that most Images of this kind in Marvell's work occur in the 

satires, where the poetic texture is much looser, and the 

meaning much less concentrated*

Turning back to Marvell's more characteristic and more 

Interesting pieces, the next type of image to notice is the 

one which expresses the abstract in sensuous terms* The most 

striking example of this is the description of the soul in 

stanza VII of "The Garden":
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Casting the Bodies Test aside, 
My Soul into the boughs does glidet 
There like a Bird it sits, and Binge, 
Then.whets, and combs its silver Wings; 
And, till prepar'd for longer flight, , 
Waves in its Plumes the various Light*

The comparison of the soul to a "bird in traditional, and, as 

was shown in Chapter III, there are traceable sources for these 

lines. But the pictorial vividness is Marvell's own* Whatever 

the influences that combined to produce the image, the effect 

is of a precisely observed object* Marvell forces the reader 

to make the "particular effort of the imagination" that is 

necessary for the visual impact of the image to strike home* 

He seems to achieve this by means of the cluster of active 

verbs: glide, sit, whet, comb, wave; and the colour terms: 

silver and various light. It is probable that whereas the 

mere naming of an object will not, without effort, be accom 

panied by a mental image, the account of an object in precise
^

motion, or of two objects In active relationship to each 

other, will result In the "raising of sensible images". (The 

sensuous impact of the simile in "The Gallery", for Instance, 

depends more on the verb of the third line than on the 

descriptive adjectives*

Like to Aurora in the Dawn:
When in the East she elumb'ring lyes,
And stretches out her milky Thighs.)

Another point of interest in the Bird Image is its relation 

ship to the thing it is describing* The particular physical
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details of the bird have no counterpart In the soul. It 

would be difficult to answer the question, "How does the 

soul "whet and comb Its silver wings"?'1 The bird becomes a 

substitute for the soul, not exactly corresponding to it, but

somehow able to express the quality of the soul more fully
1 

than any abstract exposition*

Bather similar is the account of Cromwell in "An Horatian 

Ode M :

So, when the Falcon high
Palls heavy from the Sky, 

She, having klll'd, no more does search, 
But on the next green Bow to pearch;

Where, when he first does lure,
The Falckner has her sure. 

(11.91-96)

Here again a picture is deliberately called up, focussed in 

the verbs "falls heavy", "does search" and "pearch", and in 

the visual detail of the "green Bow". The statable parallels

1
Cf. J.Huizlnga, The Waning of the Middle v>geB» (Doubleday 
Anchor Books, Hew York, 1956)» Chapter XV, p.203t "From the 
causal point of view, Symbolism appears as a sort of short- 
circuit of thought. Instead of looking for the relation 
between two things by following the hidden detours of their 
causal connections, thought makes a leap and discovers their 
relation, not in a connection of cause or effects, but in a 
connection of signification or finality. Such a connection 
will at once appear convincing, provided only that the two 
things have an essential quality in common which can be 
referred to a general value".
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between the tenor (Cromwell's conduct of the Irish war) and 

the Tehiole (the description of the faleoa) are more obvious 

than in the preceding simile, but one detail ~ "the next 

green Sev* -> belongs exclusively to the vehicle.

These two images have much in common with the class leal
i« • ' * 

simile mentioned above (see pages 231-233), except that they

function more as symbols of what they amplify than as logical 

comparisons. Their peculiar power can be judged more clearly 

by setting them alongside Marvell fs orthodox class ioal 

similes. In "The Loyall Scot", Charles's method of reconciling 

the Scots and the English 10 likened to that of a peasant 

controlling his bees:

Just aoe the prudent Husbandman who sees 
The Idle Tuswlt of his factious bees, 
The morning dews and flowers neglected grown, 
The hire a comb case, every bee a drone, 
Powders them ore till none discern their foes 
And all themselves in meal and friendship close. 
The Insect Kingdom straight begins to thrive 
And each works hony for the Common Hive. 

(11.266-273)

The simile provides a little inset picture, complete in 

itself. The scene can be partly visualized through the verb 

M powders" and the references to the "meal". But these details
5 ' •- *

have no visual counterpart In the original situation. One has 

to extract from the image the similarities in the state of 

affaire 9 not detailed correspondences. Another example of

point 10 given to the comparison by the traditional 
view of the bees as an example of political organization.
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this kind of extended simile IP found in the "Poem ur>on the 

Death of O.C.% aa part of the famous? passage ^e;inning, "I 

saw him dead":

Not much unlike the sacred oak, which shoots 
To Heav fn its branches, and through earth its roots: 
Whose spacious boughs are hung with trophies round, 
And honour fd wreaths have oft the victour crown f d. 
\Vhen sngry Jove darts lightning through the air©, 
At mortalls sine, nor his own plant will spare; 
(It groanes, and bruises all below that stood 
So many yeares the shelter of the ?/ood.) 
The tree ere while foreshortened to our view, 
U'hen fall'n shews taller yet than as it grew: 
So shall his reraise to after times encrease. 

(11.261-271)

The points of similarity between Cronrwell and the fallen oak 

can be drawn from the simile logically, but there is not the 

inevitability of symbol* The application of the last two 

lines of the simile is made clear in the final line of the 

quotation; the reader assents intellectually; the comparison 

IB n«just". But it has not the imaginative force of the bird 

Image in "The Oarcien", where the meaning is somehow involved 

in the image itself, not extracted from it.

A remarkable image taken from nature (via Suckling) to 

express abstract feelings occurs in "Danhnls and Chloe", 

stanza XXIT:

Gentler times for Love are nient 
"rho for parting pleasure strain 
Gather Roses in the rain, 
V*et themselves and spoil their Bent.

This ima^e worlds in the same way as the rose image from The
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Hve of S.t» A^nqs quoted in the introduction to thin section. 

Both Keats and Mervell have an unusual emotional Btate to 

express, and both choose an ima^e from phrsical mature a? 

their means. The abstract l?> /*iven POHSUOUP attributes: i-eats 

introduces visual elenents - the full-blown rose, and the 

purple; Marvell introduces the penses of touch - "wet them 

selves" - and pmell - "spoil their Tent". / comparison with 

Marvell f s source for this Ina^e will show how he has turned 

a fact from nature into an experience of nature. Buckling 

writes:

Gather
•Tot roses in a wet and frowning hour; 
They'll lose their sweets then, trur?t ne they will, sir,

His handling of this weakens its sensuous impact. I'e intro 

duces a personification - "a wet and frowning hour" - in which 

the possible "sensible iwage" in the word "wot" is nullified 

by the figurative "frowning", '..'he loss of poent by the rones 

is presented ar a passive fact through the verb "lose", which 

merely connects the subject, :! they", with an attribute of 

the subject, 'their sweets'-'.

In tV;arv011 f ss version, the wetAese affects the '©rsons 

involved - ''wet themselves". It becomes a subjective exper 

ience of rain, rather than an objective account. And the loss 

of scent is? presented as a result of actio7i, the subject 

actively "spoiling" the roses 1 sweetness.
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fact the elipht shift of emphasis that Marvell ^ivee to this 

Imasre IE characteristic of Ms ?.iethod of uning natural details: 

the transforr.ation of a fact culled from some literary source, 

into an experience of tho pongee. It Ti.a;; be this which jilvee 

to ?>'&ny of bis details the imrreor-don that they have been 

directly observed from nature.

Another excellent instance? of thie process occurs in "The 

Coronet % where trie -craaitional idea of the eerpent &e an 

agent of evil, or as < atan himnelf, is clad in a vividly 

sensuous form:

Alas I find the Seroent old
That, twining in hir erecKled breast,
about tixe flow're uiaguis*d does fold, 
/ith wreathe of Fame and Interont. 

Ah, foolish flan, that would f st ctebase with them, 
And mortal Glory, Heavens Diadem* 
Hut thou who only could f pt the Gerrent tame, 
Kither hip slipp'ry knots at once untie, 
And disentangle ail Mr winding Tnare? 
or shatter too with him my curioup frame.

Thlp ie the most consistent and powerful expreanion of abstract 

Ideas through natural detail? in toarvell's ;>oetpy. The flowers 

and the serpent never coaeo to bo sensuous realities - the 

serpent in 'articular, twining, speckled, sllvj/'ry, winding - 

and yet they embody the theme of the poem with complete con 

viction. rrhere is no need to deduce the abstract from the 

physical, &P one often has to do in allegory. Vhe tenor and 

the vehicle are entirely involved with each other, and proceed 

together. Marvell 1 ^ achievement is not to have created a new
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symbol, but to have exploited the sensuous rioppibilities of 

a conventional one* He revivifies it by insisting on the 

physical object as well as the established sif^ificance. SQ 

many poems of the period merely appeal to th© significance.

The serpent-image in "fhe Coronet" is different : rom the 

other images <3iscu$red in thic? charter, in that its function 

as an expression of something else is not openly stated. Only 

in the phrase "wreaths of ^?ame and Interest" does the abstract 

side of the metaphor breate through explicitly. Marvell often 

relies on the accepted meaning attached to hie detail?, as 

here, and usea them to evoke appropriate associations, without 

making a formal comparison. In ntansa III of "The Gallery", he 

adds the idea of wedded blis^ to the portrait of his mistress* 

by simply introducing the stocV. rynibol of narriaf;©:

And, at thy Feet, the wooing Doves 
fiit perfecting their harmlepo Loves.

Notice that the conventional itom ie made free?h by Betting it 

in a definite context, "at thy Feet", and by making it act, 

perfecting**.

1
eg: Crashaw: '*the Violets humble head" ("The /eeper", stansa 
23* Poems> ed. L.C.Martin, 2nd. ©d. (Oxford, 1 ; *37)» P.33); 
"Spying at length the lilliee snovvy breasts,/ Or the pure 
sanguine ropes chee''.eB, rhe re^ts" ('V,n l-ile^y on ,r. Chrir-t- 
opher kouee st , ibid., p.V04). Cor/ley: 'V*s f?oon ae two falap.') 
together joyn'd,/ The Serpent made u? Three'1 ("Of Solitude", 

i,ed. A.K.waller (Cambridge, 1906), p.396).
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The ivy, symbol of love arid familiarity, IB used in 

stanza LXKIV of "Upon Appleton House" to suggest the bond 

between the poet and nature, and again the conventional 

significance 10 reinforced by sensuous immediacy:

And Ivy, with familiar trails.
Me licks, and clasps, and curies, and hales.

The Nymph's garden of lilies and roses hap obvious symbolic 

overtones, and at the fame time is presented ar a real garden, 

full of real flowers; the "Ellzium" that the Faun will retire 

to is filled, tf i ith milk-white Lambs, and Ermine pure", 

showing that it is a refuge for innocence.

More interesting than these Btock symbols are the passages 

in which details from nature are presented objectively, but 

nevertheless seem to carry some significance beyond themselves. 

C.Day Lewis recognises this kind of image:

/>n epithet, a metaphor, a simile may create an ima^e; 
or an image may be presented to us in a phrase or 
pappare on the face of it purely descriptive, but 
conveying to our imagination something more than the 
accurate reflection of an external reality. 

(The roetie linage* p.18)

Take for example stanza II of "Damon the Mower", which gives 

an impression of the grasshopper, the frogs, and the snake. 

The traditional significance of the grasshopper and snake as 

symbols of improvidence or wisdom, and the symbolic "green",

1
See Lovelace's and Cowley'e poems called "The Grassho: :er".
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may or may not be relevant here. The frogs, the mo0t striking 

and precise detail, certainly do not appear to fit into any 

pattern of traditional meaning. All three details appeal most 

strongly to the imagination as observed phenomena; any trad 

itional significance is secondary. The verbs, as ao often in 

Marvell, are the chief agents enforcing a pictorial, sensuous 

response: dance, wades, seeks out, glitters. But the colour- 

adjective "green" and the relationship between things - the 

brook and the frog, the grasshopper and the shades - also 

contribute to the total effect. Even without the possible 

meanings suggested by traditional usage, this scene is much 

more than "the accurate reflection of an external reality". 

As shown in Chapter V, these details gain significance from 

their context. They generate their own meaning, in relation 

to each other and to the rest of the poem. And that meaning 

is neither conventional (like the serpent in "The Coronet"), 

nor logically derived (like the bee-simile in "The Loyall 

Scot"), nor the result of sensible likeness (like the curliness 

of the lambs* fleeces in the Marriage Song), Nor is it some 

vague, but inherent, mystery, such as Vaughan could perceive 

through the veil of a sensuous exterior. They have a once-for- 

all significance in the peculiar context of this poem. It is 

in this figurative use of natural details that Morvell is 

nearert to later poetry - poetry in which the significance of
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a detail has to be made afresh by each new poetic context. 

Once, to recall Rosemary Freeman's remark, the river could toe 

seen independently of its traditional meaning, "and individual 

experience broke free of the haunting presence of a perpetual 

memento raori", the poet had to find some way of making the 

river carry a meaning nevertheless. Marvell shows in this poem 

how apparently neutral objects can be forced into service as 

conveyers of meaning, of the "something more" that we expect 

from the details in a poem. One might generalize, and say that 

the meaning communicated by natural details in ©arly poetry 

is brought to the poem by the details, and in modern poetry 

it is extorted from the details by the context.

It is possible that even the reference to "the hatching 

Thraetles shining Eye" gains a significance ae more than one 

of the "little circumstances of rural nature" that a poet was 

expected to observe in the nineteenth century. D.C.Alien, in 

Image and Meaning (Baltimore, 1960), p.144> has noted the 

sequence of the bird-portraits in "Upon Appleton House": the 

love-lorn, solitary nightingale; the married stock-doves; the 

thrush hatching a family; the heron sending rrsature offspring 

into the world. The traditional meanings of the nightingale, 

the doves, and the stork (which the heron is likened to) are

See Whitney's A Choice of Emblems (1536), p.73, for the 
family affection of storks:
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invoked, and that of the doves IB insisted on in the descript 

ions

The Stock-doves, whose fair necks are grac*d 
With Nuptial Rings their Ensigns chast. 

(stanza LXVI)

The accepted symbolism of these three birds is reinforced by 

the contextual pattern, and the fresh, perhaps directly 

observed, detail of the hatching thrush's eye, is given a 

significance within this pattern.

One noteworthy fact that has emerged from this survey 

of Marvell's figurative use of natural details is that he 

hardly ever expresses inner feelings through them* The roses 

of "Daphnis and Chloe" and the serpent of "The Coronet" are 

exceptional. There is nothing like the extensive natural all 

egory of Vaughan's "Regeneration". Also worth remarking is the 

fact that, apart from the conversational similes of the "bold 

as a lion" variety, there are not a great number of formal 

images taken from nature to describe other areas of experience. 

Many of Marvell's more striking and bizarre images work in 

the other direction, taking some aspect of human attteirs or

"See heare the Storke provides with tender care, 
And bringeth meate, unto her hatched broode: 
The like againe, for her they doe prepare, 
When shee is oulde, and can not get her foode".



Art, to amplify an account of nature. This in itself is an 

important pointer to the quality of Marvell's poetic inspir 

ation* Much of his "beet and mopt characteristic poetry begins 

by looking directly at nature, and deriving human significance 

from what it sees* This brings us to our second category*
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Chapter VIII 

OBJECTIVE USE OF NATURAL DETAILS

The passages and poems of Marvell that fall into this 

category have more in common with Herrick's "Divination "by 

a Daffadill" than with the examples from Arnold, Shelley, and 

Keats cited in the introduction to this section. For Marvell 

shared with Herricfc the remains of the ancient world-view 

outlined in Chapter V« Nature was still for him the Divine 

Hieroglyph; the natural world was not only created by God, 

and therefore a revelation of God in the way that an artist's 

work is a revelation of himself; particular lessons also 

could be drawn from the phenomena of created nature. Ralph 

Austen, in tuo Preface to the Reader of his Treatise of Fruit* 

trees (Oxford, 1633), explains the assumptions that lie 

behind his work:

The World is a great Library, and Fruit-trees are 
some of the Bookes wherein we may read & see plainly 
the Attributes of God his Power, Aiedome, Goodnesse 
Ac. and be Instructed and taught our duty towards him 
in many things even from Fruit-trees for as trees (in 
aMetaphoricall pense) are Bookes, so likewise in the 
same sense they have a Voyce, and speake plainly to 
us, and teach us many good lessons. (p.;«3)

Here we have the two kinds of knowledge that could be got 

from nature: the general revelation of "the Attributes of 

God", and the particular revelation of "many good lessons". 

Vaughan echoes the second of these in "The Starre":
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Yet, seeing all things that subsist and be, 
Have their Commissions from Divinitie, 

And teach us duty, I will see
What man may learn from thee. 

(Works, ed. L.C.Martin, 2nd. ed. (Oxford,1057), 
PTT39)

Two aspects of the use of nature as an embodiment of meaning 

can be distinguished. In Charters III and VJT, it was seen 

that many details were imbued with traditional significance, 

which would be immediately recognised by the reader without 

any need for formal interpretation. The quotations from 

Austen and Vaughan indicate another approach* The natural 

detail - the fruit-tree or the Ptar - is to be examined toy 

the writer in order to discover what it has to teach. The 

lesson drawn from it will depend not so much on its traditional 

significance, as on the int?enuity or perceptiveness of the 

human mind. Both these approaches? preclude the modern emphasis 

on the thing "as in itself it really is". The first obscures 

the thing with a cloak of attached meaning; the second looks 

closely, but with a oerceotiveness that seeks the underlying 

truth, rather than the physical characteristics. Indeed, the 

physical characteristics may even be regarded as a barrier 

that has to be by-pasred t>f the truth is to be reached. ,D.W. 

Robertson, in his article, "The Doctrine of Charity in 

Mediaeval Gardens", Speculum, XXVI (1951), 2J».-^.9, outlines 

this attitude to nature:

Creation is an expression of God's infinite love, but
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to eee it there, one met set aside the shell, which 
is in itself the object of scientific investigation, 
to find the kernel beneath, the food of wisdom and, in 
accordance with mediaeval doctrine, the source of the 
only true beauty human eyes may see. (p.32)

An intellectual perception of analogies is more important to 

the mediaeval and Kenaissance writer than any mere sensuous 

perception of material form.

A few lines from Mildmay Fane 1 ® "Contemplatio Diuma" will 

illustrate how "man may learn" from natural details:

?/hen we behold the Morning Dew 
Dissolve ith 1 rising Sum What would it shew?

But that a Sun to us did rise. 
Our Fathers hoary sin to Atomise*
And when the Flowers display'd appear, 

To entertain the mounting Charettiers
What would they speak in that fair dress? 

But Man*a redemption out of wretchedness* 
(Otia Sacra (London, I6lf8), p.13)

Each detail had a particular truth to teach, and the relation 

of detail to detail was according to a design which embodied 

a discoverable meaning. Marvell's "Clorinda and Damon" is 

interesting in this respect, because in it conflicting meanings 

are assigned to a series of natural details by the pagan

1
Compare the tendency in modern poetry to seek in nature 
emotional truth, not moral or intellectual conclusions. This 
shifts the emphasis on to the poet, and the quality of his 
responses, and leads to uncertainty as to the validity of 
the truth discovered: see Keats'e "Ode to a Nightingale'1 and 
Wordsworth's "Tintern Abbey".
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Clorinda and the Christian Daraon. 1 The shepherdess offers 

pastoral delights to the shepherd:

I have a grassy Scutcheon spy'd, 
Where Flora blazons all her pride. 
The Grass I aim to feast thy Sheep! 
The Flow'rs I for thy Temples keep.

Damon rejects these pleasures by insisting on the Christian 

significance of the details: "Grass withers; and the Flow'rs 

too fade". What are symbols of delight to the one, are symbols 

of mortality and vanity to the other.

Clorinda points eagerly to "that unfrequented Cave", 

seeing it as "Loves Shrine"; Damon avoids it as "Virtue's 

Grave". To the pagan, in a natural state, it is a refuge from 

"the Sun"; to the Christian, in a state of grace, the sun 

suggests "Heaven's Eye".

Clorinda responds only to the sensuous exterior of things:

Hear this, a Fountaines liquid Bell 
Tinkles within the concave Shell.

Damon sees through the object to its significance. The foun 

tain is there, like all created things, "to teach us duty":

Might a Soul bath there and be Clean, 
Or slake its Drought?

For the source of these remarks see John D,Rosenberg's 
"Marvell and the Christian Idiom", Boston University Studies 
in English. IV, No.3 (1960), 152-161.
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The two speakers join in the concluding Chorus, which sees 

all creation as an expression of God:

Of Pan the flowry Pastures sing, 
Cavee eccho, and the Fountains ring.

This method of presenting a detail or a set of objects, 

and extracting a moral significance point by point, lies 

behind that peculiarly Henaissance art-form, the emblem. The 

emblem proper results from a marrying of literary and graphic 

expression: a set of verses is provided to explain the meaning 

of a picture. It is difficult to generalize about the relation 

ship between the picture and its interpretation. Sometimes the 

picture was devised to express an already existent idea or 

motto. Mario Praz, in Studies in Seventeenth Century Imagery* 

2nd. ed. (Roma, 1964)* describes the process:

Since wwry poetical image contains a potential emblem, 
one can understand why emblems were the characteristic 
of that century in which the tendency to images reached 
its climax, the seventeenth century. In need as he was 
of certainties of the senses, the seventeenth-century 
man did not stop at the purely fantastic cherishing of 
the image: he ?/anted to externalize it, to transpose 
it into a hieroglyph, an emblem. He took delight in 
driving horae the word by the additibn of a plastic 
representation, (p.15)

This often resulted in a complicated and unrealistic collection 

of objects, each having significance only insofar as it was 

equated with an idea in the veree.

Sometimes, however, the process was reversed, and the 

image provided a starting-point for the verbal reflection.
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This was the case with Whitney, whose A Choice of Emblems 

(1586) used plates taken from Italian and French emblem books 

by Alciati, Hadrian Junius, Sambucue and Paradin, but did more 

than simply translate the morals,1 Sometimes, though this is 

rare in emblems proper, there was no need for a contrived 

literary picture, since a natural object suggested a moral in 

itself. The sun-flower, a favourite of the emblematlats, is 

an obvious example. The sun, by ancient tradition, represented 

God, and a flower which constantly turned Its face towards 

the source of light was- clearly set there to teach a moral.

It is this aspect of the art of emblems which is relevant 

to a study of Marvell f s use of natural details. The methods 

of the emblem books were gradually absorbed by poetry, and 

the graphic element was replaced by words. Details from 

nature were cited or described, as in Pane's "Contemplatio 

Diurna" and Herrlck's Daffadill poem, and then a moral was 

drawn from them point by point. In other worde, the poet 

tends to start with a natural detail, and let ideas flow 

from it. Henry Hawkins fs Partheneia Sacra (Rouen, 1633) 

belongs to this development of the emblem: it is an emblem

1
See Rosemary Freeman, English Kmblern Books (London, 1948), 
P.56,
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"book in which the pictures and verses are secondary. The bulk 

of It consists of prose descriptions and meditations on these. 

He explains his procedure at the outset:

, . • as the manner 10 of such as enter into a Garden, 
to glance at first theron with a light regard, then to 
reflect upon it with a letter heed, to find some gentle 
mysterie or conceipt upon it, to some use or other; and 
then liking it better, to review the same againe, and 
so to make a Survey therupon to the same use, (pp.2-3)

Hawkins's descriptions, of flowers, trees, birds, an entire 

landscape, are precise and colourful, but his? aim was not 

accuracy for its own sake. He is careful to draw significance 

from the minutest sensuous detail. Klr purpose in the descrip 

tive passages is to bring the object clearly before the 

reader, so that interpretation has something to work on, A 

brief quotation will illustrate the kind of relationship that 

Hawkins sets up between the detail and its H£©ntle mysterle or

concelpt"?

The Palme heerin is differing from other trees, in 
that the other are grosse beneath, and grow slenderer 
upwards; while the Palme of the contrarie, IB slender 
beneath, and bigger and grosser, the higher it goes: 
So were the thoughts of the blessed Virgin, the true 
Palme indeed, as poor and slender downe to the earth 
wards, but substantial and solid up to the Heavens, 

(f.158)

This exhibits the essential weakness in the emblematic 

method: the two sides - object and significance - are kept 

apart. The object fails to become an imaginative symbol of
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something in the moral realm. The gap is bridged only by 

the intellect; no spark of sympathy is struck which can 

illuminate both worlds, and reveal them as aspects of a 

single truth, koeemary Freeman regards this failure a? due 

to:

. • . the fact that the images of the emblem writers 
were almost wholly visual . . . each detail in them 
is a pictorial detail, to be seen by the eye, and 
this inevitably limits the scope of the comparison, 

(op. cit., pp. 28-29)

Marvell, like many of the poets of the period, absorbed 

something of the method of the emblem-writers. J.B.Leishman 

picked out the unusual poem, "The Unfortunate Lover", as:

... extraordinary in degree rather than kind, and 
as simply carrying to an unprecedented extreme that 
emblematisation of metaphor which is one of the 
distinguishing characteristics of much seventeenth- 
century poetry, especially Knglish. 

(The Art of Marvell T e Poetry, p.

But this poem is an exception, "here he used natural details 

as vehicles for meaning, Marvell found various means for

Cf. these lines from tfhitney's A Choice of Emblems, p«J3s 
nfhe greedie Sowe so longe as shee doth finde 
Some scatteringes lefte, of harvest under foot© 
She forward goes and never lookes behinde, 
While anie eweete reraayneth for to roote, 

Even soe wee shoulde, to goodnes everie daie 
Still further pasre, and not to turne nor staie". 

Here, there is a ludicrous discrepancy between the emblem and 
its lesson. We are asked to accept pig-food as a symbol of 
goodness, and the "gret?die Sowe" as an example of man pursu 
ing a good life.
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•scaping the danger referred to above. Stanzas LXVHI-LXX of 

"Upon Appleton House" contain Marvell's neareat approach to 

orthodox emblem. The first two stanzas present a striking and 

apparently accurate portrait of the woodpecker:

He walks still upright from the Root, 
Meas'ring the Timber with his Foot; 
And all the way, to keep it glean. 
Doth from the Bark the Wood-mothe glean.

He is seen examining each tree, and heard "tinkling with his 

Beak". It is not until the last couplet of stanza LXIX that 

an oyert comment is made:

Who could have thought the tallest Oak 
Should fall by such a feeble Stroic*?

This naturalistic moral can be deduced quite easily from the 

description. The explanation of the cause of the tree's 

rottenness - wa Traitor-worm" - leads just aa easily to a 

religious moral:

As first our Flesh corrupt within 
Tempts impotent and bashful Sin.

The method IF basically that of the emblem* But there are 

vital differences. The interpretation ie brief, and Marvell, 

unlike Hawkins, does not extract a meaning from every detail. 

This is because the significance is inherent in the present 

ation of the woodpecker. The bird removes t e insects from 

the bark, rtto keep it clean". This is not literally true. It 

gleans the wood-moths as food, for its own benefit, not the 

tree's. Moral overtones creep into the description, as the
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newel:

* , . examines well
Which fit to stand and which to fell.

He preserves "the good", but bore* through the "tainted Side" 

of the "hollow Oak*. Long before any explicit comment is made, 

the newel IP felt as a moral force testing the quality of the 

things around him. He is mere of a symbol than an emblem*

But there IB more to these three stanzas than is apparent 

when they are diecursed in isolation. They form part of the 

experiences which 50 to make the poet an "esrie Philosopher 11 , 

and as such ere part of "Natures mysticlr Book", They are also 

part of the whole poem, and may be seen in the light of the 

earlier references to contemporary events. The insistence on 

political terms, "Traitor-worm11 , "Treason's Punishment", is 

lively to be significant beyond the context of the three newel 

stanzasj and the traditional rank of the oak as a royal tree 

is suggestive, especially as it is stressed that this is the 

tallest oak. The image running through "hacks", "the Ax°, and 

"feeble Strok*" would alec suggest recerst history to contem 

porary readers, ©specially to Fairfax, who had opposed the 

beheading of Charles, As so often, It is dangerous to allegor 

ize too far In reading Marvell's poetry, to seek sone consistent

1 See Kitty Secular, Natural Magic (Oxford, 1965), P.185: "The 
oak, which stood popularly for kingship, is itself executed 
for harbouring the traitor-worm".
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correspondence of natural detail and underlying meaning (some 

have equated the worm with Archbishop Laud). But some allusion 

to tho death of Charles I is surely intended*

In these stanzas, Marvell has developed an orthodox emblem, 

with its morals about "our Flesh corrupt within" and the 

sudden fall of the great; has given an example of how to Mread 

in Natures mystick Book"; and has made a veiled reference to 

recent events in English history, relating, as he was to do 

more explicitly in "An Horatian Ode'% political developments 

to the laws of nature*

Marveil has succeeded in overcoming the weakness of emblem. 

He has contrived to express rneaning through description, inst 

ead of drawing a meaning from it in an arbitrary way, as 

Hawkins did with the palm-tree.

"Upon the Hill and Grove at Bill-borowM works basically 

in the emblem manner* It begins with an injunction to "see" 

the object from which the poem is to be derived!

See how the arched Earth does here 
Rise in a perfect HemisphereI 
The etiffest Compass could not strike 
A Line more circular and like.

This is not an accurate description, but idealisation, or 

more properly conceptualisation, of a scene. Marvell is 

deliberately falsifying reality in order to make his details 

carry meaning, as he misinterpreted the reason for the newel's 

search for wood-moths.
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In stanza III, he continues with his "description":

See what a soft access and wide 
Lyes open to its grassy side . . . 
See then how courteous it ascends, 
And all the way it rises bends; 
Hot for it self the height does gain, 
But only strives to raise the Plain.

Once more this is not direct description. The hill is given 

human motives of courtesy, humility, generosity, and so on. 

The pacsive fact, that it elopes gently, IB transformed into 

an active endeavour- to be holpful, "But only strives to raise 

the riain".

Between these two stanzae is on© vMch draws the moral 

from the physical scene, adjuring the symbolically unjust, 

proud, and ambitious mountains to:

Learn here those humble steps to tread, 
Which to securer Glory lead.

In the rest of the poem, there is very little reference 

to any physical feature of the landscape, and the few descr 

iptive phrases that occur are couched in moral terms. In 

stanza IV, the hill, "in unenvy'd Greatness stands"; in stanza

V:

Upon its crest this Mountain grave 
A Plump of aged Trees does wave;

in ptansa VIII:

Her to the winds uncertain gust, 
Their prudent Heads too far intrust.

The key words in each of these extracts are the moral, eval 

uative ones: unenvy fd, grave, prudent. Fierre Legouis 1 general
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comment !• especially true of this poems "Our poet Is readily 

content with traditional adjectives, moral rather than 

physical" (Andrew LarvelX. p.5k).

The emblematic and traditional values of the natural 

details are summed up in the final couplet:

Nor he the Hills without the Groves, 
Nor Height but with Retirement loves,

--rofesoor ri/fotvig describes the ,o^tic technique in this poem 

ac- rtan exploitation of the "landscape for riojial pur r)ooes w (see 

page 53 abova), She claime that this la new in Kngllnh poetry, 

being introduced by Donhara in "CooperV' Mill'*, but first 

developed by the Polish poet, Cariniiro Harblewikl, out of 

a fusion of Horatian arid Platonic elernents:

With thin generation, therefore, came the joint birth 
of the loco-descriptive poem in which Nature is 
invested with moral qualities, and of the moro mystic 
garden poem in which Nature is invested with spiritual 
qualities* Neither type of poem could have been con 
ceived if the attitude towardo nature had remained 
uninfluenced by the strong mystic or aerol-myBtic 
currents of the first half of the seventeenth century* 
It Is the curious mixture of s TToratlan rationalism 
with a transcendent interpretation of nature which

1
Kitty Secular, discussing this poem and Denham's HCcoper's 
Hill", remarks: wTho emblematic pisnlficance of hill and 
valley and the contrast between them were sixteenth-century 
commonplaces of the sort ?/hich some F event tenth-century 
poets still found useful and Important when they came to 
write about landscape'* (Natural Ka.i/ic, p.15O»
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marks the rural retirement-poetry of Marvell'e gener 
ation, so that even a simple description of local 
Bcanoe becomes charged with metaphysical or moral 
implications.

(The Happy Man, p.239)

This poem, then, although it has formal similarities to the 

emblem (a moral lesson is derived from the description of 

physical objects), is unlike the emblem, in that part of the 

lesson is conveyed through the description itself* The weak 

ness of emblem - that the object and meaning are only arbit 

rarily connected - is avoided; but a new weakness appears - 

the landscape is lost sight of in the fog of moralizing* The 

Rev. George Gilfillan, Introducing Denham's poems in 1862, 

may put the case against Marvell and others:

The great danger in this class of poems, is lest 
imported sentiment and historical reminiscence should 
overpower the living lineaments, and all but blot out 
the memory of the actual landrcapo* And ro it is to 
some extent in *Cooper f B Hill*, the scene beheld from 
which is speedily lost in a torrent of political 
reflection and moralising,

(Th® lootical Worlds of Edmund Waller and Sir John
penham* text ed» Charles Cowden Clarice (Edinburgh.
1862), p.210)

Here we liave perhaps the central dilemma of the *. oet who 

wishes* to extract meaning from natural details, ae opposed to 

conveying meaning through them. How can he maintain the 

integrity of both the object and its perceived significance, 

arid at the &ame time produce a total impression that will be 

convincing to the inclination? It nay "be interesting to see 

what a young contemporary ;oet has to say of this problem.
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Jan 8ilkin haa deliberately Bet out, in a series of 

"Flower" poems, to integrate the object and the meaning. He 

explains his intentions in a note:

method is to take one particular species of flower, 
and to look at the flower quite closely. I alpo try to 
characterize the life and process of the flower and, 
in making all three substantial, to suggest certain 
correspondences with human types and situations* Yet 
although the poems are not only, and not simply, about 
flowers, they are not only or simply about human beings 
and their predicaments. The;- hover tentatively between 
the two, althou$i whatever object or situation they 
temporarily al sent themselves to they never lose sight 
of the flower* I am trying to find some common denomin 
ator that \7i31 pull together these two kinds of life* 

(Nature with ?£an (London, 1965), p.

His flowers are the domestic and wild ones found competing 

and co-existing in a garden* lie goes on:

I seo the garden, in fact, ae a kind of human bestiary, 
containing in the several ;olants earlier developed and 
anticipatory examples of human typos and situations.

In a later paragraph, he rejects the attempt to describe simply 

for the sale© of describing, and the older, purely allegorical 

view which ignores the individuality of natural objects as

themselves:

To remove nature, to isolate it from human ncture and 
then write about it, is an extremity as unproductive 
as the one *?hich sees all nature as a (symbolic) version 
of man* Man is a part of nature and to isolate one from 
the other, or to plide the one over the othsr, is to 
miss either the (related) complexity of both or the 
•solidity* of each. The two are contiguous; and that is 
what I'm trying to get at in the 'flower* poems. If 
ooen as cortiguous, thay can "be p©en as two components 
of a whole capable of mutual enrichment. (p«56)



We have soen that the symbolic view of nature predominates 

In poems like "Cooper's Hill" and "Upon the Hill and Grove at 

Blll-berow", to such an extort that the "solidity" of the 

details of nature in lost. The eliding of one ovsr tho other 

in typical of emblem literature, where both sidef can "be 

"solid" - the description of the palm-tree, and the analysis 

of the Virgin Mary's thoughts - but where the sense of a 

"whole" is absent, and there is no "rmitual enrichment", no 

"corrmon denominator that will Tmll together" the two percep~ 

tions,

Marvell's? hewel stanzas seem to do th© ^lr>d of thing 

Sllkin is aiming at, UP the hewel is already felt as a moral 

force "before any ©rplicit comparipon is? made to the human 

world. And when Marvell doos "temporarily absent hliJiself" to 

the realm of moral comment, the howel is not lor-t right of, A 

dcrior.ir.^tor" is found in a set of natural and moral

values, Corruption can rot tree, inan, nnd state alike, and we 

rm.tst accept that the process of cleansing nay need to sweep 

away the good with th© "baa?

While th© Oake seems to fall content, 
Viewing the Treason's Punishment,

In hie account of the gardens at Hun Appleton, stanzas 

XXXVI •XLII I, Marvell is even more succersful in achieving the 

kind of wholeness of impact that Silfcln considers desirable. 

He manages to unite the "things" of the garden with the "types
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and situations" of the human world, and while maintaining the 

"solidity" of each, expresses the "related complexity of both". 

At the outset, the basic metaphor is stated:

But laid these Gardens out in sport 
In the just "Figure of a Fort.

This brings the natural and human together, the two elements 

of the mutually enriching relationship. The significance of 

the "five Bastions'1 is related specifically to the five 

senses, and the succeeding stanzas integrate the original 

conceit with the description by dwelling on sensuous aspects 

of the scene* The senses are attacked by the sight and smell 

of the flowers, and by the sting of the bee, so the bastions 

are demonstrated to be necessary. The simile is not just a 

witty irrelevancy suggested by the number five.

Stanza XXXVII evokes four of the five senses: Bight - the 

colours; sound - the humming; touch - the dankness of the dew; 

small - the odours. Each detail partakes completely of the 

two worlds, of nature and of military man. The "Colours of 

the Day" are equally the dawn sky and the regimental flags; 

the bee hums, and drums; the flowers are like waking soldiers 

unfurling their ensigns, as well as waking plants opening 

their petals; the pun on "Pan" allows it to touch both sides, 

as the God of Nature, and as "the part of the musket-lock 

which held the priming" (note by ^r^oliouth); and the flask 

can be either a military implement, or a container for, among
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other things, perfume. The technique of this stanza is that 

of a series of extended puns*

Stanza XXXYIII continues the douDie-reference of the 

metaphor, as the flowers let fly "fragrant Vollyes", and press 

a "charge".

In stanza XXXIX, the senses mingle, and ear, eye and nose 

become involved in the shots of the flower-soldiers:

Well shot ye FiremenJ Oh how sweet, 
And round your equal Fires do meet; 
Whose shrill report no Ear can tell, 
But Ecchoes to the Eye and emell.

The flowers on parade, in regiments, under various colours, 

are fully flowers - the description helps us to visualize 

them - as well as being fully presented as soldiers;

See how the Flow'rs, ae at Parade, 
Under their Colours stand displaids 
Each Regiment in order grows, 
That of the Tulip Pinke and Hose.

In stanza XL, the description of the stars as a wvigilant 

Patroul", walking "round about the Pole", is acceptable as 

an account of the movements of the heavens; the epithet 

"vigilant" is just right, and anticipatory of i'eate'e Bright 

Star, which watched "with eternal lids apart".

The ensign image has been remarked on earlier (see pa^e 

163 above) as a brilliantly precise picture of the shape of 

a tulip plant.

The flower is literally a hut for the be© that enters it,
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as well ae being a hut in the terms of the military conceit. 

Notice the form of the line, "Kach Bee a& Sentinel ia shut". 

This ie not a comparison, but a statement of an observable 

fact that haa been wittily Interpreted. The bee is not "like" 

a sentinel, but if? in the flower "as Sentinel".

The important thing about this description is that Marvell 

ie not extracting significances from a natural scene as an 

emblematist would* Nor is he imposing a set of private meanings 

as a Romantic poet might. The two terms of the metaphor con 

tribute equally and fully to the description. They enrich each 

other mutually, both gaining in significance from the imagin 

ative contact. The same facts occur in two realms. The 

garden has been, in Silkin's phrases, "a kind of human 

bestiary, containing in the several plants earlier developed 

and anticipatory examples of human types and situations**.

The influence of the emblem method can still be felt in 

this part of the poem, as Marvell moves from the description

See W.K.Wimsatt's "Symbol and Metaphor", from The Verbal Icon 
(3rd. Noonday Press Paperbound ed., 1962)s "In understanding 
imaginative metaphor we are often required to consider not 
how B (vehicle) explains A (tenor), but what meanings are 
generated when ^ and B are confronted or seen each in the 
light of the other", (p.12?)
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of the Hun Appleton gardens to a meditation about the woes 

of England, "The Garden of the World ere while"; and thence 

to a lost Golden Age:

When Gardens only had their Towrs, 
And all the Garrisons were Flowrs, 
When Roses only Arms might bear, 
And Men did rosie Garlands wear? 
Tulips, in several Colours barr f d, 
Were then the Switzers of our Guard, 

(stanza XLl!)———

But these steps towards interpretation do not appear arbitrary, 

because the original description has already prepared the way 

for them imaginatively.

One more poem of Marvell*s has close affinities with the 

emblem: "On a Drop of Dew". It begins, like the Bill-bofcow 

poem, with an injunction to "see": "See how the Orient DewM 

etc. The first part of the poem provides the "picture" from 

which the significance is to be drawn. But, as in Marveil f s 

other emblem-like poems, the moral lessons or parallels are 

already evident in the description itself. In this, more than 

in any other of the poems except "The Coronet", the moral or 

spiritual and the physical unite, and the terms that are 

properly reserved for one or other become interchangeable. 

We see the drop of dew "gazing back upon the Piles"; "restless"; 

"unsecure"; "Trembling lest it grow impure", md we see the 

soul "Dark beneath, but bright above"; "recollecting its own 

Light"; a thing which "Shuns the sweat leaves and blossoms 

green".
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There is complete identification, as shown in Chapter V 

(see page 175 above). The descriptive 0ection already contains 

part of the interpretation of the emblem, and the formally 

interpretative section continues to amplify the physical 

description.

So far we have considered the passages? and poems which 

have affinities with the emblem tradition, which depend for 

part of their meaning on traditional material, like the 

hollow oak, the contrast between hill and plain, the comparison 

of gardens and soldiering. But Marvell also has? other methods 

of conveying moaning through what is ostensibly description. 

In the works of a poet who ha a been praised as a forerunner 

of the Romantics, and as an observant lover of nature, there 

are remarkably few passages that even appear to be pure 

description. We have seen that the details in stanza II of 

"Damon the Mower" and the bird stansae of "Upon Applet on 

House" are not primarily items of description; they fit into 

and contribute to a pattern of meaning, and it is as conveyers 

of meaning that they are poetically important. The pame is 

true of the vivid detail from "The Mower's Oong":

That not one Blade of Grass you spy'd, 
But had a Flower on either

This couplet is not there for its prettin©£?e or its accuracy 

as a piece of observation, but as an example of nature's lack 

of sympathy with man: while he sorrows, the meadows grow "more
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luxuriant".

"Bermudas", in spite of its accumulation of sensuous 

detail, is not descriptive, in purpose or effect. Only two 

couplets compel the reader to produce & mental image of the 

things mentioned:

He hangs in shades the Orange bright, 
Like golden .Lamps in a green Night. 
And does in the Pomgranates close, 
Jewels more rich than Ormus ehowe.

And even here the purpose is not exclur<ively, or even chiefly, 

descriptive. The associations of the ima^e-worde "golden" and 

"Jewels" are as important as their visual evocativeness. The 

whole poem aims at conveying an impression of the natural 

wealth of the islands. The spring is "eternal'1 , and "enamells 

every thing'1 ; the fowls come "daily"; the rine-applos are 

"plants of such a pride 11 ! GO^ "stores" the land with cedars; 

the Gospel is a "Pearl". It if? to this sense of overwhelming 

abundance and richness that the "golden" oranges and the 

"Jewels" of the pomegranates contribute, not to the reoresent- 

ation of a scene. The relationship between God and nature and 

man is what matters, not the characteristics of any individual 

natural details

He makes the Pigs our mouths to meet; 
And throws the Melons at our feet.

The Fame can be said of the famous fifth stanza of "The 

Garden", which again is not description, but a hyperbolical
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fantasy In which nature thrusts her riches upon man. It is 

extremely sensuous, but not a sensuous description. The 

details are part of an experience, not part of a ecene.

Of all Harvell's poems, "Upon Appleton House 1' is the one 

most firmly tied to a particular set of natural details: those 

making up the gardens and estate at Hun Appleton. The poem 

passes from the house itself, to the gardens, to the fields, 

to the woods, and back to the river-meadows; and moves? from 

dawn to nightfall. But hardly any of the descriptions, which 

form the bulk of the poem, are direct, because Marvell's 

purpose is not photographic. He takes what is "there", and 

uses it as a starting-point for witty elaborations. Pierre 

Legouis has some useful remarks on this process:

Nature in his poetry is a metaphysical Nature sprung 
from the brain rather than the senses. To epeak more 
precisely, as soon as the senses have made their 
harvest, now plentiful now scanty, the brain begins 
its task: out of its object it abstracts the essential

A few remarks from Burke f s discussion of the sensuous power 
of words are interesting as an adjunct to the foregoing: "In 
reality poetry and rhetoric do not succeed in exact descrip 
tion so well as painting does; their business IB to affect 
rather by sympathy than imitation; to disc-lay rather the 
effect of things on the mind of the speaker, or of others, 
than to present a clear idea of the things themselves. This 
is their most extensive province, and that in which they 
succeed the best". (A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin 
of our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful, ed. J.T.Boulton 
(London, 1958), P.I 72)
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quality, which it substitutes for the object and on 
which it works, making it live and shine anew by dint 
of unexpected metaphors and of comparisons that 
suddenly bring to light unsuspected analogies. 

(Andrew Marveil, p.58)

Take, for example, stanza LVIII, which describes the cattle 

grazing in the meadows of the estate:

They seem within the polisht Grass 
A Landskip drawen in Looking-Glass. 
And shrunk in the huge Pasture show 
As Spots, so ahap'd, on Faces do. 
Such Fleas, ere they approach the Eye, 
In Multiplying Glasses lye. 
They feed so wide, so slowly move, 
As Constellations do above.

The physical reality has been established in the previous 

stanza;

The Villagers in common,chase
Their Cattle, which it [the grass] closer rase;
And what below the Sith increast
Is pincht yet nearer by the Beast.

From this fact, the "harvest" of the senses, Marvell has 

abstracted "the essential quality" - a collection of tiny 

figures against a flat background - and worked upon this, 

producing bizarre similes. The four analogies are not intro 

duced to aid the description of the cattle; they are there 

because it is delightful to notice such similarities between 

widely differing things, and because such similarities are a 

fragment of the truth. It is worth noting that although wit 

is the principal agent in producing these similes, it depends 

on observation* the wit is visual. Donne's or Herbert's wit 

is almost always logical or dialectical, concerned with, and
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originating in, ideas rather than sensuous perception*

The eaiae sort of visual aptness at the outset is found in 

stanza LVf where the mown fields are described:

When after this 'tie pil f d in Cocks, 
Like a calm Sea it shews the Hocks: 
We vondring in the Kiver near 
How Boats among them safely steer. 
Or, like the Desert fcomphie Sand, 
Short Pyramids of Hay do stand. 
And sucn the Homan Camps do rise 
In Hills for Soldiers Obsequies.

This begins with a particular item in the landscape: the hay 

piled in cocks. Then follows the aimile of the sea and rocks, 

which is a legitimate visual parallel, especially as it is 

made more plausible by the actual view of boats on the nearby 

river, which, by a trick of perspective, peera to be sailing 

between the cocks/rocks. The rest of the stanza rings the

1
Cf. Robert Ellrodts "II n'est point do poete, avant Keats, 
qui ait exprime plus sensuellement les jouissancee que la 
nature procure aux sens. Que Marvell deprive la nature & la 
maniere des poetes baroques ou precieux, en^empruntant compar- 
aisons et metaphores au monde artificial cree par I'horarae,

un

de son art et la source de plaisir poStiquo. Et que la senafct* 
ion souvent s'intellectualise en conceit ne change rien 4 
1'affaire. Decrivant le domaine dts Nunappleton, i.^arvell depenet 
son esprit & broder des fantaisies intellectuellea sur lee 
objets de sa contemplation, alors que Donne et Herbert font 
appel a la senoation & seule fin de si^nifier concretenient 
1'idee ou le sentiment". (Les Poetes Iletaphrslqueg Anglais. II, 
P.150)
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changes on the abstract idea of a series of protuberances 

rising from a flat area. The comparisons to the -pyramids and 

Roman burial nounds are not really intended to help us to 

visualize the scene in the hay-field, Tor Marvell is not 

interested in describing, but in exploring the Nun Appleton 

estate, and finding in it an epitome of the greater world. By 

means of imagery and conceit, he can absorb into his account 

of Fairfax's lands many aspects? of the macrocosm and the body 

politic, of history and theology. In stanza LVTII he incorp 

orates in his vision of the cattle the infinitely great - the 

constellations * and the infinitesimally small - the fleas. 

In stanza LV, the reference to the sea connects with the 

previous analogy of the uncut grass dividing before the mowers 

as the ked Sea opening to let the Israelites escape* In stanza 

LIX, the river floods;

And makes the Meadow truly b© 
(What it but seein'd before) a Sea,

What is bizarre analogy one minute, ip revealed as truth the

next.

The monuments of the past ~ the pyramids and Roman camps - 

are seen as "Soldiers Obsequies 1*, suggesting the outcome of 

the Civil War that waa fought out in the process of mowing in 

stanzas L-LIV. The similes also work in reverse, and recognize 

that the relics of past civilizations are part of the same 

transient scheme as the hay.
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When Marvell reject* "the World*1 at the end of the poem, 

along with its "Gulfes, Deserts, Precipices, Stone", he adds: 

"Your lesser V/orld contains the same". And it is through the 

poem's imagery that we understand how an English estate can 

contain everything. The desert if? that of sstonza LV, and the 

stone may be the pyramids or rocks; the gulphs and precipices 

look back to atanza XLVII, with its "Abyrs" of "unfathomable 

Grass", and its "Precipices tall of the green spir V.

The imagery of the final stanza could aerve as an emblem 

of the entire poem. As Kitty Secular has pointed out:

The world consists of one shell within another: over 
all is 'the dark Hemier>here f , and within are nien and 
animals similarly housed and enclosed. 

(natural ^agic. p.1?2)

It should be clear by now that Marvell f s use of simile 

and metaphor to describe nature, though witty and amusing, is 

at the same time a serioun device. Gosee's fussy objection to 

Marvell f s "childish" lack of seriousness, and Quiller-C ouch's 

patronizing tolerance of his "quaint conceits", both reveal a 

complete failure to understand what the r oet was doing. They 

regarded his technique ap a method of ornamentation, whereas 

it was really a method of exploration and revelation.

J.A.Mazzeo, in an interesting chapter on "Metaphysical 

Poetry and the Poetic of Correspondence" in hie Renaissance 

and Seventeenth Century Studies (New VorV, 1°64), PP. 44-59, 

has examined contemporary theories of imagery, t.nd discovered
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just such a division of thought. Brought up in the tradition 

of Aristotelian rhetoric, the critical theorists of the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries could not quite escape 

from the belief that imagery served as an adornment for plain 

truth. Maazeo singles out II carmochiale aristutelico, by 

K.Tesauro (2nd. ed., Venezia, 1663), as the work which form 

ulated a theory to explain the ?Vietaphysical 11 function of 

imagery, Tesauro developed further the view that nature was 

the book or poem of God, and declared that it was a "meta 

physical" poem created by a God who was a "witty creator". 

Mazseo comments:

Thus God created a world full of metaphors, analogies 
and conceite, and so far from being ornamentation, they 
are the law by which creation was effected. God wrote 
the book of nature in metaphor, and so it should be 
read ... Now the poetic involved in this view of the 
world is not the poetic of ornamental metaphor, but 
what I call 'the poetic of correspondences*. When the 
conceit is said to have those properties which enable 
it to pierce the intellect or to arouse sensations of 
marvel and wonder, we do wrong to think, as some critics 
have, of the more excessive kinds of Baroque art. What 
is meant is that quality of vision which the discovery 
of correspondences can bring, the 'thrill 1 which the 
awareness of an analogy gives the intellect when it 
first becomes aware of the identity between things 
formerly believed unconnected. The universe is a vast 
net of correspondences which unites the whole multi 
plicity of being. The poet approaches and creates his 
reality by a series of more or less elaborate corres 
pondences ... Mature then w%s not the object of simple 
observation and enjoyment; it was the 'matter 1 in which 
man discovered arid read the metaphors of divine wisdom, 
for the world itself was a fmetaphysical' poem.

(PP.54-55) 

This provides a compieueiy satisfying £!QFP on vlarvell's
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method of treating nature in "Upon Appleton House". His 

conceits are revelations, not descriptions; they are amusing 

because wit is amusing; the ,<oet enjoys discovering the witty 

structure of the univorse created by a witty God - a structure 

which stretches through time as well as space, which includes 

fleas and constellations, Israelites, Icomans, and English 

mowers.

But in this poetry, we must never forget the importance 

of the real object, as it impresses our senses here and now, 

Marvell f s elaborate analogies are never random; they are 

always tied securely to the things around him, +*B Miss Secular 

admirably remarks:

Marvell'£3 conceits are saved from mere extravagance 
by a continual sense of place, so that even the most 
surprising image serves to build up the landscape 
because it springs directly from it as the only way 
of presenting some oddity of perception or another, 

(Natural L&KJC. p.187)

Throughout the poem, we are continually being delighted by

1
Critics in more re-cent times have acknowledged the serious 
function of the conceits, and realized how integral they are 
to the i:oem, Bradbrook end Lloyd Thomas: "The keynote here 
is wonder; the wit is now led by the subject, it ie no longer 
playing upon it; the writing is no longer FO neatly ©xplicit" 
(Andrew Marvell, pp.36-37). Robert Ellrodt: "Aussi ce qui 
eerait chez Ccwley cue le bric-a-brac ti'une rh0tori;iue 
impersonelle semble chez Marvell surgir naturelle-nent au 
fil de la pennee dans un esprit bien ;;.cuble ?t (LeE rpetes 
Metaphysique8 Anglais. Vol. II, P.163),

ne
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the precision and brilliance of a sense-impression, often 

expressed through an image from the human world, li^-.e the one 

in etanza LXXIX:

T^hose Grass?, with moister colour daeht, 
Seems OP green flilks but newly washt;

or the kinetic effect of etanza L.XXVTII:

\Vhile, like a Guard on either eide, 
The Trees before their Lord divide;

or the picture of the flood, in stanza LIX:

The River in it self is? drown'd,
And Iel*p th'astonish'd Cattle round;

or the newel, and the thrueh'ff eye, the tulips, the rail with 

"unfesther'd Quilr", and the woodland refuse. None appear 

merely for their own ralce, a? an item of observed detail* But 

the very fact that they can be enjoyed for their vividness 

an4 precision, makes? them all the more Fueeeseful a? parts of 

an infinitely coinylex and profound pattern: the pattern which 

Marvell perceived when h© surveyed the world around him, and 

for which lie found a rerfect eritone in the Lord Fairfax's 

country estate.
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Chapter IX

SUBJECTIVE USE OP ITATVRAL DETAILS

The introduction to this section explained the subjective 

use of natural details as the presentation of "a particular 

personal experience of nature through the details which are 

associated with it'*; or as a "unique personal relationship 

between the poet and nature. Such a relationship is rare in 

poetry before the eighteenth century. As we have seen, men 

expected from nature a lespon rather than an experience. It 

is true that Wordsworth, the greatest exponent of thip kind 

of poetry, also insisted on the value of nature as a teacher, 

but the lessons he derived from the countryside were instinct 

ive, absorbed subconsciously from experiences, rather than 

logically deduced from observation. His view of nature's power 

to teach is expressed in these lines from the fir^t book of

The Prelude;

Wisdom and Spirit of the universe!
Thou Soul that art the Eternity of Thought'
That giv'st to forma and images a breath
And everlasting motion! not in vain,
By day or star-light thus from ray first dawn
Of Childhood didst Thou intertwine for me
The passions that build up our human Soul,
Not with the mean and vulgar works of Man,
But with high objects, with enduring things,
With life and nature, purifying thus
The elements of feeling and of thought,
And sanctifying, by such discipline,
Both pain and fear, until we recognize?
A grandeur in the beatings of the heart.
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(The Prelude* «d. E. de Selincourt, revised Helen 
Darbishire (London, 1%0), IP. 12-13, 11.428-2*41)

True "nature poetry", as defined by N.H. Clements in 

"Nature and the Country in Sixteenth and Seventeenth Century 

French Poetry", im*u XLIV (1929), 1005-1047, i<? poetry:

. . . consisting essentially in a sincere love and a 
spontaneous, as opposed to a conventional, treatment 
of nature; a concern with nature for its own sake 
instead of using it merely as an ornament in poetry 
with a primarily human interest; and a sympathetic 
interpenetratlon between the soul of man and the BOU! 
of things, (p. 1005)

He adds later:

... the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were not 
centuries of observation: they ran to synthesis, meaning 
here seeing things as a whole, whereas analysis, in the 
sense of seeing things in their details, is an essent 
ial of nature poetry ... another essential is an 
Introspective sensibility, (p. 1024)

No seventeenth-century English poet combined all these qual 

ities, although several of them produced poetry that might 

be called "nature poetry". Traherne had the introspective 

sensibility and the love or sympathy for nature. He tells, In 

"The Preparative", howi

A Meditating Inward Ey 
Gazing at <4uiet did within me lie,

And evry Thing 
Delighted me that was their Heavnly King;

(Thomas Trahernes Centuries. Poems, and Thanks-
«d. H.M.Margoiloutn ^Oxford, 1958), Vol.

II, p. 20)

and in "Wonder", exclaims, "How Bright are all Things here" 

(p,6), and:
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The Skies in their Magnificence,
The Lively , Lovely Air; 

Oh how Divine, how soft, how Sweet, how fair.'
The Stars did entertain my Sence, 

And all the Works of GOD so Bright and pure,
So Rich and Great did seem, 

As if they ever nust endure, 
In my Esteem*

(p.a)
The weakness of Traherne's poetry is its lack of particularity 

The strength of hie love and wonder comes through in the 

excitement and vigour of his rhythms, but rhythm is not 

enough to convey the fulness of his experience. The general 

ized objects of his passion - "evry Thing", "all Things", 

"Skies", "Stars" - are too vague to make much impression on 

the reader's imagination* The successful nature poet must 

see things "in their details", and re-create hie experience 

through the natural objects that helped to produce it.

Henry Vaughan is usually cited as the nature poet of the 

seventeenth century. But though he is more sensitive than 

Traherne to the actual things around him, he very rarely 

attempts any detailed evocation of them. I ierre '>,egoui&, 

commenting on the disciples of Donne, remarks:

Their poetry keeps to the town; it will haunt the 
fcuelles or the Court; when they compose their verse 
in the country, as Herbert and Vaughan largely do, 
their engrossing preoccupation with the Creator 
prevents them from dwelling on description of the 
Creation.

(Andrew karvell*

The third stanza of Vaughan 's "Rules and Lessons" provides a
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typical examples

Walk with thy fellow-creatures: note the hush 
And whispers amongst them. There's not a Spring. 
Or Leafe but hath his Morning-hymn; i^ach Bush 
And Qalc doth know I AM. . . 

(forks, ed. L.CTMartin, 2nd. ed. (Oxford, 1957),

The same kind of general enumeration occurs in "The Morning- 

watch":

The rising winds, 
The falling springs, 
Birds, beasts, all things 

Adore him in their kinds.
Thus all is hurl'd

In sacred llymnes » and Order, The great Chirne 
And Symphony of nature. 

(p. 424)

When Vaughan does present an experience of nature, 

deriving from specific contact with a natural scene - in 

"The Water-fall" (pp. 537-538) - he works well within the 

emblem tradition. The initial description of the waterfall 

is similar to klarvell's "On a Drop of Dew", suggesting the 

significance of the details ac? he presents them:

The common pass
Where, clear as glaee,
All must descend
Not to an end:

But quickened by this deep and rocky grave, 
Rise to a longer course more bright and brave.

He postulates his own involvement in the scene, in words that 

look forward to Wordsworth's "Lines above Tintern ^bbey":

Dear stream^ dear bank, where often I 
Have sate, and pleas *d my pensive eye.
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But hie interpretation of the scene rests on traditional 

emblem-values:

0 useful Element and clear!
My sacred waph and cleanser here.

(Compare Demon's response to Clorinda's fountain). Vaughan 

hints at the myetic quality of his experience:

What sublime truths, and wholesome themes, 
Lodge in thy mystical, deep streams 1

But the truths he discovers are extracted logically. The 

waterfall remains in the end a chapter in Nature's Book, 

that naist be read, not experienced:

As this loud brooks incessant fall 
In streaming rings reotagnates all, 
Which reach by course the bank, and then 
Are no more seen, Jurt ao pass men.

Similarly, "The Showre" (pp.412-413) begins with description: 

Mt Twas so, I saw thy birth etc"! then leads into meditation: 

"AhJ it is PO with me"; and concludes with a wished-for 

synthesis:

Perhaps at last 
(Some such showres past,) 

My God would give a Sun-shine after raine,

J.B.Leishman summed up the characteristics of Vaughan's 

nature poetry:

To describe Vaughan, as many have done, as a 'Nature- 
poet 1 , and to compare him with Wordsworth, is wide of 
the mark. It is true that the Ptarting-point of several 
of his most memorable poems is some natural sight which 
he has observed during a solitary walk, but such fights 
are significant to him only as more or less imperfect 
emblems of spiritual truths, and the poems they inspire
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are essentially expos itary and didactic and only 
incidentally descriptive.

Art of Marvell's Poetry, p.201)

There are only two or three passages in Marvell's work 

that might legitimately be called nature ^oetry. Generally, 

he IB too impersonal a poet to exhibit the essential "intro 

spective sensibility*1 . He holds himself more aloof than 

Vaughan, Herbert, Traheme* or Donne. The "coldness" of his 

love-poems has been remarked upon. He often expresses him 

self through the medium of pastoral figures «• the Mower, the 

Bermudan exiles, Bamon and Clorinda - or through abstractions 

like the Body and the Soul and Created Pleasure. In moot of 

the lyrics, he seems more concerned with making a fine poem 

than with examining his own state of mind or "expressing11 

himself. His senses seem to contribute more to a poem than 

hie emotions. Robert Ellrodt, discussing the brilliance of 

Marvell's sensuous images compared with the emotional precision 

of Donne's poetry, say si

Mais c'est qu'il Incline a la description plus qu'a 
la dialectique. C'est qu'il est plus attentif & la 
sensation qu'a 1 'emotion ̂ et que la premiere exige la 
survlvance^de 1' image precise.

(Les Pot tea ..Metaphyeiquee Anglais. Vol. II, p«128)

But on the few occasions when he does involve himself in 

a scene as more than a spectator or reporter, the resulting 

poetry is much nearer true nature poetry than anything in 

Traherne or Vaughan. The most strikiruy Instance is the wood- 

1 In Goldwin Smith's notice in TVna v.n^i^^ Pr>^t. fi (1880), II, p. 383.
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land passage in "TJpon Appleton House", stanzas LXI-LXXXI. The 

"I" is introduced at the start, the first time the pronoun 

occurs in the poem referring to the poet-narrator:

But I, retiring from the Flood, 
Take Sanctuary in tfce Wood; 
And, while it last*, my self imbark 
In this yet green, yet growing Ark.

The pun on "imbark" prepares the way for the subsequent w inter« 

penetration between the soul of man and the soul of things". 

Pour stanzas of impersonal description follow, before the "I" 

reappears, rejecting the song of the nightingale in favour of 

the stock-doves;

But I have for ray Musick found
A Sadder, yet more pleasing Sound*

Next come the references to the birds, and the emblematic 

Hewel stanzas. Only with stanza LXXI does the poet's personal 

Involvement with the things he has been describing become the 

centre of attention. He, the "easie Philosopher", confers 

among birds and trees, and slmopt becomes identified with the 

"Fowlee" and the "Plants 11 , Ke speaks to the birds, nln their 

most learned Original"; or where he falls, communicates with 

signet?

The reservations about his ability to read correctly "in 

Natures raystick Book" have already been discussed (see above, 

pages 187-^188), His closeness to nature IB expressed in richly 

sensuous tonne, in stanza LXXIV:
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The Oak-Leaves me embroyder all.
Between which Caterpillars crawl:
And Ivy, with familiar trails,
Me licks, and clasps, and curies, and hales;

and in stanza LXXVII:

Bind me ye Woodbines in your 'twines, 
Curie me about ye gadding Vinos* 
And Oh so close your Circles lace, 
That I may never leave this Place*

The traditional significance of ivy, woodbine, and vine may 

contribute pome thing to this sense of loving intimacy, but it 

is achieved mainly by the sensuous effects, These stanzas do 

not offer a literally real experience, any more than the 

similar passages in "The Garden" or "Daroon the Mower", but 

they do produce, through the relation between man and natural 

objects, a strong and imaginatively "real" experience* The 

poet is not here describing or drawing analogies from nature; 

he is experiencing nature. The contrast with Vaughan can be 

seen in the significance within a poem of the wind. Stanza 

LXXII concludes!

No Leaf does tremble in the Wind 
Which I returning cannot find*

Coining at the end of the passage which tells how he confers 

with plants and birds, this? detail is charged with meaning, 

The physical fact becomes a spiritual fact - an Instance of 

the hypersensitivity of the man at one with nature. 

Stanza LXXV also deals with the wind: 

Then, languishing with ease, I toss
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On Pallets swoln of Velvet Moss;
While the Wind, cooling through the Boughs,
Flatter* with Air ray panting Brows.
Thanks for ray Rest ye Mossy Banks,
And unto you cool Zephyr Ts Thanks.
Who, as my Hair, my Thoughts too shed,
And winnow from the Chaff my Head.

The function of the wind is complex* It somehow purifies the 

Mind, cleansing it of "Thoughts 11 , the "chaff" of the mind, and 

leaving the "Head", the pure grain that is essential being. 

Marvell, as pointed out before, is not philosophizing. This 

stanza presents in concrete detail, an experience that is both 

physical - the insistence on the browa, the mossy banks, the 

hair, etc. - and spiritual. Marvell does not try to explain 

what happens; he expresses it as a fact that the censes can 

apprehend, if not comprehend.

Compare the last stanza of Vaughan's "Regeneration", which 

describes his reaction to "a rushing wind":

I turn f d me round, and to each shade
Dispatch fd an Eye, 

To see, if any leafe had made
Least motion, or Reply, 
But while I listning sought

My mind to ease
By Icnowing, where 'twas, or where not, 

It whisper *d; ?/here I please.

Lord, then said I> On mg one breath.
And let me dye before my death! 

is, eS7 L.C.Martin, p.399)

Vaughan's wind, though "natural" at the start, soon gets 

transformed into the Holy Spirit. Marvell*s wind remains 

itself, and is significant as itself, as a part of nature.
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Vaughan interpret*j Marvell leaves us with the experience. 

When Vaughan senses a mystery in nature, he explains it, 

usually along orthodox Christian lines; Marvell lets his 

natural details work their own mystery in the reader's mind, 

The other poem in which Marvell speaks as of a personal 

experience of nature is "The Garden"* The actual experience 

is confined to stanzas V-VII, but the rest of the poem forms 

a necessary frame. Although one must allow for the obvious 

differences in technique and outlook, "The Garden" and 

Wordsworth's "Lines above Tintern Abbey" seem to deal with a 

similar experience* Both poets turn away from the world of 

men, to seek peace in nature, Wordsworth relishing the "thoughts 

of more deep seclusion", and Marvell "this delicious Solitude". 

The whole of the opening section of "Tintern Abbey" stresses 

the quiet of the scene, in contrast to the "din/Of towns and 

cities", and "The Garden" prefers "Pair Quiet" to the "bueie 

Companies of Men". Both poets imply a loss of earlier vitalityt 

When we have run our Passions heat; (Marvell)

That time is past,
And all its aching joys are now no more. (Wordsworth).

The central experience of the two poeme deems to be the 

same, though it is easier to trace in Marvell's neat stanzas 

than in Wordsworth's erratic poem: Marvell f c experience is a 

present one; Wordsworth's spans a longer period, and is "re 

collected in tranquility". But basically, each moves from
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intense excitement of the senses, to the pleasures of the 

mind and imagination, and thence to some transcendent spiritual 

state, in which the soul escapes from the restraints of the 

body. The richly sensuous delight of stanza V is paralleled 

by Wordsworth's early reBponslvoness to the sensuous qualities 

of the objects of the countryside:

Their colours and their forms, v/ere then to roe 
An appetite; a fooling and a love, 
That had no need of a remoter charm, 
By thought supplied, nor any interest 
Unborrowed from the eye.

The retreat into the Mind, the interpenetration of mind 

and matter, where all is reduced "To a green Thought in a 

green Shade'*, may be tne same as the process by which Words 

worth's "sensations sweet n pass; "even into my purer mind,/ 

'vith tranquil restoration"; and as the identification of man 

and his surroundings:

A presence that disturbs me with the joy 
Of elevated thoughts; a sense sublime 
Of something far more deeply interfused, 
Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns, 
And the round ocean and the living air, 
And the blue sl:y, and in tho mind of ir.an.

The freeing of the soul from the body, expressed in 

Marvell's poem through the bird-simile, is described more 

explicitly by the Roinantici

... that serene and blessed mood,
In which the affections gently lead us on, -
Until, the breath of this corporeal frame
And even the motion of our human blood
Almost suspended, wo are laid asleep
In body, and become a living soul.
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Both poems come to rest, after the ecstasy, in the land 

scape which prompted it - Wordsworth returning tos

. . « these steep woods and lofty cliffs, 
And this green partoral landscape;

and Marvell to the garden, with its "herbs and flowers".

This examination has obviously left out much that secures 

the distinctive character of the two poems: Marvell relies on 

wit, and on distilling the utmost from his words and images; 

Wordsworth is more rhetorical, less com! resred, in his use 

of language* But the central development, from pensuous to 

mental to spiritual awareness, is the same, and both poets 

depend for their experience on a close contact v/ith nature. 

It is an experience of nature, comrminicated through nature. It 

can only be related through the natural objects that are 

associated nith it, as Marvell says:

How could fmch sweet and wholesome Hours 
Be reckon f d but rzith herbs and flow'rsj

1
The traditional element in "The Garden" must not be forgotten. 
See Bradbrook and Lloyd Thomas: "Tho weight of the whole 
Spenserian tradition, in which Metamorphosis is the poetical 
answer to the decay of beauty and the triumph of time, is 
behind the exultation of this transformation. In the garden 
life is perpetually renewed, as it was for Spenser in the 
Garden of Adonis". (Andrew Marvell. p.61). See also Stanley 
Stewart's The Enclosed Garden (Madison, Milwaukee, and 
London, 1966) for an exhaustive study of the poem's place 
in the context of the literature emanating from the Song 
of Songs*
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Robert Kllrodt, trying to account for the extraordinary 

immediacy of "The Garden11 , saya that the poem gives the 

impression that:

I»e poete peint sea sentiments au moment merae ou il 
lea eprouve . • . Ce n'est par* un sentiment universel 
raais une experience unique qul nour> eat coinrouniquee. 

(Les Toetos Motaphyslques Anglais, Vol. II, p.115)

The only other poems in which ' larvoll presents a "unique 

personal relationship'* between man and nature, are the Mower 

poems. The sensuous harmony ("Damon the Mower") and the 

harmony of mind ( nnf>he Mower's Bong") have their parallels in 

stanssas V and VI of "The Garden". How these poems? convey the 

fooling of alienation when this harmony Is broken has already 

been discussed (see pages 191*199 above).

It is impossible to say how far the Mower speaks for 

Marvell, or even whether "Tho Garden" and the woodland passage 

of "Upon Appleton House" record actual experiences. Marvell 

was not a Romantic poet. Poetry for him, as for most men of 

his age, seems to have been an elegant pastime, to be cultiv 

ated at leisure, but discarded whan inoro serious matters, like 

politics, required his energies. One cannot kaow how far his 

"nature poems" were epun out of his reading of rnystics, from 

Hugh of St. Victor to Casimire 3arbiewski, and how far they 

came from his own experiences - probably from a complicated 

fusion of the two. But one can examine the finished poems, and 

find in them the effect of "a particular personal experience
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of nature expressed through the details that are associated 

with it", an effect which no other poet of the period could 

produce • not even one lika Traherne, who did have mystical 

experiences. And after all, it is the achievement that 

ultimately matters, not the forces that went into ite making.

1
See M.C.Brad'brook's diecuBnion of "The Ocrden": HThe 'I 1 
of the poem ie no mere first person singular. If it is not 
autobiographical, the poem is conceived as the experience 
of a einglo mind at a single time ynd r-lsee. It is not 
generalized, and it doop not record a common experience but 
an exceptional one". ("Marvell and the T'oetry of ivural 
Solitude*1 , Review of English Studies, XVII, (19VI), 37-lf6,
P.U-)
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Chapter X

CONCLUSION

This study began with a discussion of the occurrence in 

English poetjpy of general and particular details from nature. 

George Rylands, in "English Poets and the /.betract ^ord" 

(Essays and Studies* XVI (1930), 53-Bif), examines a similar 

question, and, taking Johnson and Wordsworth as his examples, 

remarks:

Literature oscillates between these two poles; between, 
one may say, philosophy and experience, the moral idea 
and the material object* (p.54)

Most poetry, perhaps all poetry of lasting value, is extended 

between these two poles, inclining now more nearly to one, now 

more nearly to the other. Josephine Miles f e? investigations 

have suggested that during the seventeenth century a shift 

was taking place, away from moral or philosophical general 

isations, and towards particular material objects and indiv 

idual experiences. It was in this context that Marvell wrote 

his poems. If we concentrate on one end of the scale, he 

appears as a traditional poet, having affinities with Spenser 

and the emblematiflte; if we concentrate on the other, he 

appears as a "modern" poet born before hi? time. But his 

poetry defies such simplifications. A poem like "The Oarden", 

or "Upon Appleton House", or "Damon the Mower", is not so



patently an experience as Wordsworth f s "The Daffodils'1 , or 

Clara's nature sonnets; nor is it no patently a moral or 

philosophical statement as Harriet's ''To the Virgins, to rnake 

much of Time", or Herbert's "Vertuo". i/iar»vell had the good 

fortune to bo writing at n timo ^hon the resources of the 

classical and scholastic traditions were Ptill available to 

poetry as a vital force, lie also had the good fortune to 

possess a more developed or acute sensitivity to the forms of 

the natural world than most of his contemporaries among the 

poets, and to live at a time when such a gift wap beginning 

to "be felt necessary to the art of poetry*

It is outside the scope of this study to demonstrate 

exactly where ?Jarvell bolongo in the development of the use 

of natural details in Knglish literature, but the examination 

of the details theiriFelves, and of their function in the 

context of individual poems, givos an indication of the 

changing direction of one movement of mid-seventeenth-century 

verse « a rnovenierit which was to ppsune major proportions in 

the eighteenth century, and culminate in the poetry of 

Y/ordswortlu
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